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Saudis greet plan for more U.S. firepower
DHAHRAN, Saudi Arabia (AP)
— Saudi officials are welcoming
the shipment of U.S. Patriot antiballistic missiles to the desert kingdom now that tensions are rising
again in the Persian Gulf region.
A formal U.S. decision came
Tuesday, and the first two Patriot
batteries were sent today from Germany to Saudi Arabia, the Pentagon said.
The action came after Iraqi
troops for a second time detained
44 U.N. inspectors searching for
evidence of nuclear weapons in
that country.

President Bush condemned
Baghdad's "unacceptable behavior" and the U.N. Security Council demanded release of the
inspectors.
A Saudi official on Tuesday welcomed plans to send 1,300 troops
and about 100 Patriots and said the
missiles fit into their plans. The
official, who spoke on condition of
anonymity, said the troops and
materiel should provide sufficient
defense should Saddam Hussein
plot any new aggression.
The Saudis took an unprecedented step in August 1990 by

Inviting U.S. forces in after Iraq's
invasion of Kuwait.
About 200 U.S. Air Force jet
fighters and spy planes are still
based in Saudi Arabia — an array
that includes A-10 attack planes.
F-15 and F-16 fighters, F-117A
Stealth fighter-bombers, airborne
AWACS and U-2 spy planes..
Bush has made clear he would
be willing to send even more warplanes to escort U.N inspectors
seeking to identify and dismantle
Iraq's weapons of mass destruction
under terms of the Persian Gulf
War cease-fire.
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WORLD
BUCHAREST, Romania —
Thousands of coal miners incensed by high prices stormed government headquarters today and
fought riot police with firebombs. One wing of the government building was set ablaze.
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SPORTS
The Murray State Racer volleyball team lost a match Tuesday
night, but may have lost even
more. Page 14

BUSINESS
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Orders to U.S. factories for durable goods fell 3.8 percent in
August, while sales of existing
homes also dropped, the government said today. Page 2

FORECAST
Partly cloudy and cool. Low in
the upper 40s. West wind 5 to
10 mph. Thursday: Mostly sunny. High 70 to 75.

POLLEN/MOLD
1-800-756-4AIR
Allergy-Asthma Clinic
of West Kentucky

LAKE LEVELS
KENTUCKY LAKE
355.9, +0.1; below 301.1, -0.3
BARKLEY LAKE
355.8, -0.1; below 302.2, -0.2

Bush said last week that he
would provide the Patriots to the
Saudis fo,defensive purposes. The
White House said Iraq still
possessed "several hundred Scud
missiles of the type used against
Saudi Arabia during the Gulf
War.''
_ -There-were reports that the . Saudis demanded the missiles in return
for allowing the United States to
stage protective cover flights for
U.N. inspectors, but Pentagon officials declined comment on the
reports Tuesday.
Meanwhile, in Dhahran, know-

A panel of Elderhostel participants held a discussion on the criminal justice system in the U.S. in Murray
as part of Tuesday's session. From left: Bonnie Irmscher, Jack Mizansky. Bob Closson, C. Don Roush and
Staff photo by Cyrus Mull
Jacky Dodd.

Crime, history among topics of Elderhostel
By CYRUS AFZALI
Murray Ledger & TiT4PS Staff Writer

Topics such as crime in the
United States and the history of the
Jackson Purchase are among those
being discussed at the meeting of
Murray State University's Elderhostel group this week.
Karen Guthrie, community education coordinator for MSU, said
the program offers persons 62
years old and older the opportunity
to enroll in classes during the program's one-week time frame.
"Elderhostel is a national program that's been in existence since
the early 1970s. The cpncept is for
people age 62 and over to go to
university campuses to take three
academic classes that meet during
that one week. They're taught by
university professors," Guthrie
said.
Each campus that offers Elderhostel programs has to apply to the
national office and run the prog-

rams by their guidelines.
"Murray State had to apply
through Boston. There are state
offices in each state and at local
campuses. Elderhostel has guidelines each campus has to follow.
Everyone has to have a minimum
of six hours (of instruction) for
each class," Guthrie said.
She said local campuses are
given permission to offer the program for one year and are evaluated
continuously.
"They give us a certificate to
operate under the name of Elderhostel for one year at a time," she
said.
One topic offered Tuesday was
criminal justice in the United
States. Themes discussed included
how the system works and the
effects of racism on the system. Dr.
Concetta Culliver, an assistant professor in the department of political
science, criminal justice and legal
studies, originated the idea for the

session.
"I wrote a proposal to Karen
Guthrie and the continuing education program and it was accepted. I
felt these people would be interested in discussing critical issues in
criminal justice and it would bring
about good ideas, They could talk
to their legislators and bring
change and they will be informed
as ,to how they can make further
contributions such as volunteering
with police departments. It's an
a W areness session involving some
of the most controversial issues in
criminal justice," Culliver said.
Other topics and speakers
offered this week have included
"Old Time Radio Programming,"
which is being taught by Dr. Ray
Mofield. a professor in the department of journalism, radio/tv at
MSU: and "The History of the
Jackson Purchase," by Marcia
Smith.
Th4: Elderhostel program will
end Friday.

UNITED NATIONS (AP) — escort the inspection flights. The
Iraqi soldiers today besieged U.N. airlift of the six Patriot batteries
weapons experts in a Baghdad from Germany began today, the
parking lot for a second day and Pentagon said in a statement.
stopped the inspectors from sealing
The chief of the U.N. team.
up documents detailing Iraq's David Kay, said up to 92 Iraqi secnuclear arms program, the U.N. urity men surrounded the 44 weateam leader said.
pons inspectors outside the Iraqi
The showdown over possession Atomic Energy Commission buildof the documents continued hours ing. He said three Iraqi trucks
after Iraq gave the United Nations blocked the exit, a closed iron gate.
written assurance it would allow
About midday, security officials
U.N. monitors.to fly freely over its
"charged.
Into the circle" of the
territory_ to,look for hidden weateam's
six
cars and a bus to stop
pons facilities.
U.N. officials announced tenta- the inspectors from putting U.N.
tive plans today for a helicopter seals on boxes containing materials
mission in four or five days to on Iraq's nuclear program. Kay
search for Scud missiles and said in a satellite-telephone interview with The Associated Press in
launchers in western Iraq.
Rising tensions over the U.N. New York.
"They forcefully prevented us
searches prompted a U.S. decision
to send nearly 100 Patriot antifrom putting agency seals on the
missile missiles and 1,300 soldiers
boxes," Kay said. He said the team
to Saudi Arabia, in case the Securi- ,wanted to seal the boxes to prevent
any Iraqi tampering while members
ty Council decides to have warplanes and helicopter gunships of the U.N. group slept.

Taking back the night

Paducah attorney Leah Cooper, a member of the board of directors
of Rape Victim Services, Inc. was one of the speakers at Tuesday
night's "Take Back the Night" program sponsored by the Jackson
Purchase National Organization for Women.

Mann arrives home; Israel says Iran reneged on hostage promise
LYNEHAM, England (AP) —
Jack Mann, his sagging features
and halting steps betraying the
rigors of 2V2 years of captivity in
Lebanon, came home to England
today.
The military VC-10 carrying
Mann and his wife from Cyprus
touched down at 12:10 GMT (8:10
a.m. EDT) at the Lyneham air base
80 miles west of London. The Roy-

al Air Force saluted Mann, a World
War II pilot, and a Spitfire fighter
like the ones he flew against Nazi
Germany made a victory roll
overhead.
TJae 77-year-old Briton was freed
by the pro-Iranian Revolutionary
Justice Organization on Tuesday,
and reunited in Damascus, Syria
with his wife Stmnie.
Mann, who had been the oldest

of the Western- hostages in Lebanon, smiled as he emerged from the
plane. A nurse helped him down
the steps. But after a night's rest,
turned out in a sports jacket and
ascot, he appeared more energetic
than he ha* in his first hours of
freedom.
He said nothing to the crowd of
well-wishers, but shook hands cordially with the base commander

and kissed a woman who had a
bouquet for his wife. Sunnie Mann
told the crowd: "It's thie most wonderful day of my life."
Even as Mann flew to his homeland, a disagreement arose between
two players in the hostage ordeal
that could threaten further releases.
Israel today accused Iran of
breaking a promise to provide
information on an Israeli soldier
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ledgeable American officials told
The Associated Press there were no
apparent indications of imminent
action against Iraq.
One officer, speaking on condition of anonymity, said it would
take at least two weeks to attain a
state of preparedness .for action
against Iraq.
At the height of the war there
were 540,000 troops in the region.
Now there are 33,000.
Some Saudis are now criticizing
Bush for what the) called his failure to oust Saddam in February:

Iraq breaks promise, U.N. team
under siege for second day

WEDNESDAY

FRANKFORT — The issue of
whether Kentucky should be
able to have tougher environmental regulations than those set
by the federal government has
divided the state's two gubernatorial nominees. Page 3
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JOBE MARSHALL
Its hard to tell. It depends upon
what he's (Hussein) going to do.
We probably should, but we don't
make policy.

DENNIS SMITH
I don't know. We should hi\
done it (ta','n Hussein trom pow Cr,
While
WC
were over there ‘‘,•
should have taken him out

DAVID WALTHER
Yes. It might he now or it might
he later but I figure they will. They
might as well not wait and go now.

EDDIE DILLON
I hate to say yes because we
hope we won't. If he continues
doing what he's doing it might he
fleCCSSafl .

missing in Lebanon, a condition
that is parr of a broad deal to free
Western hostages./
Pro-Iranian Muslim kidnappers
holding Westerners in Lebanon are
demanding Israel release Arab prisoners in exchange for their captives. The Muslim cleric, Hussein
Musawi, said the kidnappers were
awaiting a reciprocal action after
freeing Mann on Tuesday.

Jobless rate up for
third month in a row
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky's unemployment rate
rose in August for the third consecutive month — to 7.7 percent
from July's 7.4 percent.
It was a dramatic increase from
August 1990. when the rate was
5.2 percent. the Cabinet for Human
Resources said in a monthly report.
Employment increased in some
sectors, particularly government
hiring, but the economy could not
absorb all of 'August's new job
applicants, the report said.
"Our rate may decline some this
fall, but winter is usually our hardest time, so any significant
improvement probably won't come
until spring,' Ed Blackwell, the
'state's chief labor market analyst,
said in a statement.
The biggest increase was in gov-,
ernment hiring as 4,200 school .
employees returned, and manufacturing jobs increased by 2.200, the
report said

PAGE 2
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Orders for durable goods fell in August
WASHINGTON (AP) — Orders
to U.S. factories for durable good's
fell 3.8 percent in August, driven
down from the record growth a
month earlier largely by falling
transportation orders, the government said today.
Meanwhile, sales of existing
homes declined 2.1 percent in
August. the second straight decline
since the housing recession bottomed out last January, a real estate
trade group said today.
Increases in the South and Mid-

west were unable to offset sizable

new home sales. also thc first since

drops in the Northeast and WM. January.
the National Association of Realtors reported.
Overall, sales of previouslyowned single-family homes totaled
a seasonally adjusted annual rate of
3.25 billion, down from 3.32 billion a month earlier.
The revised 7.5 percent decline
in July. even steeper than the 6.7
percent decrease first reported last
month, was the first in five months.
It was accompanied by a drop in

Ross Insurance Agency
Auto - Home - Farm
Business - Life - Health
Compare Our Price & Coverage
6th & Main

The Commerce Department
reported earlier this month that
housing starts slowed to a 0.6 percent gain in August, the smallest in
three months, which some
observers saw as another sign the
housing recovery was weakening.
The Commute Department said
orders for durable goods totaled a
seasonally adjusted 5125.9 billion,
down from S130.8 billion the previous month. July's 11.7 percent
advance was stronger than the 11.2
percent estithate reported last
month and was the largest since the
department began tracking orders
in 1958.
After falling during the first
three months of 1991, orders rose
in April and May before dipping

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

753-0489

9911/ wi991Y
Roy's Discount Pharmacy
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For Your Comenience Now Otters

LOUISVILLE. Ky. (AP) —
Here are Tuesday's winning
numbers selected by the Kentucky 1.ottery: Pick 3: 1-9-0

p
UPS Pick-Up
Daily Monday - Friday

(one. nine: zero).

Ship Weekly & Save monQ

UPS

NI-F 9 a.m.- 8 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.- 7 p.m. Sun 1-5 p.m.
753-2380
Olympic Plaza
11%.1 641 N.,

Shell

30" DESIGNER WHITE
SMOOTHTOP
ELECTRIC RANGE
• Designer White color

• Lighted cooktop
• Lighted oven window
• Electronic digital clock
with timer

'775

Hwy. 641 N.

Durable goods. usually expensive items expected to last more

than three years, are considered a
barometer of manufacturers' production plans. A decrease could
result in a cutback in production
and a loss of jobs.

Commission issues
preliminary OK
for subdivisions
The Murray Planning Commission issued preliminary approval
Tuesday night for two subdivision
projects.
The commission approved unit
III of the Woodgate Estates project
located west of Murray. The project is being developed by John
Clark.
Also receiving approval was
phase II of Campbell Estates
located off Larkspur Drive near
Gatesborough Circle. The project is
being developed by Dale Campbell.

MPD investigates

shotgun theft

• Electronic thermostat
• Automatic'oven timer
Control
• One touch selfcleaning
12
• standard features

UNDERWOOD APPLIANCE
VMagic chef'

1.1 percent in June. The August
drop meant orders for the first
eight months were down 0.4 percent from those of the same period
of 1990.
Most Major categories recorded
losses in August. New orders for
transportation equipment contributed the largest decline, a 9.2 percent loss and the first since April.
A large decrease in aircraft orders
offset gains in other equipment
including automobiles.
Excluding the transportation sector, orders were off 1.6 percent.

759-1505

The Murray Police Department
is investigating the theft of a shotgun Tuesday, according to a report.
Charles E. Reed, of Rt. 5, Murray, told police that someone
between 7 p.m. and 10 p.m. took a
Remington 12-gauge shotgun from
his son's vehicle while it was
parked at the Murray High School
Field House on Johnson Boulevard,
police said

District court jury duty list
The following people are summoned for jury duty for the Calloway
District Court and are to report for jury duty on Thursday. October 3,
1991 at 9 a.m. in the Miller Courthouse Annex, 201 S. 4th St., Murray,
Ky.:
Kasandra Gayle Adams, Patrick Adkins, Dana Paul Ahart, Hal All-

briucn, Lisa Allen, Raelyn Barlow, Eric Barnes, Dana Elaine Billington, 0.D. Belt, Macon Blankenship;
Robert Herman Boss, Rotchie Mason Brown, Geneva Brownfield,
Marilyn T. Burkeen, Tina Ann Burkeen, Michell Lee Carson, Jimmy
Ray Clymer, Sarah Jane Crick, Robert Ni. Cunningham, Lisa Clees
Darnell:
Michael Davenport, Donald Dechow Jr., Lalit Dodampe Dharmaseri.
Billy Duncan, Lavinia June Dunn, Carl Edwards. Ronald Eisinger.
Faye Fcezor, Laura Ferguson, Donald Burton Fleming;
Burton W. Folsom II, Clifford R. Higginson, Loren Joseph Hortin,
Thomas Houston, Frances R. Holse, Leigh Ann Phillips Jarvis, Blanche
H. lines, Debra Gail Lampkins, Frankie Lax, Delia Mae Long;
Virgil A. Lyon, Samantha J. Melinke, Michael R. Mercer, Ira Keith
Meyer, Melton D. Mitchell, Jerry Montgomery, Elbert P. Outland, Judy
Clark Overbey, Charlotte R. Parker, Kathryn Lee Paschall:
Lauri Ann Perrin, Ralph Joseph Phipps, Steven Robert Pratt, Wilma
Faye Puckett, James R. Ransbottom, Gary Ed Raspberry, Sue Nell
Roberts, Julian Rogers, John K. Ryan, Barbara Skinner;
Brenda Sue Smith,- Dusty C. Spiliotis, Charles R. Starks, Melesa
Gale Stenski, Bobby Lee Stone, Bobby H. Stubblefield, Virginia Taylor, Timothy C. Torsak, Betty Sue Vinson, Jody Ward;
Mitchell Ward, Ann H. Watson, Holland Webb, John E. Williams,
Johnnie Williams, Otis V. Williams, Velma, C. Wisehart, Andres L.
Wooldridge, Myra Ann Yates, Michelle Renee York.

ROMANIA

SOVIET GEORGIA

As
boa

TBILISI — A predawn shootout between rebel Georgian National Guard
units and militiamen loyal to President Zviad Gamsakhurdia left four dead
and four wounded today, while a state of emergency went into effect in the
capital. The violence was the worst in the southern republic in a month of
escalating conflict. Both Gamsakhurdia z—id his opponents are anticommunists who seek Georgian independence, but his foes favor more
democratic reform and claim he has abused his powers. Gamsakhurdia said
the clash occurred when Georgian police repelled rebel guardsmen attacking a power plant. But opposition leaders, including former Georgian Prime
Minister Tengiz Sigua, said there was no such attack. They accused the
president's militia of stopping a rebel guardsmen who was driving to hospital
and shooting at colleagues who tried to help him.

ZAIRE

UNITED NATIONS — In a major step toward ending El Salvador's 12-yearold civil war, the rightist government has agreed to allow the leftist guerrillas
to join a new police force separate from the military. The agreement, reached Tuesday after eight days of U.N.-brokered negotiations, represents a
compromise for both sides. The rebels had demanded incorporation in the
armed forces as a way to ensure their safety and that of their followers, and
to secure an active role in reforming the country's,Salvador's violenceplagued security forces. The government rejected that idea. The two sides,
however, accepted Secretary-General Javier Perez de Cuellar's proposal to

PHILIPPINES

MANILA — Sen. Juan Ponce Enrile said today there is no legal basis for
U.S. troops to remain in the Philippines and that the Americans should be
given no more than one year to leave. Enrile said in a television interview
that the legal basis for the presence was removed Sept. 16. The Senate on
that date rejected a 10-year lease for Subic Bay naval base, but President
Corazon Aquino then withdrew a notice requiring the Americans to leave.
Aquino appears at a loss what to do next. She first called for a referendum
to overturn the move but drew back when constitutional experts said the
vote would have no effect. She then asked senators to help come up with a
schedule of withdrawal so that the pullout would not wreck the Philippine
economy, already reeling from 20 percent inflation and 17 percent unemployment. The United States already has agreed to leave Clark Air Base,
heavily damaged after nearby Mount Pinatubo began erupting in June.
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'88 BUICK LESABRE 4 DR.
Nice family car, very clean,
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BUCHAREST — Rampaging miners demanding the premier's resignation
and a price freeze stormed into the capital today and forced their way past
police into a government building, witnesses and news reports said. A witness reported the miners, who commandeered trains overnight from a coal
mining region 150 miles northwest of Bucharest, smashed windows at the
government building with chains and clubs. Police responded by firing tear
gas. The official Rompres news agency reported several hundred of the
4,000 miners who had come to Bucharest had forced their way into the government headquarters building. No further information was immediately
available. Reports that miners had arrived in the capital aboard two trains
raised fears of a repeat of a June 1990 uprising in which 6,000 miners, summoned to Bucharest by the government, engaged in three days of street
violence that left six people dead. In today's violence, about 100 police in
riot gear had surrounded the government building in Bucharest in an effort
to protect it.
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ZAGREB — The president of Croatia and the federal defense minister held
a secret meeting today, and officials reported that a 4-day-old truce was
generally holding across the war-torn region. At least five previous ceaseat
fire agreements have failed to stop three months of bloodshed in which
least 500 people died since Croatia declared independence from
Yugoslavia.
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BRAZZAVILLE, Congo — Foreigners in Zaire jammed boats and planes
today today as European soldiers led evacuations from the troubled nation,
where three days of military-led unrest has claimed at least 30 lives. In
Washington, the Pentagon said it loaned several transport planes to France
to help carry additional troops to Zaire. More than 1,000'French and Belgian
paratroopers are in Zaire to protect embassies and help foreigners flee.
Rioting and looting by mutinous Zairean soldiers subsided today in the capiaffairs
tal, Kinshasa, but other areas were "really tense," Belgian foreign Zaire's
spokeswoman Francoise Gustin said. France, meanwhile, pressed
to
ruler for 26 years, Mobuto Sese Seko, to accept a multiparty democracyhad
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soldiers
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Candidates disagree on environmental issues
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lucky supported the "no-morestringent-than" idea, but the proposal was strongly opposed by
environmental groups.
The bill was killed in the Senate
by President PTO Tern John "Eck"
Rose, who said it had "the potential to be detrimental to the
environment."
EnvironMentalists said the bill
could have wiped out many existing laws that protect the state's air.
land and water. They said Kentucky also needed more flexibility to go
beyond the standards of the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency.
Jean True, an executive committee member for Kentuckians for the
Commonwealth, said Monday.
"EPA sets absolute bottom-of-thebarrel standards. Those don't begin

his press secretary. Larry Cirignano
said Monday.
Jones, the lieutenant governor,
opposes the proposal, said Diana
Taylor, a spokeswoman.
The.group of 12 business executives that supports Hopkins mentioned the contrast in a recent fundraising letter it sent out.
Such a bill limiting state regulations passAd the Kentucky House
but died in the Senate during the
1990 General Assembly.
The compromise measure would
have required the state Natural
Resources Cabinet to review all
new regulations stronger than federal standards and give reasons to
justify the tougher rules.
The state Chamber of Commerce
and Associated Industries of Ken-

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The
issue of whether Kentucky should
be able to have tbugher environmental regulations than those set
by the federal government has
divided the state's two gubernatorial nominees.
A group of business executives
that supports Republican Larry
Hopkins says the candidates' positions show that Hopkins is probusiness and Democrat Brereton
Jones is anti-business.
The disagreement stems from a
controversial bill considered by
state lawmakers last year that
would have generally prohibited
state environmental regulations
from being any more stringent than
the federal regulations.
Hopkins supports such a move,

to become adequate protections at
all."
Taylor explained Jones' opposition to the proposal: "He would
not want to tie Kentucky's hands in
an area like that."
Jones thinks there could be some
areas where Kentucky has particular needs, where it would make
sense for the state to have stricter
rules than those created hy federal
officials, she said.
Cirignano said Hopkins favored
such a law because it would reduce
red tape and attract industry to
Kentucky.
"He's said numerous times in
his speeches ... we don't need to tie
one hand behind Kentucky industry's back and hamper them in
competition with the other states."

THINK OF IT!
A NEW INFORMATION
AGE PARK IS NEAR
Call 1-800-359-4775 For More Information

Sen. Ford blasts delay
in AVLIS construction

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Gov. Wallace Wilkinson has taken a
side in the growing disagreement between school boards and school
councils over the authority each must cede to the other.
"Neither extreme is correct," Wilkinson said Tuesday.
Wilkinson said there is little "gray area" in the law that sets out the
duties and responsibilities of school boards and individual councils.
"The original intent was that school councils were to have control
over curriculum, things relating to curriculum ...," Wilkinson said. "It
was never intended for them to. run the school district."
Wilkinson said councils must operate within all legal mandates and
the members are also held accountable for the achievements of students at the school.
"What takes place in that building ... is their responsibility," Wilkinson said. "And they're the ones held accountable."
On the other hand, Wilkinson said school boards still set policy for
their districts.
A lawsuit in Boone County and one expected to be filed in Johnson
County pit teacher organizations against local school boards trying to
set the boundaries for the authority of the councils.
The new education law lets each school form a council composed of
an administrator, teachers and parents to make decisions in the
building.
David Keller, executive director of the Kentucky School Boards
Association, said Tuesday that councils must operate within local
board policies. Additionally, he said councils must submit annual plans
that must be approved by local boards.
Wilkinson used as an example that school boards set the budget for
an entire district, including the amount to be spent at individual
schools. School councils can then determine how best to spend money
within the buildings.
Keller said that allowing school councils to operate without board
oversight effectively strips taxpayers who don't have children in the
schools from being able to exert any control about how their money is
spent.
Keller said 70 percent of taxpayers don't have children in the
schools.
But Wilkinson said that misses the point that the new education law
provides accountability that never existed before by requiring schools
and students to meet certain academic standards.

WASHINGTON (AP) — A top
Energy Department official made it
clear during a Senate hearing that a
timetable calling for construction
of a commercial AVLIS nuclear
plant to start in 1993 is no longer
realistic.
"It doesn't take a nuclear physicist to see that this program is in
trouble," Sen. Wendell Ford,
chairman of the Energy Research
and Development Subcommittee,
said at the hearing Tuesday.
The plant could be built near
Paducah in western Kentucky. The
schedule has called for operations
to begin in 1997.
But Assistant Energy Secretary
William Young said 2001 is the
"earliest possible date" that the
plant could be in operation.
Ford, D-Ky., said he called the *
hearing to listen to ideas about how
to get AVLIS "out of the laboratory and into the marketplace."
AVLIS — or atomic vapor laser
isotope separation — is a new,
cheaper method for enriching uranium for nuclear power plants. It is
.supposed to give the United States
'a big boost in its competition with
foreign suppliers.
The Paducah area is in the running for selection for the new
AVLIS plant if and when one is
built.

West Kentucky coal to be 'devastated' by clean air act
order to meet new polution
standards.
"Based on coal production and
price projects estimated by the
Energy Information Administration, the total value'of the coal production in Kentucky is expected to
increase as a result of the (clean air
act)," the study concluded.--This
is projected to result in a net
increase in both employment and

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
new study suggests that Kentucky's
overall coal economy may actually
benefit as a result of federal clean
air legislation.
But the study released Tuesday
to the General Assembly also reaffirms earlier suggestions that the
western Kentucky coal fields will
be devastated as utilities and others
quit burning relatively dirty coal in /

Public Notice

`This program is in trouble'

Wilkinson says school councils,
boards each have specific roles

income for the state as a whole.
However, there will be significant
differences in how (the law) affects
regions within Kentucky."
The Energy Information Administration is an agency of the U.S.
Energy Department. It performed
the study at the request of the
legislature's Subcommittee on
Energy.

Greater Paducah Economic Development Council • Post Office Box 8100 Paducah, KY 42002-0810

Paducah already has a
government-owned enrichment
plant, but that 1,740-employee
operation uses an older method,
known as gaseous diffusion. and is
expected to be closed eventually.
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The Murray Ledger & Times is published
every afternoon except Sundays. Lily 4,
Thanksgiving Day, Christmas Day and New
Year's Day by Murray Newspapers Inc. 1001
Whitnell Dr.. Murray. Ky 42071. Second Class
Postage Paid at Murray. Ky. 42071 •
• • • •
SUBSCRIPTION RATES. In areas already
served'by carnal: $5.00 per month, payable in
advance. By mail in Calloway Co and to Benton, Hardin, Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmington,
Ky., and to Paris, Buchanan and Puryear,
Tenn : 557 00 per year. By mail to other destinations: S64.50 per year
• • • •
To reach all departments of the newspaper,
phone 753-1916.
• • • •
The Murray Ledger & Times is a manber of
the Associated Press, Kentucky Press Association and Southern Newspapers Publishers
Association.
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled
to news onginated by The Murray Ledger &
Times.
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- •
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$4,075
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AVAILABLE
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This year, 122,000 American men will learn that
they have prostate cancer. About 32,000 will die of
it this year.

are diagnosed at an early stage are alive ti ve years
later. And now, even in advanced cases, the
disease can often be effectively treated.

Everyday Best Price!Everivkly Best Vithie!
Wendy's 14 lb. Single'
$129
liamburger
Fully Dressed
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Every man age 40 and over is at risk. One out of
every 11 will get prostate cancer; one in nine for
black Americans. Many men don't know they
have prostate cancer because it can occur and
spread without any symptoms. A simple oneminute exam can lead to early diagnosis and
effective treatment.

The American Crological Association and the
Prostate Cancer Education Council recommend
annual prostate exams for all men age 40 and
over.
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to have a prostate exam.
It could be worth your life.
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The Good News
Prostate cancer can be cured if diagnosed early.
More than 80 percent ofall patients whose tumors
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A free prostate exam is available at:

Office of Dr. Stuart Brodsky (502) 247-4080
501 South 8th Street, Mayfield, Ky. 42066
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Prostate Cancer Awareness Week
September 22-29, 1991 is Prostate Cancer Awareness Week. :Medical centers around the country
are offering free exams to men age 40 and over.
The test is simple and could be worth your life.
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Washington Today

Just say hey?
Bush dusting off'grammar
hing' for the '92 campaign
By TOM RAUM
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON — For President Bush. being back on the campaign
means a bounty of hard hats, flags. country music, fried food. brocklkes an startling syntax.
-thing?-::----Bush -asked in .self-mocking jest as surveye:t the breathtaking 10-mile-wide, mile-deep vista of the Grand
i:von last week.
Familiar images and mannerisms from Bush's come-from-behind camm 1988 are reappearing as the president travels around the country
rcIsing money for other Republican candidates and plugging his domestic
Through much of his political life. Bush has tried td live down his elite,
New England upbringing — and his sometimes dainty turns of
ttrase — with macho deeds, competitive sports and looker-room
..ixpressions.
.Nc one is likely to call Bush a wimp this time around, given his bold
ta7 successes in,Panama and Iraq and his extraordinarily high public
a. ratings.
that isn't stopping him from participating in "men at work"
:o opportunities as he did in 1988 and from sharing platforms with
:-:,,st- emeri-actors Arnold Schwarzenegger and Chuck Norris.
A: a Los Angeles highway construction project last week. the president
hard'hat and gna‘Ved on a piece of fried chicken as he engaged
otsitruc-tion workers in small talk about heavy- machinery.
The event was billed as publicizing Bush's transportation policies. But
nad all the appearances of a campaign event.
And just to make sure you could pick out the president, Bush put on a
:,owder blue hard hat to stand out from the construction workers white.
Once again, it was Bush trying to be one of the guys — just like when
'lc privately bragged to a Longshoreman's Union official in 1984 that he
kicked Democrat Geraldine Ferraro's posterior in a 1984 vice presntial campaign debate.
Only he didn't use the word posterior and the remark — picked up by a
•...rophone that was left on — didn't stay private.
bust: posed in. on and. around every conceivable kind of vehicle in
-- from jet fighters to an I8-wheel tractor-trailer. But he could also
, 'or a •'splash more" coffee at a truck stop and describe an on-air flap
'n CBS anchor Dan Rather as "tension city."
Three years in the Oval Office have done little to diminish Bush's
•onle:imes startling tendency to juxtapose the macho and the preppy.
evample. Bush issued a blunt warning to Saddam Hussein last week
s:op harassing U.N. weapons inspectors but followed i up by adding:
'There's no deadline, no lines in the sand. Just to say: Hey, go ahead and
u hat you ought to have done some time ago."
me neverent observers suggested a new Bush bumper sticker: "Just
is He\
pohlial trips this fall are giving his image-makers and speecha good chance to try out themes for next year's campaign.,
s,,nic trends are already being detected. For instance, Bush gets goOd
t) praising his wife, denouncing broccoli and hailing local Desert
‘eRrans wherever he goes.
Len when Barbara Bush doesn't accompany him, she usually gets the
4ist ,hrd. And Bush never neglects to mention her.
-She s a darn good first lady." he said at a Republican fund-raiser in
!.'.1.adelphia. "I must confess I am a father who raised his kids with three
•.-07,11S: Ask Your Mother," he told a similar Salt Lake City gathering.
.V.J. sharing the head table with a dozen Hollywood stars. Bush said at
in Los Angeles: "I know she would have loved the
:',.71 .-raiser
4
the wonder of it all."
always be guaranteed a good response at political gatherings
his v.ell-publicizerl distaste for broccoli. And it gives him
cut line. apologizing foi: not sticking around for dinner because
t:. alrayJ you're going to have broccoli later on."
mus:c aiso is starting to creep back into the president's
DatriCian

'Congress has been listening to that favorite group of mine: 'Alabama'
We ain't got no business doing business today," he told a recent GOP
)
1..17,d , Travis' "Thousand Points of Light" ballad, which made a
ri_isrc,:tiable showing on country music charts, has already become an
re-election campaign melody.
U7i pork rinds — a snack food much in evidence in Bush's last Cam• 'T hut no: seen at the White House since — tit far behind?

State editorial roundup
Independent, Ashland:
Recent events prove the need for a more expedient way to remove from
ffice elected officials who have been convicted of felonies.
Three elected officials have recently been convicted of felonies in Kentucky. Wolfe County Sheriff Lester Drake and Owsley County Sheriff Bill
McIntosh have been convicted of drug conspiracy charges, while Warren
County Jailer Bobby Bunch has been found guilty of assaulting a prisoner
:lite then denying him medical care.
'Despite their convictions, all three continue to serve in their elective
The

4
.

"Gov. Wallace Wilkinson has begun the administrative process required
state law to remove Drake and McIntosh from office. Both have been
charged with neglect of duty. and Wilkinson has scheduled hearings on
!nose charges and appointed hearing officers. Following their individual
,„:.arings, the presiding officers will recommend to Wilkinson whether
Drake and McIntosh should be removed from office.
'I o date, no action has been taken to remove Bunch from office.
Drake, McIntosh and Bunch all were convicted of crimes committed
hu they were performing their elected duties. The fact that they continue to serve makes a mockery' of any law enforcement duties the two
''.,!ierif-fs may attempt to perform and could endanger the prisoners under
bunch's care.
A separate hearing to determine whether the elected officials should be
ftrioved from office hay be necessary to guarantee their rights Of due
prou:s. but the law needs to be amended to give the governor power to
'rnmediately suspend elected officials who have been convicted of felopending a formal hearing.
An easier, quicker process for removing convicted elected officials is
':cessary to ensure that the people are getting good, honest government.

Regulation: the non-answer
WASHINGTON — Thirty-odd
years ago. newspaper readers
delighted in a feature called "There
Oughtta Be a Law." The feature
came to mind the other day, thanks
to an interview in Time magazine
with Myriam Miedzian. Time identified her as a social philosopher.
Miedzian'seeks to rear boys in
ways that will make them less
prone to violence and sexism,
worthy aim. The interview focused
on boyhood sports. She properly
criticized coaches and parents who
are obsessed with winning at any
cost. This obsession "is frequent
enough that it is a serious
problem."
Perhaps so. All of us have heard
of sports dads who dragoon their
sons into pitching sliders before
they learn the fastball. An extreme
level of competition, as she said,
"is just not good for a 7- or 8-yearold boys." But I am sure that the
social philosopher's approach can
also be carried to extremes, and I
wonder especially at the remedy
she would apply. She feels there
oughtta be a law.
"I advocate regulation of .youth
sports," she says. "There are 30
million American children involved
in youth sports programs, and there
is absolutely no control over the
coaches or what is going on."
Miedzian has all kinds of worries. She fears that young athletes
who are overly concerned with
conquering the other tearn will

James Kilpatrick
Syndicated columnist
grow up with a desire to conquer
women. They will develop a negative attitude. Boys look at violent
movies. They absorb violence from
TV. It is completely unrealistic to
expect parents to monitor their
children't viewing habits. She has a
better idea. There oughtta be a law.
"Parents also should be writing
letters to their members of Congress, asking for the creation of a
children's public television network dedicated to pro-social, nonviolent programming."
By reducing the emphasis on
winning, and by curbing violence
in movies and on TV,- she would
"redefine masculinity." We must
encourage boys from the youngest
age, she says, "to be empathetic, to
get in touch with their own feelings, to tell them they can be nurturing and masculine at the same
time."
Much that Miedzian says about
our violent society is undeniably
true. By her count, American
youths will have watched 26.000
murders on TV alone by the time
they reach 18. Common sense tells

us that when the screen is filled
with tales of sex and crime, young
people are bound to absorb a
notion that sex and violence are
acceptable. A horror film is art.
Life imitates art, if "art" it may be
called.
Yet I doubt that the situation
would be greatly relieved by
recourse to "there oughtta be a
law." One envisions a new bureaucracy, created in the name of the
general welfare, that would govern
the training and licensing of Little
League coaches. Their schooling
would include compulsory courses
in Graceful Losing 101. Opposing
teams would not be known as
"opponents." The word smacks of
violence. Opposing teams would be
known as the Friendly Others.
The lady's proposal for a public
TV network for children is equally
shocking. She insists she is not
talking about "goody-goody, boring
programming," but in fact she is
talking about government control
of a broadcast medium financed
with the taxpayers' money. We
have quite enough of that, thank

you, in the Corporation for Public'
Broadcasting and National Public
Radio.
Let a gaggle of social philosophers run a TV network for children, and the kids will not get Bambi, Lassie and Rin-Tin-Tin. I don't
know what they would get, but I
would be wary of conning my
grandchildren into watching what
the government says is Good For
Them. It was said of the Jesuits
that if they got to a child before the
child was 5, they would have the
child for life. Indoctrination comes
in many forms.
Some months ago, out of curiosity, I -watched the Saturday morning
cartoons. They didn't seem awful
to me. There was plenty of violence, as I recall. Roadrunner was
always falling off a cliff or smashing into a stone wall, but the
6-year-old beside me was not
impressed. Children are not dummies. They know ketchup, and they
know blood, and they know the
difference.
We ought to teach boys and girls
to play fair, but we ought also to
teach them to play hard. The object
of a game is to win it — not at any
cost, of course, but to win it if one
can. Show me a good loser, said
one philosopher, and I will show
you a loser. This was not a social
philosopher. This was a gardenvariety philosopher. He learned his
trade by coaching third base.

Nicknames cart be tricky, comrade
With all their other problems,
now Soviets don't know what to
call each other.
They have referred to each other
as "comrade" since the 1917 Revolution. Comrade had a friendly,
common ring to it, even when
Comrade Stalin was having millions of his fellow comrades killed
or executed.
But now that they've dumped
communism, comrade is out. The
problem is that after all these
years, habits are hard to break and
they don't have new words to
replace the old.
Obviously, they could use Mr.,
Mrs., Miss or Ms., but that's so
formal. They would become like
the English and have to take laxatives. And in the free, open society
they hope to build, there should be
variety and informality.
And that's where we could help.
There isn't another country in the
world where people have as many
terms for each other.
Just off the top of my head, I can
think of a couple of dozen ways
I've been addressed at different
phases in my life, and in varying
social circumstances.
Take "bud" or "buddy."
There's the traditional, "Hey,
buddy, can you spare a fella' a few
coins?"
But Southerners use "buddy"
better than anyone else. You can be
a "good buddy" only five minutes
after meeting someone in the
South. And 10 minutes later, you
graduate to being an "ol' buddy."
Ad if you are short, you might be
labeled "biddy-buddy."
A Southern introduction can go
like this: "Hey, ol' buddy, I want
you to meet my good buddy. Good

buddy, shake hands with my biddy- him a slap on the shoulder and say,
buddy."
"How ya' doin', pal." That usually
Then there's "mac," which
works, but sometimes it isn't
seems to endure in New York. The appropriate, such as the time a guy
last time I was there, I was called
responded: "I am not your pal. I
"mac" several times. "Hey, mac, haven't been your pal since you
move it, huh?" "Hey, mac, where wrote a column saying that I was
you wanna go, make up your mind, one of the biggest thieves in City
huh?" Or "I don't know where that Hall and should be in jail." So it's
is, mac; why don't you go some- worth the time to remember names.
where else?"
I gather from recent movies in
When young, you might be "kid" which young people shoot each
or "lad" or "sonny" or -junior." / other like grouse, "bro" or "blood"
Then you move on to "young fella" or "homcboy" are popular in some
or "lad." Then it becomes "dad" or circles. But I'm not sure how well
"daddy-o" or "pops."
they'd translate into Russian.
Finally, you reach the pint when
If they ever develop an ecosome kid or lad or young fella calls nomy, the Russians
will begin
you "gramps," which is why you owning cars. And when that hapshould carry a heavy cane to thump pens, they will learn to jump stop
his head for the impertinence.
signs, cut each other off, tailgate,
"Bub" used to be popular. I liked creep-block intersections, swing
"bub," but you don't hear it much left before turning right and all the
anymore, unless you wear bib over- other things that raise the blood
alls and hang out with Indiana's jet pressure of their fellow man.
set.
So they'll need words for that,
I once had a boss who called
too. The most popular can't be
everybody "chum." I thought he printed here. Or even used with
was being friendly. But it turned
dashes. It refers to part if one's
out that he couldn't remember
backside.
names so he called everyone
But high on the motorists' list of
"chum." Even his own kids. They informal greetings is,"----head." (If
didn't know what their names were
used with dashes, I believe that is
until they started school.
permitted in a newspaper, so long
"Pal" is useful lor that, too. as you remember to put the dashes
Whenever I run into someone
in the right place.)
whose name I don't recall, I give
A woman who teaches a preis

school class, made up of children
who are driven to school by their
mothers, says that even the least
verbal of the tots knows "----heacr
after only three or four trips to
school. And those whose mothers
often drive in heavy traffic have
usually picked up several words I
can't use with dashes.
And speaking of mothers, that is
a wonderful, ancient word that has
taken on a wide range of modern
meanings and uses. In its most elaborate variation, it's disgusting and
those who use it should have their
tongues torn out. But now otherwise decent people are heard to
say: "I can't figure out the instruction manual for this mother," or "I
must have hit that mother 250
yards."
But I don't think we should try
to teach the Russians that until they
have mastered the proper use of "---head."
You may have noticed that I
have not used any terms for female
persons. That's because I can't
think ol any that are acceptable.
There was a time when one might
call a female person "doll," "sweetie," "babe," "cutcy," "honey,"
"gal," "darlin'," or one of my alltime favorites, "sweetpatootie."
But if you use any of these
words now, the female person will
become furious. And if you react to
her anger by saying, "Hey, li'l gal,
did anyone ever tell you that you're
beautiful when you're mad?" as -John Wayne said in about 25
movies, you could be dragged
before the National Board of Insensitivity Inquiry and be ruined
forever.
Or even worse, she'll call you a
----head.
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Storytelling troupe to tour U.S.

Jim Pierceall (left) of Murray, a junior graphic arts technology major at Murray State University, is
presented a $1,000 scholarship by representatives of the Flexible Packaging Association, the first given by
the organization on the campus. Shown with him (from left) are: S. Edward Weary, director of technology for the Flexible Packaging Association of Washington, D.C.; Leo Nadolske, group show director for
National Blenheim Expositions in Fort Lee, N.J.; and James T. Trousdale, president of The Louisville Foil
Laminating Company.

Bolton begins podiatric practice
patients often feel a tingling or,
Dr. Mary Bolton has joined the
staff at Murray-Calloway County 'numbness in the feet and come to
us with those symptoms which are
Hospital and has joined Dr. Stuart
related to diabetes and
Naulty in the practice of podiatric
medicine at their office in the Belhypertension."
"Diabetics often lose much of
Air Center, S. Twelvth SL, Murray.
the feeling in their feet," Dr. BolAs a podiatrist, Dr. Bolton cares
for feet and foot-related disorders. ton said. "So, it's important for
She is trained to evaluate and sur- 'them to check their feet daily for
any bruises or cuts which could get
gically treat all food and ankle
infected."
trauma and is qualified for certifiDr. Bolton also treats other footcation by the American Board of
related disorders such as: bunyons,
Podiatric Surgery.
plantar warts, ingrown toenails,
Dr. Bolton is a native of Cleveland, Ohio. She earned her bachegout, arthritis and fractures.
lor of arts degree at Lake Erie Col"We also dispense orthotics for
lege, Painesville, Ohio, in 1979. athletes and people who are beginShe acquired..,her doctorate from
ning walking programs," Dr. BolOhio College of Podiatric Medi- ton said. "Orthotics are inserts for
cine, Cleveland, Ohio, in 1989.
shoes which help to properly
balance and support your foot."
Her post graduate training at
Dr. Bolton left a private practice
Oakwood Downriver Medical Center, Lincoln Park, Mich. also in Westland, Mich. to join Dr.
Naulty's practice. "When 1 first
involved treating patients at Henry
Ford Hospital, a diabetic foot visited Murray, I was immediately
clinic.
impressed with Murray-Calloway
"Podiatrists are often the first to County Hospital and the high qualtreat a diabetic or hypertensive per- ity of care that is provided," she
son," Dr. Bolton said. "Such said.

Drs. Bolton and Naulty operate a
satellite office at 1815 Birch St. in
Benton on Monday, Tuesday,
Thursday and Friday. Their Benton
number is 502-527-7014.
Their Murray offices are open 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. (except Wednesdays) and can be reached at
502-753-0666.

For the fifth consecutive year,
the Spinners! will tour the eastern
United States telling stories to
almost anyone who will listen —
and judging from the past, that will
mean very large audiences.
The professional storytelling
troupe is based at the National
Scouting Museum in Murray, Ky.
Traveling in troupes of two to four
storytellers, they have become
popular features of school
pograms, scout meetings, and arts
events. Their 1991-1992 tour will
take them from Cleveland, Ohio to
Virginia and North Carolina.
The Spinners! will also perform
closer to home. In late September
they will be the featured performers at the Paris-Henry County
Storyteling Festival in Paris, Tenn.
and have several appearance scheduled at schools in Kentucky, Tennessee, and southern Illinois.
While the Scouting Museum is
open to the public, the storytellers
perform on a regular basis in the
museum's Storycrafting Theatre.
But senior storytellers Jay Overton
and Roderick Reed are often on the
road to area schools and events
long before the museum closes its
doors on Nov. 30. It will reopen on
March 1, 1992.
In the mealitimeythe storytellerswill be trying to break the 1991

When You Need It

For confidence & peace of
mind come see Russell at
Toyota of Murray. We aim to
please.
thar
,t; /, )r
TOYOTA

OIL FILTER

We deliver small miracles

4.75
MURRAY
Is A

Basket I. 1k. Wade

As Welcome Wagon Representatives, we call on brides-to-be, neWparents
and movers with a basket full of useful gifts. We'd like to call on you!

Double-stage filtenng element with

TWIT
,e
FALL

TOYOTA
OUALITY SERVICE

EXHAUST
SYSTEM
INSPECTION

Welcome Wagon. An American Tradition.

(502) 753-4961

Please Call
Ingeborg Kin;, 492-8348

Kathryn Outland, 753-3079

WAREHOUSE
FOODS

.

GENUINE TOYOTA

March of Dimes

IK:Onin/alf9k
Town

759-1144

professional whose speci.i'
working with children, erijo:.:
school performances the most.
"Many of the children have nev ,..tr
seen live entertainment before,- he
said. "We try to show them that
they can create and tell their ov.n
stories. It helps them enjoy reading
and. gives them a creative outlet
they can't find anywhere else."
Spinners! is rapidly becoming
Kentucky's best-known group rif
storytellers. Interested schools. arts
or Scouting groups make contact
with them by writing to Spinners'
National Scouting Museum. WI-ray State University. Murray, Ky.
42071.

WINE

Please join our campaign
for healthier babies.

PUBLIC NOTICE

11141 Meet FaM01111

record of more than 35,000 audience members. "Our focus is on the
audience," Overton said. "If they
don't learn something or enjoy the
story, we're not doing our jobs. But
we never forget that we have a
unique opportunitiy to make
friends for the museum and for
Kentucky.
Museum director Mark Hunt is
pleased with the results of the
program. "We feel that we are
helping to preserve and promote an
American art and some schools
have added storytelling to their
curriculum as a result of a visit
from Spinners!" he said.
Reed, an experienced theatre

KY 1-800-599-0365
Other 1-800-755-0365

with this ad

ann-drainback s..aNe

Time to prepare ir nr,r
•Inspect front pipe rrut1ier
pipe hangers and ,,nne, nor-.
• Ask about our Toi.ota t
Guarantee mufflers "

$10.00
TOYOTA

OF MURRAY, INC.

Mon. - Fri.
7:30 - 5:30
515 S. 12th
Murray, Ky.

We Reserve The
Right To Limit
Quantities

623 South 4th

We Accept Food Stamps and WIC. - Open Monday Thru Saturday 8 a.m. to 7 p.m.

Sunshine Ration Pre-Priced $3.29

White Cloud

Bathroom Tissue
20 Lb.
Bag
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e

Cascade

Dishwasher Powder
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4 Roll
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Limit 4
Please

-I°1•fh
Nite
Cloud
_
Crisco Reg. or Corn

I Cooking Oil
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Bottle

ScotTowels

Lux Pre-Priced 99i

Paper Towels

Onions

Jumbo'
Rolls
Paramont Hamburger

Lipton
RX)TEA BAGS

Yellow

13 oz.

Can
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Annual back porch sing and picnic held at Sykes' home
infection and was on the sick list
for several days. He is now improMurray Ledger & Times Correspondent
ving and out playing . again.
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Jenkins had
Catherine Etheridge 'visited Mrs.
Bertie Jenkins Sunday afternoon. supper in their home on Saturday.
Sept. 7. Those attending were Mr.
Sept. 1.
Mrs. Myrtle Vandyke was dis- and Mrs. Morris Jenkins. Mrs. Bertie Jenkins. Catherine Etheridge
missed Sept. 2 from MurrayCalloway County Hospital. She is and Doroth Harrelson. This was in
recuperating at home.
honor of birthdays of Bertie JenkMr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr, Estelle
ins and Catherine Etheridge.'
Morris and Gwinna Gallimore visThe Rev. and Mrs. Warren
ited Myrtle Vandyke on Friday. Sykes, the Rev. and Mrs. Jerry Lee
and Tabitha, Erica Shankle, Mr.
Sept. 6.
Susan Lee and several women of and Mrs. Mitch Sykes and MatthNew Harmony Baptist Church ew, and Mr. and :Mrs. Larry
attended a meeting in Memphis, Nichols went out to eat at a
Tenn., Sept. 6 and 7..Tabitha Lee restaurant in Murray on Monday.
Sept. 16. This was in honor of the
and the Youth Group from New
Harmony enjoyed a trip to Opry- birthdays of Doroihy. Sykes and her
granddaughter. Tabitha Lee.
land on Saturday.
Clerris Wilson visited Mrs. BerMr. and Mrs. Jack Wyatt of
tie Jenkins on Friday morning, Nashville. Tenn.. visited Mr. and
Sept. 6.
Mrs. Glynn On in Puryear. Tenn..
The Rev. and Mrs. Warren Sykes on Friday and Sat:1day. Sept. 20
were supper guests of Mr. and Mrs. and 21. While heri: they visited the
Jerry McCree on Monday, Sept. 9. Rev. and Mrs. Warren Sykes, Mrs.
Gwinna Gallimore assisted War- Bertie Jenkins and Jewel Key.
. Mr. and Mrs: Morris Jenkins had
ren and Dorothy 5ykes in some
supper at their home on Saturday.
painting last week.
Marilyn Sykes took her son. Sept. 21, for Mr. and Mrs. Tommy
Matthew, to a doctor in Murray on Jenkins and Adam. Mr. and Mrs.
Tuesday, Sept. 10. He had a viral Mike Jenkins, Jill and Troy. Mr.
and Mrs. Kenny. Jenkins. NIallorie
•
and
Blake, Mrs. Bertie Jenkins. Mr.
•
•
and
•
Mrs. Joe Miller and Mr. and
•
•
Mrs.
Terry Lee Orr.
•
•
•
Over 100 friends and relatives
attended the annual back porch
sing and picnic at the home of the
24.11our Program Information
Rev. and Mrs. Warren Sykes,
Puryear, on Saturday. Sept. 7. Spe,502, 753-3314
cial singers were the Heavenaires.
Gaylon and Gail Morris and Mitch
Sykes. Everyone enjoyed the food
By MRS. R.D. KEY

and fellowship and said they were
looking forward to another one
next year.
Mrs. Myrtle Vandyke was admitted to Murray-Callow as County.
Hospital on Friday. Sept. 20. with
congestive heart failure. Mr. and
Mrs. Glynn Orr visited her Sunday
afternoon, Sept. 22.
Mrs. Jennie Sykes was admitted
to Henry County Medical Center.
Paris, Tenn., on Sunday morning,

Sept. 22. The Rev. and Mrs. Warren Sykes. Mitch Sykes. Mr. and
Mrs. Tony Sykes. Brian and Amanda, visited her at the hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Fletcher,
Chris. Jeffery' and Danny. visited
Mrs. Bernice Fletcher Saturday.
Sept. 21.
Max. Paschall visited Mrs. Reva
Paschall Sunday afternoon. Sept.
22.

Singles Group organized

JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
Operation Open Arms, a support group for families and friends of
members of 614th National Guard now serving in Saudi Arabia, will meet
Thursday, Sept. 26. This will be at 7:30 p.m. at the National Guard
Armory Building. This is open to all interested persons. For information
call Kim Pritchett, coordinator, 492-8663.

North Calloway PTO observing week
North Calloway Elementary School Unit of Parent-Teacher Organization
is observing 'Kentucky Kids' Week" during this week, Sept. 23-27. Activities
are planned for each day on the theme, "My Kids Are Special.' On Friday
the children will see a movie and be served popcorn. Displayed in the hall
this week is a 'Hand Tree' featuring handcut with child's picture and message. All parents and interested persons are urged to visit the school this
week to see this special display.

Parents' Night Out Friday
First United Methodist Church will begin its Parents' Night Out on Friday,
Sept. 27, at 5:30 p.m. Each one should bring a sack lunch for each child,
and each child should be picked up by 11 p.m. The cost will be $5.50 for
first child, $4 for the second, $3 for the third, $2 for the fourth, etc. This will
continue each fourth Friday evening of the month if participating is adequate. Reservations should be made by today, Wednesday, Sept. 25.

Jeanne Fleming, president of the Murray Singles Organizational Sodety, is pictured right with the new officers in the Madisondlle Singles
Organizational Society. Fleming and Pamela Dawes (not pictured)
traveled to Madisonville for several weeks setting up the new group,
which is now thriving. The S.O.S. is now working on its fifth group
being started in Bowling Green. For more information call Pamela at
753-7638 or Jeanne at 753-0224.

Four generations together

NARFE Chapter to meet Friday
The Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapter of National Association of Retired
Federal Employees will meet Friday, Sept. 27. The group will meet at 10:30
a.m. in the parking lot back of Sirloin Stockade to carpool to Brandon Spring
Group Camp in the Land Between the Lakes. All national retirees and their
spouses and those planning to retire soon are urged to attend.

NAACP Chapter to meet Saturday
The Local Chapter of the Murray National Association of the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) will have a special meeting on Saturday,
Sept. 28. This will be at 2 p.m. at Willis Community Center on North L.P.
Miller Street, Murray.

Mill Creek will hear missionaries

HOLLAND DRUGS
•15% Cash Discount *PCS • Medimet • BC-BS
*Free Delivery
*Computerized Records
*Medical Claims Service *Paid State Aid
Locally Owned & Operated - Bob Dunn, R.Pit.
109 S. 4th St.

753-1462

BIG KAHUNA HAIR HUT

The Rev. Lynn Thomas, missionary to Monazeles, Columbia, South
America, will speak at Mill Creek Cumberland Presbyterian Church near
Puryear, Tenn. This will be on Monday, Sept. 30, at 7 p.m. Two Columbian
missionaries will be with the Rev. Thomas. A potluck supper will be served
at 6 p.m. prior to the program. All members and interested persons are
invited to attend, a church member said.

Alphas will meet Saturday
Four generations were recently together for a special picture. Maggie
Culpepper. left, is pictured with her daughter, Ann Spann, right. In
the center is Mickey Spann, son of Ann and grandson of Maggie,
holding his daughter, Maggie Culpepper Tyler Spann, granddaughter
of Ann and great-granddaughter of Maggie.

Natural Colour Cosmetics

Sinc-a-lon at West View

Derived From

Dexter Baptist Church will have Youth Sunday on Sunday, Sept. 29. The
Rev. Matthew Johnson of Grace Baptist Church, son of the Rev. and Mrs.
Robert Johnson of Mtirray, will speak at 11 a.m. worship service. Sunday
School will be at 10 a.m. with a potluck lunch to be served at 12 noon. A
gospel singing featuring the Calvary Connection of Paducah will start at
1:30 p.m. The Rev. Paul Bogard, pastor, invites the public to attend.

Flower Essences
Make-Over

Experience The Difference!

753-6435

492-8876

Brooks Chapel plans events
The Youth will be in charge of the 11 a.m. worship services on Sunday,
Sept. 29, at Brooks Chapel United Methodist Church, located east of Dexter
off Highway 1346. Sunday School will be at 10 a.m. Also on Sunday from 7
to 9:30 a.m. a ham breakfast will be served by the United Methodist Church
Women. The public is invited to attend.

ALL WALLPAPER BOOKS

25% OFF
Abil

Exterior Stains
s300 Off Gal.

AAA,

306 Main St.

(Biiiwz1
MINIS

759-4979

Oneida White, left, played the piano and sang along with members of
Alpha Mu #4760, Epsilon Sigma Alpha International Sorority when
the chapter sponsored a sing-a-long and bingo game for residents at
West View Nursing Home on Tuesday evening, Sept. 3. Members
Kathie Fleming, vice president, second left, Margaret Terhune, treasurer, not pictured, and Carol Lewis, scrapbook/telephone chairman,
second right, led the singing for approximately 20 patients. They were
assisted by Amy Orr, volunteer, righti and Social Director Carol
York. Chapter members furnished prizes and all residents were given
prizes. Members adjourned to Sirloin Stockade for dessert.
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The Annual Quilting Bee, sponsored by Quilt Lovers Club of Murray, will
be Thursday. Sept. 26, from 5 to 8 p.m., Friday, Sept. 27, from 10 a.m. to 8
p.m., and Saturday, Sept. 28, from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. The event will be at
Calloway County Public Library, 710 Main St., Murray. Featured will be a
quilt display, craft bazaar, quilt to be given away, and Kentucky Heritage
Quilt Society Challenge Quilt Display. Also live demonstrations of a variety
of quilting techniques will be given. This is free and open to the public.
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Parkinson's Support Group will meet Friday, Sept. 27, at 1:30 p.m. in the
private dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For more information call Dixie Hopkins, speech pathologist, or Ann Ingle, R.N., at 762-1100.

Division unit reunion planned
Fifty years ago the 35th Division was moblized and sent to Camp Robinson, Little Rock, Ark. Returning from the Louisiana Maneuvers on Oct. 11,
1941, a parade was held involving 8,000 troops. Over 50,000 viewed the
parade. Three bands played the national anthem and then had a jam and
jive session. This year, 1991, marks the 50th year mobilization in Little
Rock. All 35th division men are encouraged to come and renew old friendships and join in the celebration of their 50th anniversary with the 35th Division Association's 74th annual reunion on Oct. 3, 4, 5 and 6 at Little Rock.
For more information contact: 35th Division Association, P.O. Box 5004,
Topeka, Kan. 66605.
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Arts & Crafts Show planned
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Special speaker at St. Leo's
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Parkinson's meeting on Friday
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Melanie Osbron of Murray has been named to the President's List for the
1991 summer semester at Brannon Business Institute, 400 South Sixth St.,
Paducah. Osbron had a grade of 4.00 for a perfect standing, according to
carroll D. Walker, president.

Quilting Bee starts Thursday
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Osbron named at school

Sr. Ruth Eileen Dwyer, S.P., will be special guest speaker on Sunday,
Sept. 29, at 9:30 a.m. at Gleason Hall, St. Leo's Catholic Church. "Women
Seeking Wisdom' will be the theme of the Sunday morning program. Sr.
Dwyer is a frequent speaker on topics such as the Rite of Christian Initiation
of Adults and adult education. She holds a master's degree in theology from
St. Xavier College, Chicago, Ill., and a doctor of ministry degree from the
University of St. Mark of the Lake in Mundelein. She will be introduced by
Joan Frisz. Coffee and doughnuts will be served. All interested persons are
invited to attend, according to Sr. Mary Anne Yana, O.P.

GREAT DEALS
ON SEAFOOD AEA

III MS= IEEE

Alpha Department of the Murray Woman's Club will open the 1991-92
club year with a meeting on Saturday, Sept. 28, at 10 a.m. at the club
house. Dr. James Willis will present the program on 'Changes in Kentucky
Education.' Deborah Sparks will give the devotional thought. Officers are
Joyce McKeel, chairman, Lilly Williams, vice chairman, Edna Gowans, secretary, and Pauline Waggener, treasurer. Hostesses will be Mamie Patterson, Helen Hodges, Desiree Hosick, Ruth Wilson and Joyce McKeel.

Dexter Baptists plan Youth Day
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Paducah Arts & Crafts Show will be at Kentucky Oaks Mall, Paducah,
Oct. 24-26. Handcrafted items of all types will be featured. Spaces are still
available for interested persons. For information call 1-443-4463 after 6 p.m.
and weekends.
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Christopher and Brown vows solemnized at church
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First United Methodist Church of
Murray was the setting for the
wedding of Julie Cathryn Christopher and William Martin Brown in
an early evening summer wedding.
The service was performed by
the Rev. Nowell Bingham.
Music was by Maxine Clark,
organist, and Margaret Boone and
Angela Fuqua, soloists.
Shaun Darnell directed the
wedding.
The bride is the daughter of
Maurice Christopher of Murray and
the late Juletta Christopher.
The groom is the son of Luethell
Meacham of Cadiz and the late
George Brown.
Guests were greeted at the register by Alden Alexander, niece of
the groom, and Brytani Darnell.
They also Served as acolytes and
wore tea-length royal purple satin
dresses adorned with silk calla
lilies at the bodice and bows at the
back waist.
The sanctuary was accented by
candelabra at the altar and an altar
arrangement and floor baskets of
lavender mums, white daisies and
calla lilies. Ivory satin ribbons
designated pews for family and distinguished guests.
The bride was escorted and
given in marriage by her father.
She wore an ivory satin sheath with
Alencon lace heavily beaded with
pearls and iridescent sequins along
the front and portrait collar. The
back of the dress was accented by a
pleated bow atop the detachable
semi-cathedral train.
She created her headpiece of
pearls and illusion veil, decorated
with silk calla lilies and lilies of
the valley. Her ensemble was completed by a strand of pearls, pearl
drop earrings, and a bouquet of live
gardenias intertwined with ivy.
Camille Little of Heyworth, Ill.,
sister of the bride, and Ellie Christopher, sister-in-law of the bride.
were the matrons of honor.
Bridesmaids were Judith Alexander of Greenwich, Conn., sister of
the groom, and Susan Little of Dallas, Texas, Sharon Little and Sally
Little of Kansas City, Mo., Shannon Christopher of Washington,
D.C., and Kelsey Christopher, all
nieces of the bride.

They wore royal purple satin
sheaths with portrait collars
accented by pearl drop pins and
pearl earrings. Silk calla lily and
purple satin headpieces, fashioned
by the bride, adorned their hair.
Each carried a single live calla lily.
Junior bridesmaids were Carroll
Lane Christopher and Courtney
Christopher, also nieces of the
bride. Their headpieces and dresses
were similar to the bridesmaids'
except with short cape necklines.
Flower girls Were Blair Darnell
and Holly Fuqua. They wore ivory
satin, floor length, cape sleeved,
empire waisted gowns with silk
calla lilies and purple satin ribbons
accenting the bodices. They each
wore a stand of pearls, gift from
the bridal couple. Ivory wicker
baskets, decorated with pearls, silk
calla lilies and purple satin ribbons
were made by the bride to carry
their rose petals.
Seth Darnell, as ring bearer, carried an ivory satin and lace, heartshaped pillow made by the bride.
He wore black pin-striped tails.
George Brown Jr. of Jacksonville; Fla., served as best man for his
brother.
Groomsmen were Ron Christopher, brother of the bride, Billy
Cook of Fort Campbell, cousin of
the groom, John Alexander of
Greenwich, Conn., brother-in-law
of the groom, Jeff Lentz of Clarksville, Ind., Ray Parrott of Cadiz,
Roger Hughes of Bowling Green,
and Mike Cayce, Jerry Stewart and
Butch Kranz, all of Hopkinsville.
Cayce, Christopher, Parrott and
Stewart also served as ushers.
The bride's father, the groom.
and his attendants were attired in
black, pin-striped tails with exception of Commander Brown who
wore his Navy dress white uniform
and Chief Warrant Officer Cook
who wore his Army dress uniform.
The groom's mother wore a pink
silk, tea-length gown embellished
with sequins and pearls. A white
orchid corsage was her gift from
the groom.
Guests were received, immediately following the ceremony, on
the church steps.
A reception followed at Murray
Country Club.

"We Care" will focus on improving
your skills and will assist in
Secretaries' Publicity chairman
working within your organization
to perceive others as partners workDo you want to improve your
interpersonal relations and commu- ing toward common goals.
Doralyn Lanier will conduct the
nications? If your answer is yes,
then the Murray Chapter of Profes- seminar. She is serving as assistant
sional Secretaries International superintendent of instruction with
invites you to attend the "We Care" the Murray Independent Schobl
seminar on Saturday, Sept. 28, e District.
Lanier has held various positions
from 8 a.m. to 12 noon.
within the Murray school system
The event will be in Barkley
Room on third floor of Curris Cen- and has also been associated with
Murray State University, as well as
ter, Murray State University.
holding teaching positions in several schools in the Southeastern
United' States.
Ms. Lanier is active in various
professional and social organizations including Phi Delta Kappa,
Kentucky Assocition of School
The Gospel Singers of Poplar
Spring Baptist Church made their
monthly visits to West View Nursing Home at 10:30 a.m. and to Fern
Terrace Lodge at 1:30 p.m. on
Tuesday, Sept. 17.
Dismissals at Murray-Calloway
The Rev. Dennis Norvell, pastor,
gave the devotions and read the County Hospital for Monday, Sept.
names of the residents who had . 23, have been released as follows:
Dismissals
birthdays for the month of
Mrs Ruby Rudolph, 713 Sycamore
September.
, Murray; Thomas Smith, 1505
Louise Short is director and St
Doran Rd., do Janet Perry, Murray,
pianist for the singers.
Mrs. Mae Harris, Fern Terrace
The singers were Sue Campbell, Lodge, Murray; J.C. Dunn, 308 North
Kathleen Green, Faye Hughes, 18th St., Murray;
Mrs. Juanita Chapman, P.O. Box
Laurine McCuiston, Helen Nance,
11, Kirksey; William Schroader, At. 1,
Rev. Norvell, Bill Reamer, Louise Dexter; Thomas Miller, Box 202. New
Short, Marlene Waldrop and Mur- Concord; /
Robert Skinner, 807 North 16th St.
iel Wright.
Guest singer at West View was Murray; Ms. Fannie Mae Nichols, G-4
Manor, Murray;
Juanita Lee, and at Fern Terrace Southside
Mrs. Mary Nell Elkins, 302 Pine St ,
were James Kindred and Cleo Murray; Miss Renee Ballard, 311
Grogan.
Chestnut St., Murray;
The group had lunch at Sirloin
Joseph Olson, Rt. 1, Box 199, Benton; Miss Presley Doom, Rt. 8, Benton
Stockade.

Poplar Spring
Gospel Singers
present programs

Local hospital
lists dismissals
in Monday report

S

2.79
Murray

National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

Grace Baptist Church events
include Youth Choir/6:15 p.m.;
Youth. College-Career and Adult
Bible Studies/7 p.m.: Weekly
Workers' meeting/8 p.m.

Elm Grove Baptist Church events
include Brotherhood. Baptist
Women. Acteens. RAs. G.-\s and
Mission Friends/7 p.m.

Memorial Baptist church events
include Supper/5:3(Y p.m.; Sunday
School Workers' meeting/6:15
p.m.: GAs, RAs and Prayer'
Setvicefl p.m.: Sanctuary Choir/8
p.m.

South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church events include
Administrative Board/7 p.m.

Wes!side Baptist Church events
inclutie mission organizations/7
p.m.

Bible Classes/7 p.m./University
Church of Christ.

New Life Christian Center/prayer
and praise/7 p.m.

Mr. and Mrs. William?' Martin Brown
The club was candlelit and the
tables were decorated with baskets
containing purple and ivory satin
rosebuds filled with birdseed, silk
calla lilies and ivy. Pearls with ivy
and calla lilies intertwined a grapevine wreath above the fireplace.
A four-tiered ivory bride's cake
accented by purple and lavender
irises, daisies, and baby's breath
was served, along with a chocolate
groom's cake, and assorted hors
d'oeuvres by Christy Harris, Carmen Garland, Nancy Whitaker of
Benton and Joyce Repsher of
Greer, S.C.
Music was provided by
Nightfish.
.
After a family breakfast at the
Holiday Inn of Murray, the couple
departed for their honeymoon trip
to Disney World and San Salvador
Island, Bahamas.
They reside in Murray where Dr.
Christopher has an internal medi-

cine practice and Mr. Brown is
employed through the International
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers.
The rehearsal dinner was held at
H.R.H. Dumplin's and hosted by
the groom and his mother. Covers
were laid for 44 guests.
The bridesmaids• luncheon,
hosted by the bride's sister. Camille Little, was held at Seafood
Express.
Prenuptial events included the
ing:
A dinner, and dance party at
Murray Country Club, hosted by
the bride's sister, Camille and her
husband. Roger Liule, the bride's_
brother, Ron - Christopher and his
wife, Ellie, and the bride's father,
Maurice Christopher;
A bridal shower at the home of
the hostess, O'Nell Cook, aunt of
the groom, Carriage Cove. Lake
Barkley.

Administrators, National Staff
Development Council, Alpha Delta
Kapp, Kappa Department of Murray Woman's Club, and Murray
Civic Music Association.

Registration will begin at 8 a.m.
with a fee of S10.
For pre-registration and additional information please contact
Marion Hale at 753-1292.

First United Methodist Church
events include Covenant Prayer
Group/10 a.m.; Bell Choir/4 p.m.:
Youth Club/5 p.m.: Chancel
Choir/7:30 p.m.
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GOOD COOKING—AND A GOOD CA USE.
This month only,stop by for your free'Sampling of
the New Basics" Cookbook. And. if you order the
complete 700-page cookbook, half the cover price
will go to DIFFA,the Design Industries Foundation
for AIDS.

Shaun Bucy
bride-elect of
Greg Workman
has made her
gift selections
from
Pier l's
Bridal Registry
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Paint & Decorating Center
Southold*

Cooler

753-3321

CAROL'S BEAUTY
SALON
welcomes

American Heart's food
Festival will be Friday
The Seventh Annual American Heart's Food Festival is scheduled this
week, Sept. 22-28.
This is a national nutrition education event designed to increase the
awareness of the relationship between diets high in cholesterol and saturated fat and diseases of the heart and blood vessels.
High blood cholesterol is one of the major risk factors for heart disease.
the nation's No. 1 killer.
This year approximately 10,000 supermarkets nationalI and more than
5,500 restaurants, hospital, school and corporate cafeterias are expected to
participate in a variety of informative activities to show that good nturition is worth celebrating.
Locally Kroger and Owen's Food Market will have nutrition information booths set up from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Friday. Sept. 27.
Persons may register to win one of several free gifts to he Ltiven
including the American Heart, Association's Low Fat-Low -Cholesterol
Cookbook.
Also the Calloway County and Murray School Systems will be providing nutrition information to students and Kiculty on Friday. Sept. 27
Learning how to read food labels, prepare low -fat Ipods. plan
meals without giving up good taste, and re.;:ognize ark order :OA
• cholesterol meals when eating away from home are some ot the Food Fostival activities.
For more information call 759-4750.

Bring Horne
Back-To- asics Desi

LORI
FALWELL
to their
salon staff.
Lori's hours will be
Wednesday. Thursday. Friday.
and Saturday. 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

*

Carol Hill
Owner and Stylist

Wanda Housden
Stylist

601 S. 12th St. • 753-5540

PROMISES WE CAN KEEP

Working Women's
Special

First Week
Supplement

40 FREE
f
WE HAVE SIX (6) OVER-THE-ROAD
T'-tANSPORTS LOCATED HERE TO GO
ANY WHERE TO ENSURE YOU HAVE
PROPA\E GAS IN THE WORST N‘INTER.
WIRT DOLS YOUR DI: kLER It k\

you

,Both

bring

a Friend
must enroll)

101_1L'11001)
•Ight•Loss•ClInic

Place Ain't Fancy But Sho Is Good Food

Chestnut St.

Wednesday, Sept. 25

First Christian Church events
_ _include .vangells.in .Committee/12
noon/Pagliai's: Christian Family
First Baptist Church events
Fellowship/5:15 p.m.: Chancel
include Bible Study/9:45 an.; FelChoir/7 p.m.
lowship Supper/5:30 p.m:: Library
open/6:30 p.m.; Prayer meeting,
Klaymata. Children's Choir
(Coned on page 8)
Enrollment/6:45 p.m.: Sanctuary
Choir/7:45 p.m.

BURGERS

This Week's Special
Large Bar-B-0 & Fries

Wednesday, Sept. 25

Bible Classes/7 p.m./Glendale
Road Church of Christ.

BAR-B-U

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
NIGHT BUFFET
Bar-B-0 Ribs, Pond Raised, Catfish
Fillets, Fried Chicken, Food Bar - Salad
Bar, Dessert Bar - Includes Drink

CALENDAR

Murray Overeaters Anonymous/
beginners/5:1 5 p.m. and
regular/5:30 p.m./Ellis Community
Center.

Professional Secretaries' seminar planned Saturday
By LAURA VANARSDEL

PAGE 7
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753-0045

LAKE REGION PROPANE 6 GAS
11%”. KO Fast • Hardin. k. 4144-t154-811111

204 S. 5th

so

ç.'

St. Murray5b•

753-1044
Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-6 p.m., Sat. 9 a.m.-1 p.m. SSIs
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Quertermous' home is scene
of Chapter M,P.E.O. meeting
Chapter M of P.E.O. Sisterhood
Saturday morning, Sept. 21, at
the home of Mrs. John
Quenermous.
Mrs. Bud Lankton of Chapter Q
in Louisville was the guest speaker.
She is the P.E.O. Kentucky State
Met

Organizer.
A coffee/brunch was served by
Mrs. Quertermous, who was
assisted by Mrs. Howard Titsworth.
The next meeting will be Saturday, Oct. 19, at 12 noon at the
home of Mrs. Ron Christopher.

NV%

-SOW
SCLte grCS9

Early Fall
Merchandise

20%-40%

OFF

—Plus3 Days Only- Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
Take An Additional
lin OFF
Our Already Reduced Prices!

74 DaeiJ
(901)479-2550

SERVICE NOTES

Next To The Lean-To, So. Fulton

Hill-McReynolds wedding on Oct. 26

The engagement and approaching marriage of Miss Jennifer
Dawn Hill of Dexter and Timothy
Wayne McReynolds of Rt. 4, Murray, have been announced.
Miss Hill is the daughter of
Daryl and Phyllis Hill of Dexter.
She is the granddaughter of Mrs.
Autumn Hill and the late Audrey
Hill of Almo, Mrs. Jean Bird of
Murray, and Alden Turner of Paducah; and the great-granddaughter of
Mrs. Donie Futrell of Murray.
Mr. McReynolds is the son of
Dan and Sharon Jones of Murray
and of Jerry and Kim McReynolds
of Dayton, Ohio.
He is the grandson of the late
Mr. and Mrs. Jones of Benton, and
of Mrs. Mary McReynolds and the
late Gaylon McReynolds of Dayton, Ohio.
The bride-elect, a 1988 graduate
SENIOR AIRMAN JEFFREY of Calloway County High Scbool,,
L. GRAVES has been decorated attended Murray State University.
with the Air Force Achievement She is employed by Calloway
County Board of Education.
Medal.
The groom-elect attended CalloThe medal is awarded to airmen
for meritorious acts of courage or way County High School and is
other outstanding accomplishments. employed by Swift's Roofing.
The wedding will be Saturday,
A photographic and sensors
maintenance specialist, the airman Oct. 26, at 2:30 p.m. at Sinking
is stationed at England Air Force Spring Baptist Church. The Rev.
Darrel Walker will officiate.
Base, La.
A reception will follow the
Graves also has re-enlisted for
ceremony.
another four years in the U.S. Air
All friends and relatives are
Force.
invited
to attend the wedding and
A 1983 graduate of Salem High
the
reception.
School, he is the son of William M.
and Helen Graves of 643 Texas
Hollow Rd., Salem, Va.
His wife, Gina, is the daughter
of William L. and Betty Wilson of
520 Whitnell, Murray.

ARMY SGT. 1ST CLASS
WINSTON K. LETTERMAN has
been decorated with the Bronze
Star Medal for participation in
Operation Desert Shield/Desert
Storm.
The medal is awarded to individuals for meritorious achievement
or service during armed conflict.
Letterman is a cavalry scout at
Pond Barracks, Amberg, Germany.
He is a 1975 graduate of Calloway County High School and a
graduate of McKendree College,
Radcliffe.
Letterman is the son of Stanley
and Martha D. Letterman of Rt. 1,
Farmington. His wife, Linda, is the
daughter of Orval and Dorothy Patnode of 611 Kearney St., Manhattan, Kan.
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Good thru October 2nd
SALE

Tone,1 Month $0500
zi

43.99

Set-Me-Free Body Wraps
$2500

One Better— Perm
Reg.$50 S,
Lanpoo.
,Tvler,cfJcIefs.
'.3"
3n0 J'eS!gr wraps aao,t,ona

$1500

Zeta Department of Murray
Woman's Club/7 p.m./club house.

St. Leo Catholic Church events
include Murray Food Coop
Delivery/8:30 a.m.; CRS/5
p.m./Newman House; K-5
Activity/5:15 p.m./Parish Center;
Mass/6:30 p.m.; Liturgical
Committe/Rectory and H.S. PSR/
Parish Center/7 p.m.

Xi Alpha Phi Chapter of Beta
Sigma Phi/7 p.m./home of Linda
Rogers.

Partial

Suntan Special
$1250
300

Weaks enter/closed today for
senior citizens' activities.
Commodities distributed/8
a.m.-3:30 p.m./Calloway County
Road Department, East Sycamore
Street.

Minutes

Monday-Tuegday-Wednesday 10-8
Thursday & Friday 9-8
Saturday 9-6, Sunday 1-5
No Appointment Necessary
Or Call 759-9811
1991

Chapter 50 of Disabled American
Veterans and Auxiliary/7
p.m./Legion Hall.

Southside Shopping Center
M-F 10 a.m.-7 p.m.
Phone 753-9828

Murray Magazine Club/1:30
p.m./Holiday Inn.

JCPenney Company. Inc

Thursday, Sept. 26

Oak Grove Baptist Church/prayer
meeting, RAs and GAs/7:30 p.m.

Thursday, Sept. 26
Hazel Center/closed today for
senior citizens' activities.

Full
Sale price effective through
Saturday, September 28.

:

Theater Orientation for
Volunteers/7 p.m./Playhouse in the
Park. Infor159-1752.
"The Thin Blue Line,"/7:30
p.m./Curris Center Theater, Murray
State University. Admission free.
Murray High School Girls Soccer
hosts Marshall County/5:30
p.m./Cutchin Field and Golf Team
HOsts Marshall and Calloway.
Health Express of Murray.
Calloway County Hospital/Court
Square, Murray/8-11:30 a.m. and
12:30-3 p.m.
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./education unit of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Info/762-1385.
Compassionate Friends/7:30
p.m./Board Room, Murray Calloway County Hospital.
Info/762-1425.

John Trotter, Murray. Ky.
Shirley Lamb. RN

‘t
larray-Cdoway wasatthe
heatofmy recovery"
A

fter John Trotter's heart attack, it was essential
for him to select a hospital where he would
receive the best care possible. So, John's first
step to recovery was choosing Murray-Calloway County
Hospital for his cardiac rehabilitation program.
We have the staff, the technology and the facilities
to give you the medical care you expect. As a matter of
fact, in a recent public consumer survey, respondents
said the quality of care at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital was better than other area hospitals.
Even with crucial services like cardiac
rehabilitation, you can be confident that you'll receive
the treatment you need and deserve. Right here. Close
to home.
If receiving superior care is important to you,
remember Murray Calloway County Hospital.

Singles Friendship of Paris,
Tenn./7:30 p.m./Farm Bureau
Building, Paris. Info/Kennith
Broach, 753-3580.
Narcotics Anonymous open
meeting/7 p.m./Parish Center, St.
Leo Catholic Church.
AA and Al-Anon closed
meetings/8 p.m./Senior Citizens
, Center, Benton. Info/159-4059 or
753-7663.
Murray Kiwanis Club/6
p.m./Sirloin Stockade.
Murray Rotary Club/12 noon/
Seven Seas Restaurant.
National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
St. Leo Catholic Church events
include Legion of Mary/9:45 a.m.;
Adult Education/12:30 p.m.;
Grades 5/8 for Miniature Golf at
Sullivan's/6:30 p.m.: RC1A/7 p.m.
First United Methodist Church
events include Senior Adult
Exer6se/9 a.m. and Adult
Exercise/5:15 p.m.
Christian Men's Fellowship/First
Christian Church/6 p.m./Golden
Corral.
Young N Hearts of Glendale Road
Church of Christ/10:30 a.m.

MURRAY
CALLOWAY
COUNTY
HOSPITAL
81)i

I)oplar

Street

•

Murray. Kentui•ky

'2(17 1

•

Mother's Day Out/9:30 a.m./First
Baptist Church.

( 5 1) 2 ) 762-111)11

tilL events include Tobacco Firing and Iron Industry/10:30 a.m.
and 1:30 p.m./Homeplacc-1850.
Planetarium Show/2 p.m./GPVC;
Snakes & Turtles/2 p.m. and
Hawks and Owls/3:30 p.m./WNC.
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Coin Beat

Recently honored Murray-Calloway County Hospital Teenage Volunteers include, from left, front row, Dawn McKenzie, Jamie Pigg, Marti McClard, Stacy Boyd, Veronica Dunn, Melissa Johnston, Linda
Sloane, Sarah Stallons, Jennifer Mann, Sam Green, Chris Paradise,
middle row, Jason Hale, Beth Rose, Laura Hubbard, Allison Graham,
Kristi Morton, back row, Amanda Rowland, Nissa Mjos, Kim Poole
and Stacey West.

Teenage volunteers honored
Teenage volunteer students
(TAVs) donated 3,147.5 hours of
service to Murray-Calloway County Hospital during this past summer. The group of young volunteers were recently honored at a
pizza party at Pagliai's restaurant
in Murray.
Under the supervision of hospital
personnel, the TAVs had assignments in nearly every department
for a nine-week period.
At the party, Administrator
Stuart Poston and Public Relations
Director Kathy Hodge, coordinator
of the TAV program, presented
each TAV with a recognition certificate, a souvenir party balloon and
two Murray Cheri Theatre movie
tickets.
Wal-Mart gift certificates were
given to TAVs whose accumulated
volunteer hours were over the 160
mark. Those who received gift certificates and the areas in which
they worked were:
Stacey West, three west, Medical
Arts Pharmacy; Laura Hubbard,
Administration, ,Mental HeathCare
Unit; Kim Poole, fourth floor, child
care center, long term care unit
activities; Sarah Stations, clerical
float, x-ray, health express; Erica

Hughes — MHCU; Nissa Mjos,
administration, fourth floor,
MHCU, Medical Arts Pharmacy;
Jason Hale, shared care; Jody
Poole, public relations, x-ray:
Health Express, food service; John
Faughn, Critical Care Unit, MHCU
Those working 100 to 160 hours
this summer were: Melissa Johnston, CCU, Shared Care; Erica
Hulse, X-ray; Linda Sloane, child
care center, food service, LTC
activities; Amy Bryan, child care
center, LTC; Mitzi Windor, Child
Care Center, LTC; Amanda Rowland, child care center, food service, respiratory therapy.
Other TAVs who gave 75 to 100
hours this summer were: Beth
Rose, surgery, pharmacy, Weight
Control for Life!, Medical Arts
Pharmacy; Suzy McVey, fourth
floor, Progressive Care Unit, CCU;
Marti McClard, CCU, x-ray, threewest; Chris Paradise, CCU, Food
Service; Allison Graham, Weight
Control for Life!, Medical Arts
Pharmacy.
The TAV program at MCCH is
an outgrowth of the Candy Striper
program which was initiated at the
hospital in 1968.

Festival offers many activities
Land Between the Lakes'(LBL)
annual Apple Festival will be held
Saturday, Oct. 5 from 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. at The Homeplace-1850.
Visitors can help make cider
with an old-fashioned apple press
and sample fresh applesauce and
apple butter made during the day.
One main feature of the festival is
the apple goods contest. Bring an
example of your best apple recipe,
anything from apple pie to apple
dolls. Judges will offer blue ribbons to the winner.
Other activities include apple
games, wagon rides, storytelling,
black powder demonstration, folk
music and clogging. New features
this year will include performances
by the Paul and Win Grace family
of Columbia, Mo. and sales of
cornshuck dolls, dough bowls,
quilting, white oak baskets, and
handmade brooms.
Admission is $2.50 for adults, SI
for youths six to 17, and free for
children 5 years old and under.

Clinton man dies
after being charged
CLINTON, Ky. — A Clinton
man who was charged with criminal intent to commit murder apparently committed suicide Monday
afternoon, according to reports.
Nicky M. Curling, 34, of Clinton
Rt. 3, was found dead in his home
about 3:30 p.m. Monday. Earlier
that day, he had posted a S5,000
cash bond after being charged in
the Sunday shooting of 29-year-old
Terry Johnson of Cordova, Tenn. at
the Oak Hill Country Club north of
Clinton.
Curling was found in his bedroom with a gunshot wound to his
chest. Gunpowdbr burns on his
hand indicated the wound was selfinflicted, but official laboratory
resports were not complete on
Tuesday.
Johnson was released Sunday
from Parkway Regional Hospital in
Fulton after treatment for a gunshot
wound to his right hand

HOG MARKET
Federal-Slate Market News Serstce September IS, 1441
Kentucky Purchase Ars Hog Market Report Includes 4
Buying AsUoas Receipts. Act 530,FAL 275 Barrows& Gilts
LH higher, Sows steady.
$44.00-46.2i
US 1.2 13144 be
.342041-4C M
US 1-2 211.231 be
40-46.00
US 2.3 238464 ba
Se.e.te--eS
US 3-4 melte be

Soot
US 1-2 270.334 be
US 1-3 310-450 Li
US 1-3411-525 be
US 1-3 523 and up
US 2-3 3/1-501 bs
kars 271.10-32.30

334.003S 00
1
S34.00-3S5)
2.35 003a00
-- 237 *0-40 00
2.13,00- WI

Visitors entering " the apple goods
contest are also admitted free. Food
will be available, but visitors can
bring picnic lunches to enjoy the
entire day.
For more information, write
Land Between The Lakes, 100 Van
Moran Drive, Golden Pond, Ky.
42211-9011 or call 502-924-1238
between 7 a.m. and 3:30 p.m.

the background is a map of the 48
By Joe Furhmann
states and a line of Conestoga
In my last two columns I diswagons headed for Oregon. The
cussed James Earle Fraser and the
Indian is in war-dress, he holds a
Buffalo nickel. Considering the
bow in his right h'ancl; his left arm
greatness of this coin, it is surprisis extended, as if to say, "So far
ing Fraser did not do more as a
coin artist. lie helped George T. and no farther!" James' reverse
depicts a single wagon drawn by a
Morgan make moods of the
yoke of oxen, the sun setting in the
Huguenot-Walloon commemorative
west. This is truly an objective histwo
years
half-dollar in 1924, and
torical statement, it depicts the
later he collaborated with his wife
clash of two social forces ---- and
on the Oregon Trail half. But no
we see at a glance the feelings of
additional coin appeared solely
each.
from the imagination of James EarIn 1931 Laura Gardin Fraser got
le Fraser.
a change to hit the "big time."
His wife was more productive.
Impressive as her commemorative
The two met when James returned
designs were, the coins in question
from Paris in 1902. Fraser set up a
were issued in small quantities —
studio in Westport, Conn. and
364,817 from 1921 to 1939 — and
began teaching at the Art Students
her name was not widely known.
League in New York City. One of
But in early-I931 Congress
his students was the gifted and
decided to issue a new massbeautiful young sculptor, Laura
circulation quarter-dollar marking
Gardin. Laura became James' wife
the two hundredth anniversary of
and designed important coins and
the birth of George Washington in
medals in her own right.
1932. Artists were invited to subThis brilliant young lady promit designs. Laura was the winner.
duced five marvellous commemorative coins in the roaring '20s. Her
Secretary of the Treasury Andrew
1921 half-dollar marked the cen- • W. Mellon rejected Fraser's work.
tennial of Alabama's statehood.
A second competition in October
This was the first U.S. coin
again selected one of Laura's
designs. Again Mellon rejected her
designed by a woman; indeed, I
work. Mellon's critics claim he
suspect it was the first coin the
was a male chauvinist who would
world designed by a woman. The
Centennial
Commission
is
Alabama
not let a woman have the honor of
to be praised for its willingness to designing an important coin.
give a woman the chance to design
If Mellon's critics are even halfits coin. Alabama was rewarded by correct, this is a digusting episode
a splended example of coinage art. — and it reminds us in this of the
The obverse of the "Alabama" handicaps women faced years ago.
shows the state's first governor
(William Wyatt Bibb) and the thencurrent governor (Thomas E. Kilby). This - violated a 1866 law
(which is still in effect) forbidding
the depiction of living people on
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
our coins and currency. The Republican gubernatorial nominee
double-bust of the two governors is Larry Hopkins said Tuesday that he
craftsmanlike and a bit bland. By
has reservations about non-graded
contrast, the eagle on the "Alaba- primary schools.
ma's" reverse is simply casterful.
Hopkins toured Lexington's
What a coin!
Johnson Elementary School,
Laura Cardin Fraser designed a
observing its new non-graded primset of coins — a half-dollar and a ary. By later this decade every
gold dollar — celebrating the cen- Kentucky- school will Troup
tennial of the birth of President together children in kindergarten
U.S. Grant in 1926. Collectors through third grade.
have a high opinion of the artistic
Hopkins said of last year's Edumerits of these coins. Another cation Reform Act, "there are
commemorative half-dollar in 1925 some areas that we need to look at
honored Fort Vancouver. The and we will be doing that."
founding of the Fort in 1825 was
not an event of such importance as
to deserve a commemorative coin,
though it is ennobled by the
designs of Laura Gardin Fraser.
The Frasers collaborated on what
many experts think is the most
beautiful of all American coins:
the Oregon Trail Memorial halfdollar of 1926. Laura's obverse
shows a standing Indian warrior: in

Gave us our past ...
It can ilive us our
future
I. ntted State.
Ikpartment Pt
>ert,ulture

Sod
( on,ervatton
SentLe

South 12th St.
Mon. thru Fn

Murray, KY
753-0666

Etou

Help protect
Americas
soil and kvater.
today.
We owe it to

our children.

!I)I `,‘

,t1

WELLS ELECTRIC
ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS
1204 Story Avenue
P.O. Box 229
Murray, Ky. 42071

Dear Friends,
' Yes,- we've moved to-- a -different -location after 46 years on North 12th
Street. Our phone number is the same
753-4845 but the address is different —
1204 Story Avenue.
We give the same quality of electrical service that was started by my late
parents, Glyco & Nealie Wells in 1945.
There's just a different address now..
We look forward to serving you in the
future and our thanks for your past
patronage.
Sincere y,
Fred W Wells
Wells Electric

1991 Chevrolet
S-10 EL
MSRP

Podiatrists specializing
in the medical and surgical
treatment of foot problems.

Laura Gardin Fraser had to offer
and ended up with the all-toofamiliar quarter designed by John
Flanagan. Flanagan's coin is, at
best, mediocre, and we have been
saddled with it for nearly 60 years.

I Pi

Hopkins concerned
about school changes

Dr. Stuart Naulty
Dr. Mary Bolton

Bel Air Center
Hours by Appt.

It might also make us wonder if
some women today sufer discrimination, and how best to remedy
that. As far as the 1932 quarter
goes, the real losers were the
American people. We missed what

Peppers Discount
Sale Price
Rebate

Your Price

$9,262.00
— 574.71 immumme
$8,687.29
— 1,000.00 •2 5 Liter Cyl

,68729*

•5 Sp. Manual
Transmission
•Ridivc

•Air Conditioning

$7

Stock No
1001 2

1991 Chevrolet
C-1500 Silverado

"Where the price and service,
makes the pill easier to swallow."

MSRP

Charlie's Sale-T
Discount Pharmacy

Peppers Discount —

Glendale at Whltnell
753-4175
Hours: Mon.-Frl. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30

16,925.00

Sale Price
Rebate

Your Price

2,056.43
$14,868.57
— 1,000.00

$13

•Sit(11 1:12, kear ‘5'
•Aux:harv 1
A'
•i'235/75i:
1A-tter

•5.7 Liter EFI V-8
•4 Sp. Automatic
•Power Windows/Pw.ker
Door Lock
•Tilt/Cruise
•AM/FM Cassette
w/Equalizer

868'

•Chrome kcal St:-'
Butttper

1992 Chevrolet

0
-1

Stock No
92028

Silverado Sportside

$14,975.00
Peppers Discount — 1,570.09
$13,404.91
Sale Price
— 500.00
Rebate
MSRP

Your Price

Check Out These
Yummy Specials
from

91
*
$12,904

•4.3 EH V-6
•5 Sp. Manual
ansinission
•Cast Alu:nin
•P225/75ii 15
Letter Thu.

•Air
•I'ovt•t

55 h..ck
• `.1
•

%I
ilc—s's Siyel lit it litit•

_ 'Tax, Title and Dock Fee Additional. All Prices After Rebates.
.
4CC=
CHEVROLET

-it

•
.•
•

ilLT-')It_711(71117114
'Home of World's Best Hamburgers"
Open Mon.-Fri. 5 a.m.-4 p.m.
Sat. 5 a.m:-1 p.m.
753-5434
Chestnut Street

Chevrolet-Oldsmobile-Cadillac-Geo., Inc.
"The Only Deal In Town!"
600 Tyson Ave. - Hwy. 79 S.
642-3900

Paris, TN .
1-800-325-3229

_-1
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BAKER'S STEW
By Trudy Baker

ABC workshop scheduled for Oct. 3

1
Last v.v.& a seemingly simple
question took me by surprise.
What is your favorite food?" I
was stumped and really couldn't
think of a solid answer. Over the
last week I've asked several others
who have been somswhat mystified
as well. While most children have
a ready reply to this question, it
becomes more complicated with
age.
I had almost decided on Italian
food, but then 1 thought about seafood and changed my mind. Fresh
vegetables can sometimes be better
than any perfectly cooked meats,
but a lean. tender lamb chop,
rubbed with garlic and grilled to
medium rare can be heavenly.
It is far easier to list my dislikes:
cooked pineapple is out, and so is
etliamari. (otherwise known as
squid,. I'm not big on candied
fruit, and as far as I'm concerned.
you may as well leave those doves
flying around the field. Finally, I'm
just not Laken with any kind of
heavy, greasy fried foods, although
I'm not sure if it's the heavy oily
taste or just the vision of clogged
veins thaLturns me off.
Although I'm not specifically a
'dessert person. some sweets are
tmpossible to decline — Spumoni
ice cream is a great temptation, as
,s a certain chocolate mousse cake
that just melts in your mouth.
With this unanswered question
still in mind, I passed by my "most
often used" cookboOk shelf and the
possible solution caught my eye.
Keeping track of my favorite
recipes involves a specific process.
First, a recipe is copied or clipped
and filed in the appropriate category. in an expanding file. Once prepared. the recipe is either tossed, or
written into a plain,old record book
that's been around for years. Within the pages of this book are my
all-time favorite recipes that are
used over and over.
In leafing through my 'keeper'
book, .1 decided 1 don't have any
one specific favorite food. So I
guess the best answer is: My favorite food is undoubtedly whatever
I'm eating at the time.
Here are, a few of my favorites
taken from that 'keeper' book
whic h I'm sure you'll enjoy.
Turkey Casserole
.; cups cooked turkey, diced
2 c. celery sliced thin
1/2 c. chopped onion
Saute in 2 Tbls. butter until soft.
Add:
can mushroom soup
can cream of chicken soup
112 c. mayonnaise
Moisten 3/4 of a pkg. Pepperidge
.Farm Herb Stuffing mix with I c.
turke) broth (or use chicken broth).
an 2 This. melted butter. Line bottom of 9x13 pan with stuffing.
turkey mix over stuffing. Roll
remaining 1/4 pkg. stuffing mix to
crumbs.' Mix with 2 Tbls, melted
butter. Sprinkle over top of turkey
MIN. Bake at 350 for 30 minutes.
Canadian Cheese Soup
1/2 c. coarsely chopped or shredcarrots
c. chopped celery
1/4 c. diced onion
7,- This butter
c flour
L. milk
can condensed chicken broth
c. American cheese, cut in
(
,:ok carrots. celery and onion in
%tier with 1/2 c. water until tender Add flour, stirring well. Add
rrillk./an at once and cook and stir
utit;1 thick and creamy. Add broth,
che:!se and salt and pepper toitaste.
Si:t- over low heat until cheese
MtIIL. Fe: a heartierversion, add a
co..t.iie potatoes. cut in small cubes
and cook in 3/4 c. lightly salted
s.A.+*.c:r until just done. Add with
!-,r ,tti and cheese.

Applesauce Doughnuts
flour-divided
1 'Iti. baking powder
teas. salt
teas. grd. nutmeg
teas. grd. cloves
; L. applesauce:,unsweetened
sugar
.
eggs
2 I nls. shortening
Vegetable oil
'„irinamon sugar
CombilIC 11/2 c. flour and next 8
,:cedients. Beat on low until
i,criuc.d. beat on med. hig' h 2
ILLilulc. Stir in remaining flour.
(c. and chill at least 1 hour.
iuc dough in 1/2, working with
()lie portion lit .44. time.- on a very
licavi !loured board.• roll dough
into 1/2 inch thickness. Cut dough
with floured, doughnut cutter. Heat
2 ; inches of oil to .375 degrees.
()Top 'doughnuts in and cook until
den hrown.- Drain on paper towV. nen slightly cooled. roll in

2 c. blueberries
1/2 tsp. grd. cinnamon
1/4 tsp. grd nutmeg
Beat 1/2 stick butter with 2/3,c.
sugar until fluffy. Add egg and mix
well. Sift together 2 c. flour, bakAn Adults Belong in College
ing powder, salt. Add, alternating lABC) Workshop for the adult or
with milk to butter and sugar. non-traditional student who is
ending with flour. Beat well. Gentinterested in learning more about
ly stir in blueberries. Spoon into
attending college is scheduled for
pan. Combine remaining 4 Tbls. Thursday. Oct.3 from 6 to 9 p.m. in
butter with the 1/2 c. sugar in a
the Barkley Room of the Curris
small bowl. Add remaining 1/3 c. Center at Murray State University.
flour, cinnamon and nutmeg. Mix
The workshop is designed for
well to form crumbly topping.
people who have been out of
Sprinkle evenly over top of batter
school a number of years and are
in pan. Bake 30 minutes oi until
thinking of either beginning or
returning to college.
cake tests done.

cinnamon sugar (2 dozen).
Linda's Blueberry Cake
Preheat oven to 375 — Grease
and flour a 9x13 pan.
I stick butter (8 Tbs)
2/3 c. sugar plus 1/2 c. sugar
1 egg
21/3 c. unsifted flour
21/2 tsp. baking powder
1/2 tsp. salt
3/4 c. milk

Activities at the workshop will
include a question-and-answer session, a career counseling survey
and comments from faculty members and currently enrolled adult
students. A presentation will also

502-76214150
at
or
1-800-669-7654. The workshop is
free, but because of limited space,
reservations must be made by Wednesday. Oct. 2.

be given by the Office of Student

Public transportation
is for everyone.

Financial Aid and information
about admissions procedures and
tutoring services will be available.
Reservations can be made by
calling the Center for Continuing
Education and Academic Outreach

PETS OF
operated
"Sam," a
homes mu
Hu mane

Home Owned
Home Operated

Storey's

*We Accept US Govt.
Food Stamps and
WIC Vouchers

Food Giant

*We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities

Bel-Air Shopping Center, South 12th Street, Murray
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MCCH Hospice program
receives certification

3

50
or
ark shop is
ited space,
le by Wed-

ation
ie.

The Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Hospice program is now
Medicare certified, according to
Nancy Rose, Hospice director.
"Hospice Medicare offers an
even higher level of coverage for
patients and families facirig a lirelimiting illness."
Benefits covered by Hospice
Medicare are as follows: nursing.
homemaker/aide services, nutritional counseling, drugs related to ter-

IP

,PETS OF THE WEEK — These four animals are available for adoption at Animal Shelter, East Sycamore Street off South Fourth Street.
operated by The Humane Society of Calloway County. They are, from left, "Homer," a neutered male Red Bone Hound and Boxer mix:
"Sam," a female Aussie Shep mix; "S.K. Wiggles," a neutered male blonde Terrier; and "Taz," a male English Setter. Animals who do not find
homes must be destroyed. Hours of the shelter, open to the public, are 12:30 to 5 p.m., Monday through Friday, and 1 to 4 p.m., Saturday. The
Humane Society is a member of United Way of Murray and Calloway County. For information call 759-4141.

-DOUBLE
COUPONS
NOW AT STOREYS
FOOD GIANT

t.

Double your money back on
all manufacturer s coupons,
up to SOC. Restrictions
apply. See store for more
details.

It

-DOUBLE COUPONS-
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Open 7 a.m. to 11 p.m. Daily
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LEMONS
FRESH BARTLETT
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very core of each team is the as
volunteer. They are the 'good
neighbors' v.ho want to reach out
to others. Each team ininfier
required to complete a I.5-hour
training session, Rose said. This
offering is.mide twice yearly. The
.next classes are schedule for Oct.
1, "8. IS,. 22 .a-n-d-21.) from- 6 to Q
p.m. in the hospital board
•
The program has heen
the Kentucky Board of !%;..iiisii•,!
15 CEU's.
Pre-registration is require i
the training sessions and the
participants is finniu to
on a first-conic first-seise ha-s:'.
register, call Lynn Fromm, R .,.
staff development coordiiii'itI.,r.
502-762-1248 or Nun::s
f'
at 502-762-1.310.
MCCH provides ser‘ ides
minally ill persons ittiout
don due to race. color.
gin, handicapping Londrtioh. ;lee.
or ability to pay. Reitnbutserne:,
sources include medicare. medicaid, third party payers. private
pay. and memorial gifts. Donati,`"C
are welcomed and •,.
directly to MCCH
Poplar. Nlurras.

Battle reenactment
to commemorate Grant c
first Civil War battle

DON MARTINO

FRESH PRODUCE

BAKERY

minal illness, equipment such as
beds, workers, oxygen etc., continuous nursing care in home for
brief periods during crisis situations, hospitalization for brief per,
iods for acute symptom control.,
outpatient physical therapy, occupational therapy. speech and language pathology service. nursing
home admission for brief periods to
allow rest time for family members
and bereavement counseling for
family members. "We are able to
provide this wide range of . ervices
during a very difficult time," Rose
said.
Hospice is a program of palliative care, that is, the alleviation of
symptoms as opposed to cufative
care and supportive services. [he
program provides physical. psychological, social and spiritual care to
dying patients and their families.
"The relief of physical symptoms is
of primary importance. However.
enhancing the quality of life
involves much more. We arc moo."
than mere phs-sical beings. Or
relationships to those we love. to a
Supreme Being. to ourselves and
the ability to he at peace with these
- Hospice is to address these_ areas in
a manner meaninef ul to the paticilt
and the family.- Rose said.
Services of the hospice prorani
are provided through an interdisciplinary team which may include a
physician, nurses, social worker.
chaplain, aides, and lay volunteers..
"The healthcare professionals are
necesl9ary for each team, but the

Don Martino's'
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16 JEEP CI-7
Local trade, nice top, tires
and wheels, good cond.
hard to find, don't miss
out.

$5 300

ADVIUITAGE:

Cain's ref
CHRYSLER•PLYMOUTH•DODGE•JEEREAGLE
Hwy. 641 N. • Murray. 753-6448

Three movies offered in
October as part of series
Three movies will be shown during October in Murray State University's Curris Center Theater as
part of the Cinema International
series.
Admission is free and the public
is invited. All films begin at 7;30
p.m. The film series is supported
by Murray State's Center for International Programs, the University
Center Board, the departments of
English, history. foreign languages
and sociology, anthropology and
social work, the College of Humanistic Studies and the offices of
Student Affairs.
On Thursday and Friday, Oct. 3
and 4, "Ikiru," a 1952 Japanese
release, will be shown. Directed by
Akira Kurosawa, it has been hailed
as Kurosawa's most successful film
in America during the first decade
of his career. A public servant discovers he is dying of cancer and
spends his last months overcoming

Read the want ads daily

1111 RS111Y.SEPTEMBER 26.1991
For sour persoliall/ed dai k Jealle \oil lit orom:ope, bawd on our own
date of.birth. call I -9011-98s — Ss. Your phjiiie company w ill/bill you 95 cents
a minute.

Lk-

TOD kl •St -till.DRFS, are courteous.g raiet id and interested in making
an insignificant existence. The film
is a philosophical, watchable and a a p)k)d
nip;ithenc toother people's plights.
faithful portrait of life in 1950s these Libras may he slow to take a public stand. F\
they will resist
change timil cons inced that it willboletii them personally . They have a keen
Japan.
eye foie beam and like to improve the appearancv (il things. They Make
"Witness for the Prosecution," a
wonderful hosts and can find special success in the public relations field.
1957 American film, will be shown
Oct. 17 and 18. Directed by Billy
•
10,1:. mid orc,,r
.r.,1 •S” Is qi O'kt
S ‘4S ph, i ,
1 1,1.1!:t..111\1 K111111114! h.
Wilder, with Marlene Dietrich,
‘.
51, \l,,,•1 (I IC, I !,11S11
IR St. t4 I 31 .%taw
Charles Laughton and Tyrone Power, the movie is about a sensational
II ITN BIRTHDAY! IN THE
SAGITTARIUS (Nos. 22-Dee.
London murder trial. An ailing barrister comes out of retirement to 11A I L AR OF YOUR LIFE: 21 r Show More tenderness to your
denfend one last client. Perhaps Dix !demis from past investments los ed ones. Be firm but fair with a
from shrewd financial manyoungster who displays an indepenone of the best courtroom dramas come
agement. A large family or social
of all time and one of those experi- gathering in No'ember could lead to dent streak. If single. reach out to a
newcomer who shares sour interests.
ences in life that cause you to envy a new business alliance Act more
1....1PRICORN(Dec.22-Jan. 19):
all those who have yet to enjoy it independent and self-reliant as the Phone calls and casual chatter should
for the first time.
ear ends. Lmuarx ot I 902 is the
he kept to a minimum white you line
"Noferatu The Vampire," a 1979 ideal time to launch _a large-scale up important projects. Allow for lastGerman release, will be shown Oct. project. Travel_ for business or plea- minute sdiedule changes. Clearing
31 and Nov. 1. Bram Stoker's sure in early. spring. Next summer up a financial riddle will bring new
peace of mind.
creepy Count Dracula meets direc- ss ill bring an e xcii trig new relation
ship. -'s maor change in litest Ic is
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
tor Werner Herzog's Klaus Kinski
A good time to complete unfinished
for an extraordinary marriage of possible by next August.
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di-file-1M numtu thn- dos IiiiSitie'ss methods: they could
backfire. Disclose a secret wish to
your mate and let nature take its
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DOT SALE
THURSDAY, FRIDAY & SATURDAY, SEPT. 26-28
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Horoscopes

A

r -r

r‘"

TAURUS (April 20-May 20):
Taking a refresher course in your
favorite subject may be a good idea.
Cultivate the good will of any interesting people you meet. They could
act as stepping stones to your long range goals-.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20): The
financial outlook brightens.Continue
to keep a close eye on spending. You
cannot afford to harbor any illusions
about someone's motives.Get agreements in writing.
CANCER(June 2I-July 22): Listen closely to someone who has your
--best interests at heart: Trying new
methods and procedures will demonstrate your open-mindedness. A
family situation shows improvement.
LEO(July 23-Aug. 22): Take advantage of a special opportunity to
promote your interests. Close friends
may be reaching out for help. Investigate! Family harmonv can be restored if you are more flexible.
‘'IRGO(Aug.23-Sept.22 Your
good feelings about yourself help
you make a fresh start. Mate or business partner is on your side. Be prepared to explain your financial situation. Give credit where it is due.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Your
communication skills are a tremendous asset. Exchange views freely
with your mate or partner. New
concepts and challenges enjoy favorable influences. Be sensitive to
your loved ones needs.
SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nm. 21 1:
Leave any personal problems at home
when you go to work. Be a doer
instead of a watcher! Meettleadlines
on time to. protect your reputation.
Romance merits top priority late an
the day.

TUCK

'
S

rn Y.S)slled .
propeny may he a special tart:4_
Concentrate on long-range possibilities. Now is the time to muster all
of our resources.

Scientist: body
found in glacier
4,000 years old
INNSBRUCK. Austria (AP)
— Alpine trekkers discovered a
mummified body in a glacier,
and a scientist examining the
corpse said today that it was
about 4,000 years old.
Local police-hart initially put
the age of the body at 500 years.
However, a bronze ax and a
stone knife found with the body
were "typical" of the early
European Bronze Age and
helped date it as much older,
said Konrad Spindler, a University of Innsbruck scientist.
The mummy would allow
researchers for the first time to
"form an exact picture of life in
the early Bronze time," said
Spindler, of the university's
Institute for Early History. "We
are absolutely sure this body is
4,000 years old."
Scientists could study the stomach's contents and other
organisms on the body, he said.
Hikers stumbled across. the
body in a glacier last Thursday
in Austria's Tyrol mountain region, at an elevation of about
10,000 feet. Researchers flew
back to the site today to begin a
detailed archaeological search,
Spindler said.
/
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These Prices Good Thru Sept. 30, 1991
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1/4" Birch
1/4" Oak

$Q99
1/2" Birch

Vinyl Siding
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HARDWOOD
PLYWOOD

$44°°
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VISA
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$1495
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$35'
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TUCK'S
"The Factory Outlet for Building Supplies"
Remember...You get more for your buck's at

Lumber..Plywood..Kitchen Cabinets..Bath Vanities
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',mule G. Mize Sr.. 51, Box
333, New Concord, died Monday at
11:15 p.m. from injuries sustained
in a one-car accident on Highway
121 South near New Concord.
He was a disabled veteran of the
United States Marine Corps where
he served for four years.
Born May 7, 1940, he was the
son of the late Lecil Mize and Lillian Ruth Taylor Mize. Two sisters
and one brother also preceded him
in death.
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. Ronda Langston and Karla Mize, HC 102-A, New Concord.
and Marji Mize, 107 South 15th
St., Murray; two sons, Lannie
Mize, Rt. I, Alm. and Michael
Mize, HC 102-A, New Concord;
three grandchildren.
Also surviving are five sisters,
Mrs. Alpha Mae Marshall, Mrs.
Judy Passmorc and Mrs. Alice
Ford, Paragould, Ark., Mrs. Betty
Ruth Mize, Manilla, Ark., and Mrs.
Rena Jo Easterly, Troy, Mo.; four
brothers. Fred Mize, Lake City,
Ark.. Ed Mize, Dexter, Donnie
Allen Mize, O'Fallon, Mo., and
Andrew Mize: Paragould, Ark.
Graveside rites will be Thursday
at 5 p.m. at Barnett Cemetery. The
Rev.. Dwight Wyant will officiate.
Friends may call at Miller Funeral Home of Murray from 2:30 to
4:30 p.m. Thursday.

brothers, Gary Wayne Yearry,
Dundee, Fla., and Robert Yearry
and Joseph Yearry, Murray; his
grandparents. L.L. and Mabel
Yearry, Rt. 5, Murray; one nephew,
Gary Wayne Yearry Jr.
Services will be Thursday at 1
p.m. in the chapel of Miller
• Funeral
Home of Murray. The Rev. Dwight
Wyant will officiate.
Burial will follow in Murray
Memorial Gardens.

Jerry Donald Yearry, 27, RI 5.
Murray, died Monday at 11:15 p.m.
from injuries sustained in a one-car
accident on Highway 121 South
near New Concord.
He had been in the National
Guard for six years.
Born July 28, 1964, in Truman,
Ark., he was the son of Jerry D.
Yearry Sr. and Linda Hurt Yearry.
Survivors include his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Yearry Sr., Rt. 5,
Murray; two sisters, Mrs. Gail ThoFriends may call at the funeral
mas and, husband, Kevil, Rt. 1,
Stewart, Tenn., and Mrs. Sandra home after 6 p.m. tonight
Bartly, Petersburg, Ind.; three (Wednesday).

Mrs. Maymc M. Drowns, 83, of
1600 Belmonte Dr., Murray, died
Tuesday at 2:40 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
She was a former employee of
Curlee Clothing Company, Mayfield, and of Sears in Michigan.
She was born April 21, 1908, in
Tennessee.
Mrs. Drowns was a member of
Memorial Baptist Church.
Survivors include her husband,
Markham Drowns, to whom she
was married on June 25, 1937: one

Graveside rites for Mrs. Susan
Kirwan McDevitt were today at 11
a.m. at Murray City Cemetery. Dr.
David C. Roos officiated.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
was in charge of arrangements, but
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MAYFIELD, Ky. — Officials of

the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
say work on cleaning up Mayfield
Creek may begin next month.
Corps officials met with interested residents from Ballard, Carlisle," Griarin.c1 McCracia
ties Tuesday night at the McCracken County Courthouse to explain
the project and answer questions.
The Corps plans to restore the

flow and drainage of the creek to
help reduce flooding and increase
runoff of floodwaters. Property
owners will be asked to grant easements to allow officials access to
the creek for maintenance.
ettithated 125'people
-Most of
in attendance support the project,
but others were concerned about
the effect on wildlife and
marshlands.

the

Pitching winners

Price

1

Dow Jones Ind. Avg.
-4.92
DJIA Previous Close---.3029.07
Air Products
633/4 -3/4
A.T.C. Class A .......
471/2t
AT&T
38.'!.
Bank of Murray•.....
...200B
Bell South ..... ..........491/2
Briggs & Stratton
371/4 +114
Chryskr.._...._._....... 103/4 unc.
Dean Foods.......
_.33.
1/s
Exxon
595/• 4.1//
Fisher Price
273/4
Ford Motor
299. -1/4
General Electrk ..••
69/4 -1/s
General Motors
369.
Goodrich
4492 +Vs
Goodyear
431/1 +1
/
2
lB M_.__._._._...-.__-10S "is
Ingersoll Rand ' 50sh +1/4
K-Mart
.42 unc.
Ky.
...............24'/. unc.
Kroger ..—..............— 179s -9s
LG
E .....—.........
4.3/.
/
2
McDonalds...-...-......
+1
J.C.
50 -114
Peoples First** ........... 2192B 22A
Quaker Oats
1
4
5891 +/
Schering-Plough
571h +1/.
Sears ..... ......
unc.
63 tine.
Time Warner
811
/
4 +34
US'!'
/
2
491/4 +1
Wal-Mart.
491/5 -3/1

Burial will follow in Highland
Park Cemetery, Mayfield.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 4 p.m. today
(Wednesday).

k

'Hilliard Lyons is trading agent tor this stock.
'
•HYliand Lyons is a market maker In this stock
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County Hospital.

SNAP411

SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

Hamock Funeral Home of Paducah will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.

1-800-432-9346
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FREE SPINAL EXAMINATION
THIS MONTH ONLY

FREE
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or.The Rainbirre

for restricted or excess motion in the spine, a muscle strengthrte!;s test, and a private consultation to discuss the results.
•••
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12th & Olive
Murray
759-9245

Heskett Chiropractic Center
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Medicine Shoppe
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759-1116
Dr. Dennis L. Heskett
Chiropractor
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'Jo Love Others

FREE

This examination normally costs $30.00 or more. I will include
a chiropractic orthopedic tes,t, chiropractic neurological test, a
blood:pressure test, a spinal alignment check, an examination

o.
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Prepared as a public service
to promote better dental health.
From the office of Joe Mason,
D.M.D., 204 S. 6th St., Phone:
753-2642.

PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS
Did you know that becoming certified as a chiropractor
requires a minimum of six years of highly specialized
college training?
Today's Doctor ofChiropractic must complete 4,485 hours
of classroom instruction and pass a rigid chiropractic
board examination before earning a license. In most
states, continuing educational seminars must be cornpeted for annual license renewal.
PERSONAL BACKGROUND
In addition, I have completed courses in.Nutrition and
Pnysicalmodulities and Adjunctive Care. and hold a
bachelor degree in Nutrition from Life Chiropractic
University in Georgia; and hold an Associate of Science
degree from W.C.C.C. in Michigan. Postgraduate studies
inkluded Pediatric Adjusting and Sports Injury. While in
college, I received National Dean's List Award of Merit,
Achievement of Excellance Award, Who-s Who Among
College Students Award, and in 1989 was named Senior
Intern at Life University and graduated with honors. To
further my continuing education. I have received special
training since college in Pediatric Adjusting from Dr.
Larry Webster,Thompson Adjusting Technique from Dr.
('lay Thompson, Chiropractic Philosophy from Dr. Sid
Williams,President of Life University. And I have visited:
number of other chiropractic clinics to study the
niethods and - procedures.
Additionally, I devote three days every month attending a
at
seminar in Atlanta and Chicago to stay
,.urrent on the latest chiropractic advances.
his is the kind of training and' professionalism I offer
Ifyou have hesitated visiting a chiropractor, perhaps
ou didn't know that chiropractors go to such great
ongths to continue their education and provide you with
he latest techniques and the most qualified service O.
iiu see. what you don t_ know, can't help you Call me
today and let me help you.
Did von know that the symptoms most commonl treated
pv chiropractors are:
J Back Pain
_1 Headaches
j Painful Joints •
J Neck Pain
_I Arthritis
J Shoulder Pain
J Stifftiess
-1 Bursitis
J Arm/Leg Pain
J Numbness
J Hip Pain
Cold ,HandsiFeet

'I'Love ciod
Medicine
4"Shoppe

If the pulp has been exposeo
by the fracture,the tooth should
be treated within 24 hours to
prevent infection and othei
complications. Any pulp that'
becomes infected will have to be
removed by root canal treatment to save the tooth.
Whatever the cause, there
snoald be no delay in seeking
treatment when a tooth is fracred.

Hi, I'm
Dr.Dennis L.
Heskett,D.C.

'keliu it 4/1in

or transferred

L

i1
1 .50

Cloud

Ahundifnce!I orlti;nt

r.

Every year thousands of people -haVe accidents that cause
damage to face and mouth,
sometimes resulting in a fractured tooth. It may be caused by
an auto accident or sports or an
accidental fall at home. Whatever the cause,a fractured tooth
presents a serious problem and
should be treated by the dentist
immediateiy to prevent infection and loss of.
If the fract•Jre hasr. pe7.etrated to the p'.1. p of tne tootn,
the dentist 5v. apply med:cation to ease the pain and pace a
temporary cap ,o.er the tooth. to
protect it. Later the t
crowned to restore • :ts ippew-- -ince or bonded when possible

:4 Crown for:4 Cros.s
Courage j,.rjear

NOTE:

THE FRACTURED TOOTH

To introduce you to the healing .irld of chiropractic, please'
accept my special offer:

SPEAKERti

reedom

10-6 p.m.

Dr.Joe L.Mason,Jr.D.M.D.

^

Fred E. Perry, 85, of 405 North
Second St., Murray, died Tuesday
at 3:30 p.m. at Murray-Calloway

Free Fitness Profile!
• Your hotiv's percentask• ot tat most lc and water
• Your resting metabolism tate
• I xeft. Ise suggest its
Alt hod%
type anti litest
• Ditbt tips tot ilk icasuit;
MC, P..11011('

Views On
DentalHealth®

Our Best Investment Is You.

Ladies Day 1991

•ta slh

502-759-4815
300 So." 8th Street • Suite 304
Medical Arts Building • Mu'rray, Ky.

HI Klatt W.L lyors, Inc •*new hYSI and SIP(

Annual-

Lonli,k•nthil

Physician

HIWARD
LYONS

Genesis 9:13

What Kind ofShape Are You In?

%ose & Throot

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366

IN THE CLOUD"

Get a quit.k, Lomputenzed,fitness evaluation using the latest teL hnology.

KM.at?Ma 141.4414••.
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Cecil McLeod of Murray and George McLeod of Lyon County were
the second place winners in the 50 and Up Doubbles Event of the 1991
Kentucky State Washer Pitching Tournament. The event was Sept. 7
at Greenville. This annual event is sponsored by Pond River Masonk
Lodge #244.

hearing aid

on premises

sister, Mrs. Anna Mae Frost, Nashville, Tenn.; two nieces, Mrs. Marie Smook, Nashville, Tenn., and
Mrs. Christine Beaver, Murray.
The funeral will be Thursday at
2 p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Jim
Simmons will officiate.

no visitation was scheduled.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy iake the form of
donations to Calloway County
Public Library.
Mrs. McDevitt, 90, died Sunday
at 2:35 p.m. at her home, 915
Sycamore St., Murray. Her husband, Dr. Coleman J. McDeviu Jr.,
a Murray physician, died in 1952.
Survivors include one son, Coleman J. McDevitt Jr., Virginia; three
grandchildren; two greatgrandchildren.

best possible price
The
for the best possible

censed Audiologist
Company

Kirwan- NreDevitt
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Mrs. Mayme M. Drowns

Creek cleanup may begin soon
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Jerry Donald Yearly
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Investments Since 1854

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 25, 1991

and join

— Attended.fkUrwy !Tor Children 5 and Under —

N. 12th St.. University -Square Suite II
Hours: 8 a.m.-6 p.m. Monday-Friday
Saturday 8 a.m.-Noon
For Accidents or Personal Injury
1,1
After Hours or Weekends, Call 753-4304
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SPORTS
Racers hope
to open OVC
on right foot

SIDELINES

A Classic
Middle school Lakers nip
Tigers in overtime thriller

By DAVID RAMEY
Murrey Lodger & Times Sports Editor

Steve
PARKER
Ledger & Times Staff Writer

Fresh off a thrilling 28-27 victory over Eastern Illinois, the Murray State Racers open up Ohio Valley Conference play with a tough
task — winning at Middle
Tennessee.
Not only are the Blue Raiders
ranked 16th in the country, but
MTSU has held a grip on the Racers in Murfreesboro. The Racers
haVen't beaten Middle at Floyd
Stadium since 1979.
"I think we'll face the best team
we've played all year," Racer
coach Mike Mahoney said. "But
that's nothing new. We knew in
April, May, June, July and August
that that would be the case.'
Middle Tennessee is 1-1, after
opening the season with a victory
over Tennessee State, and failing to
Eastern Kentucky in Richmond,
17-7 last week.
While the Blue -Raiders will try
to rebound from a loss to Eastern'
Kentucky, Mahoney is hoping the
Racers can build momentum after
the win over Eastern Illinois.
"We were very excited to win
the football game, and it was a win
our kids deserved," Mahoney said.
"They've worked hard to turn
things around and maybe the game
will be an omen of good things to
come. It's obvious we have some
big holes on defdense, but we can
do a better job stopping the other
team if we improve our
fundamentals."
Mahoney liked the Racer mix of
an option running game and passing against the Panthers. After
throwing 31 passes each in losses
to Southern Illinois and Western
Kentucky, the Racers threw only
13 times on Saturday.
"If we can stay in the 13, 15 to
18 range, that's where we want to
be," Mahoney said. "Our offensive
coaches obviously felt we could
hurt Eastern Illinois with the
option."
"I like running the option," Racer quarterback Tremain Lewis said.
"It's tough to stop. But I like
throwing the ball, too. I'll do whatever it takes to win. Whatever they
want me to do, I'll do."
Lewis said the win did a lot to
boost Racer confidence.
"The attitude right now is great,"
Lewis said. "We've going into the
conference, and that's what we're
concentrating on."
Mahoney said the Racer camp,
which has featured plenty of rookies this fall, is spreading the message about the importance of conference play.
"The difference is that we keej
score in these games, and it
counts," Mahoney said. "In the
other ones, we just keep score."
Against the Blue Raiders, , the
Racers face a great tailback Joe
Campbell and a stingy wide-tacklesix defense that is the league's
best.
"We'll be in a war just like we
were against Eastern Illinois,"
Mahoney said. "Things will be
turned up a notch because it is an
OVC game. I know they won't
back down, and I'm confident we'll
play hard. They have a great tailback in Joe Campbell and an outstanding defense. We'll have to
make some breaks to have a chance
to win. EaStern Kentucky and
Middle Tennessee are without a
doubt the best teams in the OVC,
and to win the conference, you
must beat them."
Mahoney named freshman tailback Waynee McGowan as the
starter on Saturday, while safety
Mike Ramos steps in for Tyrone
Young. Starting cornerback Beau
Brown is listed as questionable for
MTSU, as is backup tight end Kris
Minnich.

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times

In a way that such intense rivalries should be settled, Calloway
County Middle School and Murray
Middle School needed a thrilling
overtime to find the winner of
Tuesday night's football game.

Scoreless at the end of regulation, each team scored a touchdown

A Tiger ballcarrier is brought down by Laker defenders during Tuesday's 7-6- Callovvay win in -middle school football.

Racers fall in volleyball,
but lose more than match
Staff Reports
Murray Ledger & Times Sports

The Murray State Racer volleyball team lost a match Tuesday night,
but may have lost even more.
Junior Renee Bailey, having her finest mdtch since arriving in Murray
from Fullerton, Cal. this fall, suffered a severe ankle sprain early in the
third game of MSU's five-game loss to Tennessee-Martin Tuesday night.
Bailey will be out for at least two weeks, with Murray State starting
OVC in earnest this weekend when they host Middle Tennessee and Tennessee Tech.
"Renee was just playing superb," Racer coach Oscar Segovia said. "She
doing everything right, almost playing too perfect. We try to pack it real
tight on defense, and she got too close to Roseanne (Brown). These things
will happen."
After the Racers put away the pesky Lady Pacers in the first game,
17-15, UT-Martin took the second game 15-8. After Bailey was injured in
game three, the Racers ran off nine straight points and took a 15-6 win.
But Martin, who improved to 10-3 on the year, won the last two games
to put the Racers at 3-8 on the season.
Jill Doty led the Racers with 18 kills, while Bailey had 17, including a
very impressive attack percentage of .520 on the night — a Racer high for
the season.
Doty also had 22 digs, while Brown had six blocks. MSU continued to
serve well, besting the Lady Pacers in aces, 12-5 with Stacy Geralds and
Belinda Rubio having four each.
"It was very disappointing," Segovia said. "But Beth Bair did a really
fine job in Renee's place. It will be very tough this weekend, but when it
comes to pressure and adversity. Beth can handle it."
• • • •

GOLF

Murray State's Denise Donnelly serves during Tuesday's five-game
loss to Tennessee-Martin in volleyball action at the Carr Health
Building.

"Ask Your Neighbors
About limb Toshiba"

HOWARD

D

COMPANY
116 N. 7th St. Mayfield, Ky

1-800433-7296 inside Ky.
1400458-0492 Outside Ky.

Calloway finished third in tri-match action in Clinton against Hickman
County and Union City (Tenn.) on Tuesday.
The Lakers finished with a 190, as Union City won the match with a
160, and Hickman fired a 184.
Eric Gallimore led the Lakers with a 43, while Jessie Rooker shot a 47
and Josh Roberts had a 52. John Paul Nix had a 48, while Bill Schaffer
shot a 53.
Both the Laker and Murray High Tiger teams face Mayfield today at
3:30 p.m. at the Murray Country Club.

Win moves Dodgers out to two-game lead
By The Associated Press
While it rained on the Braves,
the Dodgers pounced the Padres
and opened a two-game lead over
Atlanta in the NL West.
Mike Morgan allowed six hits in
eight-plus innings as Los Angeles
beat San Diego 5-2 on Tuesday
night. Atlanta's game against Cincinnati was rained out and rescheduled as part of a twi-night doubleheader today.
"We don't have to pound the
ball to win ballgames,- Darryl
Strawberry said. -Sometimes you

pound the ball and not win. The (Tom) Glavine for the third run.
big thing is getting key hits at the We've got to help ourselves someright time and getting guys in." times. We've got to get a double,
Eddie Murray had two hits for bunt 'cm over, hit a sacrifice fly,
the Dodgers, including, a single get 'em in. Execution wins ballleading off a ,two-run second games a lot more than just power.
inning. Morgan,(14-9) won his If you can win ballgames executfourth consecutive game and even ing, you don't need the three-run
drove in a run.
homers."
It was the second straight offenIn other games, Pittsburgh beat
sive show by a Dodgers' pitcher. New York 10-8, San Francisco beat
Ramon Martinez homered Sunday Houston 9-7, St. Louis beat Monin the Dodgers' 3-0 victory over treal 4-3 and Philadelphia beat Chithe Braves.
cago 4-2.
"We've got a bat in our hand,"
Ricky Bones (4-5) threw a runMorgan said. -Like Ramon the scoring wild pitch in the second
other day.. he hit a home run off

inning and Mike Sharperson hit an
RBI groundout. Brett Butler's double made it 3-0 in the fourth, but
the Padres got two runs in the fifth
on Thomas Howard's RBI single
and Bip Roberts' run-scoring
groundout.
Morgan got his RBI grounder in
the sixth and Mike Scioscia hit a
run-scoring grounder in, the
seventh.
In the ninth, John Candelaria
/struck out Fred McGriff with a
man on and Roger McDowell got
Benito Santiago on a eame-ending
double play for hois ninth save.

A's out, Twins almost in, Blue Jays closer
By The Associated Press
The Oakland Athletics are out/
the Minnesota Twins are nearly in
and the Toronto Blue Jays arc a
step closer.

Practical Features.
Practical Performance.
Practical Price.
ecommended by Buyers Gude

in the overtime, but Calloway
struck last. Tied 6-6, Lakerticker
Sam Arnett's point after just
cleared the cross bar to give the
Lakers a 7-6 victory.
"That was probably the most fun
and interesting ballgame I've ever
been involved in," said Calloway
Middle coach Joe Stonecipher.
"With the rivalry between Murray

and Calloway and each team knowing each other so well, it was
appropriate that it went into
overtime."
In the overtime, each team got
the ball on the opponent's 10-yard
line with four plays to score. Murray got first possession and on
fourth down, Tracy Feezor busted
over from two yards out to put
MMS up 6-0.
On the point after, Tiger quarterback Preston Weatherly rolled
right, but could not connect on the
pass into the end zone.
"I felt good after we scored, but
I was disappointed after the extra
point," Turner said of Tiger score.
"When you've got a tough game
you've got to put those in."
(Cont'd on page 15)
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With their 5-4 loss to Kansas
City on Tuesday night, the Athletics' three-year reign as AL champions officially ended. With 11
games left, Oakland droppad 12
games behind AL West-leading
Minnesota, which beat secondplace Chicago ,9.-2,
The victory over the White Sox
reduced the Twins' magic number
for clinching the division to three.
Minnesota can clinch a share of the
division title tonight, when they

again host the White Sox.
Meanwhile, the Blue Jays
increased their AL East lead to two
games with a 3-0, 10-inning win
over the California Angels. The
second-place Boston Red Sox had
their game rained against Baltimore
and will play a doubleheader
tonight.
In other games, it was Detroit 7,
Cleveland 2; Milwaukee 5,- New
York 4, and Texas 8, Seattle 7.
Oakland was the first team to

753-4563
OUR PRICES

Installation
and Service

YOU CAN'T BEAT

win three straight AL pennants
since the 1976-78 New York Yankees. The Twins, in 1987, were the
last team other than the Athletics to
win the AL title.
Danny Tartabull hit his 30th
homer for the Royals and Kevin
.Appier (12-9) allowed eight hits
and one run in six innings. Tartabull's first-inning homer off Joe
Slusarski (4-7), following singles
by Brian McRae and Kurt Stillwell,
gave the Royals a 3-0 lead.
Eterience
7 Years i

HAW INS'
ROOFING

D&W Auto Glass Shop

New or Ito&
FREE ESTIMATES
ALL WORK GUARANTEED
Rt. 1, Box 126A
Hazel, Ky

512 S. 12th St., Murray

(502) 492-8358

"Check Us Out."

MondayNight Football's last
installment, the New York Jets
at the Chicago Bears was as
whacky of a football game as
you'll see. Late fumbles, a
touchdown on the last play of
regqation, and so forth.
Tuesday Night Football at
Calloway County High School
wasn't close to being like the
Bears-Jets game. It was better.
Though I haven't seen many
middle school football games
over the years - judging by the
size of the crowd, I'm not
alone - but there can't be a
more exciting game than Calloway Middle's 7-6 overtime victory over Murray Middle.
Calloway Middle head coach
Joe Stonecipher said, "It was
the most fun and interesting
game I've ever been involved
in."
Murray head coach Scott Turner felt the same rush of emotion on the opposite side of the
field.
"I have never felt the pressure on the sidelines like I did
last' night," Turner said on
Wednesday, after a restless night
of tossing and turning. "I don't
know if it was pressure or just
excitement."
It could have been a mixture
of both, coach.
In regulation, each team kept
opening the door for the other
only to slam it shut when their
rivals got near the doorstep.
If the defensive struggle
bored fans that prefer
touchdown-a-possession football
in regulation, then they were
woke up by the screams and
yells that ripped through Jack
D. Rose Stadium around 7:50
p.m.
The overtime was similar to
regulation; hard hitting, sound
football. As in baseball. Calloway had the upper hand when
it won the coin toss and chose
last at-bat.
Calloway's score in overtime
tied it up, but also set up for
the longest extra point in football history. It wasn't the distance, 20 yards, but the hang
time.
Like a cleaned up version of
North Dallas Forty, the kick
seemed to sail in slow motion.
It soared 20 feet straight up
and then dropped two feet over
the cross bar almost 5 minutes
later.
And afterwards, the two teams
met in the center of the field
and exchanged congratulations.
Their were tears on the Tiger
faces because they had fallen
just one point short, and their
tears on the Laker faces
because they had been two-feet
better.
The twp teams will play several times again in the years to
come, and each will be a similar battle of wills. The final
game for the eighth graders on
the two teams will be November '1995. Do yourself a favor
and get your tickets now.
• • • •
As Mike Mahoney prepares his
team for Saturday's OVC opener
at Middle Tennessee, he'll be
searching for ways to keep his
team in the frame of mind that
it had during the victory over
Eastern Illinois.
Like every coach, Mahoney
will do what it takes to prepare
his team and fire up his team.
A few years ago, Mahoney
went as far as a coach can to
fire up his team.
While the Racers were
stretching before a mid-week
practice, then assistant coach
Mahoney walked over to defensive lineman Tim Price, pulled
a gun, and shot him. •
"I borrowed a starter's pistol
from the track coaches and took
it to practice," Mahoney said at
his Tuesday press luncheon.
"During calesthenics, I walked
over to Tim and 'shot him.
"Everybody just went silent
for a long time," Mahoney contiuned. "Then Tim cracked up
and everybody started laughine.
Mahoney didn't rule out the
possibility of something in that
mode, but he may find it
against NCAA regulations to
shoot a player during practice
until Nov. 5.
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(Coned from page 14)
Needing a touchdown and PAT
to win. Calloway went to work
from the 10. Two strong runs by
Brent Anderson and Arnett put the
ball at the two. On third down,
Arnett saw a large gap in the Tiger
right defensive line and dove in for
the tying score.
Arnett's game-winning boot
cleared the cross bar by the smallest of margins to give Calloway
the win.
"The only reason it went over
was because it went straight up."
Stonecipher said of the memorable
kick. "We sure didn't block anybody up front."
As many chances as each team
had to score, it was amazing that
the game ever got to overtime
scoreless.
In the first half, Murray was able
to get inside the Laker 20 on two
occasions, but penalties and runs
thrown for big losses squelched the
drive.
"We had our chances to score in
the first half and that may have
cost us the ballgame," Murray
Middle head coach Scott Turner
said after the Tigers' 13-game win
streak was snapped. "We didn't execute well on offense, but Calloway played very well defensively."
"The whole defense played
well," Stonecipher said, "but our
defensive ends made some big
plays. Zack Ross and Jeremy Rose
had excellent ballgames. Jerry
Leneki, Brent Anderson and Steve
Poshack also were big keys for us."
Murray's defense, led by Jack
Drake, John Bell, Feezor and
Weatherly, also stepped forward in
crucial situations.
Late in the first half, Calloway's
Anderson broke loose - for a long
touchdown run, but a clipping penalty nullified the electrifying jaunt.
Brought back to the Tiger 20, Murray held in the last minute and a
half to keep it 0-0 at half.
The second half was played in
the same fashion. Calloway got a
first-and-10 from the 15 late in the
game, but Murray again bowed its
neck to force the overtime.
Each team is 2-1 and face tough
games next week. Murray takes on
Marshall County, while Calloway
faces Trigg County.
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Like a good neighbor.
State Farm is there.

Swe Farm Insurance Companies
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LOUISVILLE. Ky (AP) — The top tillarns in the
Kentucky Associated Press high school football polls
with first-place votes records total pants and previous rankings
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Ronk-School
1
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1 Beachwood
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Others receiving voles Heath. Bath Co Campbellsville Canard Co. EMINIfIC41. Hazard Moray,
Lynn Camp, South Hopkins, Pantsalle. Cutrtenand.
Barcislown, Carrot CO Ludlow

Larry Krouse Insurance
105 N. 12th (Next to McDonald's)
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It's Ragweed Seas

Ranch House

Beef
Stew

n

And We Want To Help You!

24 oz.

Call our new service for a daily
pollen & mold count:
,

(1-800-756-4AIR

ALLERGY & ASTHMA CLINIC
OF WEST KENTUCKY
Richard H. Stout, M.D., P.S.C.
Pediatric & Adult Patients

(171L
- LIRMS:
COUNTRYx

Our specialized practice is dedicated to the diagnosis &
treatment of asthma, hayfever, sinus, cough, insect allergy,
, skin allergy & food allergy.
(502)753-7451 M-F
Murray
Hwy. 641 N.
Call and inquire about our new
Inventory of allergy supplies.
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Paducah's Most Interesting Store

TheParty Mart
HANN/APLAZA509LONEOAK RD.
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Cottage Cheese
$129
24 oz

Bananas
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Friends Don't Let Friends Drive Drunk
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FOOD STORES

Open Mon.-Thurs. & Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m.. Fn. 9 a m -8 p.m., Sun. Noon-6 p.m.
12th St. at Storey Ave.
,
We Accept Food Stamps & WIC Vouchers

Cash Only - Cash Only- Cash Only
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MCCH blood bank taking
t appointments for donations

SA
1991 Colt GL 2 D
Red
1 5 OHC MPI Four
Auto Transmission
- Air Conditioning
Rear Defogger
Tinted Glass
P. Steering'Brakes
Intermittent Wipers
AM FM
Cloth Interior

Five-gallon donor Robert Rutherford, of Rt. 1, Alm, was awarded a
plaque by Murray-Calloway Co. Hospital blood bank recruiter Trish
Thorn recognizing his generous blood donations. Rutherford, recently
retired from Fisher-Price, has been donating blood for 16 years.

MURRAY CITY
M.S.R.P.
$10,098.00
Peppers Price
9,873.80
Rebate
— 1,000.00
Your Price

$Q Q701
v5 t v80

1991 Dodge Spirit 4 Dr,

M.S.R.P.
$13,290.00
Peppers Price 12,365.98
Rebate
— 1,500.00

Burgundy
2.5 EFI Bal. Shaft Four
Auto. Transmission
50/50 Split Bench-Cloth
Air Conditioning
Tilt/Cruise
Rear Defogger
Floor Mats
AM/FM
WSW Tires

Your Price $10,865"

1991 Jeep Comanche PIU
#100311
White
EFI Four
2.5
•
5 Speed OD
Transmission
Sport Stripe
Rally Wheels
Step Bumper

$9,352.00
M.S.R.P.
8,495.00
Peppers Price
— 1,000.00
Rebate
Your Price $7549500

1991 Jeep Cherokee 4WD
#100050

$19,211.00
M.S.R.P.
Peppers Price 17,476.26
— 11500.00
Rebate
Your Price $1

07g26
‘;'

Red
4Door
4.0 Liter 190 H.P. Engine
Auto. O.D. Transmission
R. Window Defogger
Full Size Spare
Styled Steel Wheels
Air Conditioning
Rear Window Wiper/
Washer
Roof Racks
Tilt Wheel
Intermittent Wipers
Remote Dual Mirrors
Trim Rings
P.S./P.B

1991 Dodge D150 LWB PlU
Red/White
318 V-8
Auto Transmission
PS/PB
Air Conditioning
Tilt,Cruise
Chrome Step
Bumper
30 Gal Fuel Tank
Cloth Seat
Carpet
Rally Wheels
235 Tires

maimpi
ammo

#100063

$15,197.00
M.S.R.P.
Peppers Price 13,713.85
— 1,500.00
Rebate
Your Price $1

2,213"

Legal Mumbo Jumbo All prices are plus tax, title,',cense and cloc fee
after rebate
"Whatever It takes, we want to be your car and truck company"

PEPPERS
0
OatIgeTturla

(1111111I It
Plymouth
110.1

0

Jeep
Dodge

Eagle

0•••••A• AM.+

2400 East Wood Street • Paris, TN
642-5661 • 1-800-748-8816

Area residents are encouraged to
roll up their sleeves and give the gift
of life - give blood!
The Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Blood Bank needs donors of
all blood types. With the lull in
donations during the summer and the
holiday season not too far away,
blood donations have typically decreased. Frequently, blood requirements increase during these times.
"We're encouraging people to give
blood now and always extend our
request for blood throughout the
year," said MCCH Blood Bank Donor
Recruiter Ginger Hale. "Our blood
bank assures the community of a
steady source of blood from known
and reliable donors," said Hale.
"A person needs only to donate

SCHOOLS,

Last Thursday, 28 sixth-graders from Margaret Boone's class at
Murray Middle School drove down to Memphis to view the Catherine
the Great exhibit, "Treasures From Imperial Russia."
It was a wonderful experience for the whole class. In fact, according
to the report Jeremy Hunt wrote for his teacher the next day, "Thursday, September 19, was the best day of school }4"ever had."
But whether that was because of the historic and aesthetic treasures
on display or because of the time spent with friends out-of-school was
up for debate.
"The whole thing was great," Jeanne Maddox affirmed in her report,
"but the bus ride was the most fun of all."
Eight hours without air-conditioning in a poorly-padded, noisy yellow school bus.
And even the chaperones had fun.
There was a non-stop checkers tournament, some serious Game Boy
playing, a Christmas carol sing-along, and best of all, some goodhearted truck drivers who honked their horns in response to the children's waves.
On the trip home, Adam Bartnik and David Crouch made shadow
creatures with a flashlight and they fought some terrific shadow wars
on the ceiling of the bus. Chaperone Mona Blankenship, who'd
brought her own flashlight, joined in, surprising the boys and winning
the battle.
At the back of the bus, three boys (no names revealed here) volunteered as fashion models and let the girls tie hair ribbons in their hair.
Halfway home, bus driver Curtis Gream pulled into a truck stop to get
some gas (those school buses get five miles to the gallon) and, yes, the
boys did go inside, hair ribbons in place, with a chorus of many giggles from the girls.
But back to the exhibit, because this was, after all, intended to be an
educational experience.
As field trips go, wrote Josh Price, "it was all around very well set
up and very educational."
By way of preparation, the sixth graders have been studying Russian
culture and history since school opened back in August. They've
researched and written reports, watched videos, and worked on some
imaginative projects. Adam Bartnik built a model of St. Basil's cathedral — out of legos. Morgan Blankenship and Nathan Hughes performed an Abbot and Costello-style skit mocking Russian history. Several kids opted for cooking, bringing samples of borscht, blini, and
"kulich" (a festival sweet bread) to class.
In fact this class was, as their tour guide at the Catherine the Great
exhibit agreed, just about the most knowledgeable school group to ever
visit the exhibit.
"I think I'll just let you lead the tour for everyone else," she said,
when she found she couldn't tell them more about Catherine than they
already knew.
After this introduction to the 18th century, the students were fitted
with tiny tape recorders and earphones which, as Kisen Nathu
explained in his report, "told you where to go and what everything
was." They wandered through the various galleries on their own, sometimes ihecking back to reView a favorite item. There was no laughter
or horseplay here — just serious students with serious expressions, taking it all in.
In the classroom the next day, Mrs. Boone asked them to "write
about what impressed you. What was your favorite part of the
experience?"
Amberly Rollins thought the "fancy and frilly" jeweled eggs and
clocks were "very outstanding." O'Shea Hudspeth "noticed the woven
tapestry of the animals in which all of them had furocious teeth."
Micah Williams admired the wooden door, with "swirls carved all in.
It looked very nice, for a door," she concluded.
The bejewelled snuff boxes caught David Crouch's attention.
"Catherine did snuff but she didn't dip her left hand in the box so a
gentleman didn't get tobacco in his mouth when he kissed her hand,"
he explained.
Joey McKee!, as befits a member of the Murray Middle School
chess team, was fascinated by Catherine's chess set. "It was made out
of the best riches of her time," he said, and he described the pieces in
loving detail. The knight, for example,"was not a man on a horse, but
a sea horse, the tail solid gold, the head a carved ruby."
The paintings from the period got a lot of rave reviews. Brad Simmons wrote that "the paintings were over two hundred years old, and I
couldn't believe how well they had been taken care of;" Jeremy Hunt
said he "liked observing the cracks in the paint to see the oldness of
the pictures." Jake Thurmond said the painting of Peter the Great
impressed him most because "in the case beside the painting was the
suit Peter was wearing."
The painting of Catherine that was reproduced on the exhibit brochure prompted Crystal Luffman to write, "that's what I call artwork."
Courtney Christopher said she'd "seen the picture before (I think it's in
our textbook) and I thought it was beautiful, but to see it in person was
wonderful."
The centerpiece of the exhibition, according to all the promotional
mmaterial and the kids' reports, was Catherine's gold-encrusted coronation carriage, restored to appear just as it did two hundred years ago.
"It was glamerous," enthused Crystal.-Amy Mangla wrote, "it took my
breath away. I really wished I could sit in it."
For Autumn Alcott the carriage was "better than a fairy tale." But
she found the word "carriage" inadequate. "That is such a dull name,"
she wrote. "It should at least be called the Royal Coach."
Ellen Carpenter wrote that she knew "most people are going to pick
the carriage as their favorite" but that she liked "the sleigh that was
really a chair, with gliders on the bottom to make it go easily through
the -snow: The idea of it was just so silly."
After describing the sleigh, the carriage, the jewels, the paintings,
the chess set, and more. Mark Stockton wrote in dispair, "there were so
many great things that I can't remember them all." He'd like to go
back a second time.
The exhibition will be in Memphis for only one more week.
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The MCCH medical laboratory
complies with strict clinical standards
set by the American Association of
Blood Banks and the Food and Drug
Administration.

Contract Bridge

Sixth-graders visit Catherine
the Great exhibit in Memphis
By KATIE CARPENTER
Murray City Schools

blood once a year to receive blood
coverage for his or her family, she
added. "When you become a gallon
donator, you have blood coverage for
life for a family."
To make an appointment for blood
donations, please call(502)762-1119
between 7 a.m. and 3 p.m. To accomodate those who cannot donate
blood on weekdays, the Blood Bank
will be taking appointments for
selected Saturdays once a month.
Appointments are now being taken
for Saturday, Oct. 5.

The Art of Good Defense
East dealer.
a heart in dummy,and then cashed the
Both sides vulnerable
A-K of trumps and A-Q of diamonds,
NORTH
ending in dummy.
+985
Having eliminated all his hearts
Q
and diamonds from both hands,
•Q 6 3
declarer now tackled the key suit,
* J 109 7 6 3
spades. To make the contract he had
WEST
EAST
to hold himself to one spade loser.
A 72
* Q 10 4 3
In line with that objective, South
VA 10965
K 74 32
next led the nine of spades from
• 10 9 5
+1874
dummy. Had East followed low,
+Q2
+—
declarer would have made the conSOUTH
tract by also following low. But East
•K J 6
rose to the occasion by covering the
IP)8
nine with the ten.
•A K 2
South covered the ten with the jack
and it was now up to West to come
+ A K 854
The bidding:
through with the right play. He corEast
South
West
North rectly played the deuce on the jack
1+
Pass
Pass
and, as a result, declarer had to go
If
4
Pass
Pass
5+
down one.
Pass
Dble
Pass
South returned to dummy with a
Opening lead — ace of hearts.
trump,but it did not matter whether he
In today's deal, both defenders col- next led the eight ofspades or the five.
laborated perfectly to defeat South's If he led the eight, East would cover
five club contract. One little slip by with the queen; if he led the five, East
either defender at the critical moment would follow low. Either way, South
would have allowed declarer to get was sure to lose two spade tricks.
home safely.
Now let's go back and suppose that
South probably should have West had taken South's jack with the
doubled four hearts with his power- ace on the first spade lead. In that case,
house,but in the actual case he passed. he would have been stymied. If he
North then bid five clubs, which West returned the seven, declarer would
cover with the eight to assure two
doubled.
West led the ace of hearts and spade tricks; if ,West returned the
shifted to the diamond ten. Declarer deuce, declarer would play dummy's
took the diamond with the king,ruffed five to accomplish the same end.
Tomorrow: The right way.
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Sealed proposals will be received by the
Board ofEducation ofthe Murray Independent School District until 1:00 p.m. October
7, 1991 at the Board of Education Office,
9th & Poplar, Murray, Kentucky for the
purchase of:
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SANDY'S Stateline will be
featuring Chic Knute band
Friday & Saturday night.
Free food Saturday night.
STARS & commons. Baseball cards, all years, mostly
60's & 70s. Before 5pm,
753-9586 after 5pm
753-0292.

111-41rili

Anniversary
Sale

Notice

Ultralock 141,134
On Salo

Thurs. & Fri.
Sept 26 & 27
816 N. 19th St.
8 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
Dolls, collectibles.
jewelry,
glassware, some antiques. Much more!
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AURORA Pizza Magic. Delicious hand-tossed pizza,
spaghetti. Across from
Hitching Post. Dine in or
carry out. Open all year at
5pm. Closed Mon and
Tues. 474-8119,
1-800-649-3804.
arc
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CHANNEL CATFISH, HYBRID
BLUE GILL. Fatima minnows,
lap* bosh Bas4 Sack Cr.
and. Tripod Gran Carp (tor Pend
Wad Gonad) Ths HOW Ow
GO WI'awn a watt cr 2io 71 ?
pounds
Delivery Wm Bar
Friday, October 4
Al Du Following Location
Southern Slabs Co-op
Murray, Ky
(S02) 7511423
Time: 1200-100 p.m.
Call you local store to
place your order cx call
Toll Imo 1-030-643-8439

Fish Wagon, Inc.
1 800 334-1203

I
.

388 Reg $699 00S
1 .r

t

Fish Day
Time For Stocking

Route 3. Elos 337-C
Narrosburg, Arkansas 72032
1886

pay5

100%

739-4332
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Legal
Notice

By virtue ofJudgment and order ofSale entered,August 19, 1991,directed to me and issued
from the Office of the clerk of the United States District Court for the Western District of
Kentucky,atPaducah,in the action ofUnited States ofAmerica,Plaintiff,v.George D. Maxwell,
et al, Defendants, Civil Action No. C91-0104-P(CS), on November 5, 1991, at the hour of 9:30
a.m., at the Calloway County Courthouse door, Murray,Kentucky,I will sell to the highest and
best bidder the following real estate:
Being Lot No.8,Block E,Unit 4,Plainview Acres Subdivision,a plat of which is of
record in Plat Book No. 2, Page 14, office of the Clerk of the County Court of
Calloway County, Kentucky, to which plat reference is here made for a more
particular description.
LESS: Beginning at a point located on the south right-of-way line of Clayshire
Drive,said point being the Northwest corner of Lot No.8,in Block E of Plainview
Acres Subdivision - Unit 4; thence due East and following South right7of-way of
said road 12.00 feet; thence leaving said right-of-way and running South a
distance of 176.30 feet along a line parallel with an 12 East of the boundary line
between Lot 8,and Lot 7C to a point in the South boundary of Lot 8; thence north
88 degrees 15'0" Westfor a distance of 12'being along the Southerly property line
ofLot8 and in a Westerly direction to the Southwest corner of Lot8,thence along
the West boundary ofLot8for a distance of176.30feet to the pointofbeginning,all
of which is the Western 12' of Lot 8.
Mortgagors obtained the above-described property by deed from The United
States of America, acting through the Administrator of the Farmers Home
Administration, United States Department of Agriculture,,
dated the 4th day of
June, 1986, and of record on MICROFILM in Deed Book 168, Card 1548, in the
office of the Clerk of Calloway county.
The above described real estate is being sold to satisfy a judgment in the amount of
$34,239.86, plus accrued interest in the amount of$491.23,as of March 4,1991,plus additional
interest which accrued at the daily rate of$8.9117 from March 4, 1991, until August 19, 1991
and interest thereafter on said judgment at the rate of 6.26 percent per annum, until paid,
including a subsidy amount of$9,680.00 from the sale of the property in the event the property
sells for more than the above balance set out herein, plus costs, disbursements and expenses.
TERMS OF SALE
The real estate will be sold to the highest and best bidder at the place and time above
mentioned for cash or upon a credit of60 days, with 15% of-said purchase price being in cash on •
the date of sale and a bond for the balance of said purchase price shall be executed by the
purchaser with approved surety, made payable to the United States Marshal for the Western
district ofKentucky.The purchaser ofsaid real estate is given the right to pay iv full the amount
ofthe purchase bond and the interest computed at the rate of6.26 percent per annum that has
accrued from the date ofsale to the date offull payment to the United States Marshal.The real
estate shall be sold free and clear of any and all liens and encumbrances,except for any state,
county,city or school ad valorem taxes which may be due and payable or risSessed against said
property at the time ofsale,and shall be sold free and clear ofany right or equity or redemption.
The rights ofall parties shall attach to the proceeds ofthe sale ofthe real property in the same
manner and with the same effect as they attach to the property prior to the sale.
Wilma L. King
for RALPH L. BOLING
UNITED STATES MARSHAL.
' WESTERN DISTRICT OF KENTUCKY
114 U.S. Courthouse Building
Louisville, Ky 40202
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Our most popular
plan pays up to
100% of Medicare
Approved charges
(many policies pay
only 20%). We even
pay on office calls
and other out of hospital expenses For
free information

Call:
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
"free local
claim service"

1985 IROC 1986 !roc
REGISTERED NURSES
The Calloway County 1988 lroc 1991 Camaro
Health Center, Purchase RS 753-4509
District Health Department
is seeking qualified applicants for a vacant Commun140
ity Health Nursing position.
Want
Community health nursing
To Buy
can offer you a change and
a challenge while you work 2 or 3BR,house in Murray
with young families and the $20,000 $30,000 price
adult population Public range No Realtors please
health nurses, provide 759-9439 after 5pm
health education and direct
health services indepen- ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753 9433
dently after receiving speafter 5pm
cialized training and supervised orientation Discuss CASH for mobile home
our new pay plan arid re- tires $7 512 each
view our benefits for full- 527 2932
time employees Hours are
primarily Monday thru Fri- GOOD used all electric mo
day during the day Occa- bile home 753-7953
sional use of
-PALLETS, 40x-4-8
is required, with mileage 436-5430.
reimbursement. Generous
fringe benefits and holidays. New salary scale150
start as high as $10.99/hr
Articles
with 10% increase in first
For Sale
year of employment. Salary
based on education, exper- ANTIQUE Oak mantel with
ience and level of responsi- bevel mirror, $175 Tappan
bility. Full-time and alter- microwave oven $100 with
$35
nate work schedules will be wood stand
considerisid. Transcripts 753-t179-and completed applications BATTERIES A complete
required. Resumes cannot line for cars, trucks, tracsubstitute for applications, tors motorcycles, lawnwhich may be secured at mowers We offer service
any Health Center. Equal
and installation Keith's
Opportunity Employer.
Lawn & Tractor. 80 E Main
SOUTHERN Missionary St 759-9831
Baptist Church in Marshall.
BEDROOM furniture, luvinCounty seeking part-time
groom furniture, dining
Music/Youth Director.
table and chairs, baby furniQualified'persons send re- ture antiques and collectsume- to P0. Box 798, ables, big showcase,
Benton, KY 42025
books, tools, dishes, name
TRAVEL agent. Travel
school graduate or experienced travel agent. Send
resume to P.O. Box 1040N.
Murray, KY 42071.
UTILITY COMPANY
JOBS.
Start
$7.80-15.75/hr, your area.
Men and women needed.
No experience necessary
For information, call
-1-900-370-4562, ext. 3482.
8am-8pm, 7 days, $1295
fee.
WANTED Babysitter and
housekeeper
4:30am-8:00am. Call after
3pm. 753-5211

060

Help
Wanted

Notice

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
INSURANCE
No age limit
to apply.

it

010

NOTICE OF UNITED STATES MARSHAL'S SALE

GLASS Replacement
Work. Window glass, plate
glass, insulated glass, auto
glass, plus mirrors (plain
and 'beveled edge), glass
furniture tops Also, flea
market, used furniture,
hand-crafted t-shirts. All at
M&G Complete Glass, Dixieland Center 753-0180

e-

010
Legal
Notice

Lagal
Notice

VCR Service
All Branch

Ward-Elkins
753-1713

FALL
MUMS
Hwy.641 N. Turn left
on Hwy.464.(Follow
signs).

For orders call
Michael or
LaDon Haley

753-2861
Storage Buildings
8x86600,8x128750,8x16
$900 Variety of sizes &
styles Give us a cat 8,
our competition will tall

L.E. Williams
489-2663

"We would like to evress our cfrepest,gratitude and
heartfelt thanks toeach ofyou wfwgave sofret your
time'and -equipment to fie0 us during WP-.'s recent
surgery.
A special thank you to Hutson Ag, Hutson Ag
Equipment, Ellis Popcorn, 3D. Equipment, Marvin
Lassiter, ,krman K. s, 94nry Armstrong, Jamie
Trevathan, Da Barnett, Ike and HalAllbritten, Terry
and Johnny Williarru, Bobby L. 'Wilson, Bobby It
%Olson, Donnie, Ken, and Billy Overby, Jessie and
B alga Anderson,Boone Thomas,*Indy Houston, Mr.
& Mrs. ice Hal Thornton, %ck.and Stacy Murdock,
Yknry Greer, Bobby Estes, Darrell 141t/son, Teddy
Beane, Franklin Wogers, Bruce 'Hilton, Walter Lee
Stet, 'Bob Miller, *wink Michael, and Chris
Mohler, Kettie Key, Yoe West, Bobby Kemp, Jr., and
Bobby and Mores Dunn, Wob Poole,Bobby Kemp,and
each ofyou who helped harvest the corn and kept things
running smoothly.
'We could not have done it without you and wit!never
be ate to caress our thanks to you. it ts our prayer that
God will bkss each of you.
-WI'. (Dice& Ann West
Tammy, 'Regina & m itist
1(ichar1, Angela, Cote, & Rosanne West

DRY Clean your carpets.
Rent the fast and easy Host
Dry Cleaning System. Call
to reserve a Host machine
at Black's Decorating Center, 753-0839. 701 S. 4th,
Murray.

EASTWOOD Kiddie Kollege Christian Daycare
needs immediate part-time
help. Apply in person between 1-3pm

WANTED Alterations to do
n my home_ Experienced
alteration lady ,new to the
area. 753-1379.
HOUSECLEANING, experienced, reliable. Prefer
4-6 hours. 1 or 2 days per
week. 437-4928

MLT needed for busy phys- PROFESSIONAL houseicians office. Send resume cleaning by the lob or by the
to P.O. Box 1040o, Murray, hour. 436-2780 after 3pm
060
KY.
help
WILL babysit anytime
Wanted
13 IMMEDIATE OPEN- 489-2976
job?
A
INGS.
NEED
a
$350.00/DAY Processing
WILL do housecleaning
Phone Orders! People Call GED? Hope for the future?
have references
may
qualify
it:
'You
do
You
You. NO EXPERIENCE
753-6558
or
high
not
have
your
GED
N ECESSARY.
school diploma, 'You are
I-800-255-0242.
between the ages of 16 &
100
ACCOUNTS MGR trainee. 21 We are an E 0 E This
Business
Sales, deliveries, & collec- project is funded
by -the
Opportunity
tions. Self starter has great
Western Kentucky Private
opportunities. Apply in perIndustry Council- J.T.P A. ESTABLISH VENDING
son, Colortyme, 408 N.
Call J.T.P.A. Out Of School ROUTE No Competition12th St. Murray. No phone
Investment Secured by Equip7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8
calls.
ment & Merchandise. Call
8a.m.-11:30a.m.
BROKE, BUSTED, DIS- PART-Time LPN Clinick FAST PHARMACEUTIGUSTED? Sell Christmas Instructor, West Kentucky CAL 1-800-253-7631,24 hrs.
Around the World. Free kit, State Vocational Technical LOCAL Rural Food Service
no collecting, no delivery. School Must be BS with 4 Business. Remodeling
Weekly paychecks. No in- years recent experience. 90% complete. Now grosvestment. 753-1087.
Will supervise students at ses 150K plus. 2 Beautiful
building sites, all for
DIANA'S LT130. is seeking a the clinical site 21-24 hrs
mature lady for sales posi- per week Contact Geni La- $68,000 or best offer. Serious inquiries only. Call after
tion in womens apparel soski. Dept Head
8.30pm, 492-8738.
14-21 Hrs per week 554-4991
Please bring resume to
Diana's Ltd , Dixieland
$19.97
Filing Cabinets
Shopping Center. 10-5,
Mon-Sat.
$99.00
Complete Daybed
HELP WANTED The
Purchase District Health
Departnient has an Opening for a Clerk Typist III to
perform general derical duties at the Calloway County
Health Center, Murray, KY
Starting salary. $5.56/per
hour, $417 bi-weekly. Experience. Graduation from
high school including or
supplemented by a course
in typing and two years
experience in clerical w6rk

which has been in the performance of moderately difficult clerical and typing du
ties.(Each year of satisfactory cloncal experience .or
each successfully completed year in a recognized
school of business may be
substituted on a year-foryear basis for the education
requirement up to a maximum of tour years.) Good
fringe benefits Salary increase of 10% in first year
of satisfactory service Applications may be picked up
at the Calloway County
Health Center, 701 Olive._
Murray, KY, or other Purchase Area Health DepartMonts Deadline for applications is midnight October ,
5, 1991 Equal Opportunity
Employer

+alp

1/2 Off Starting at $10.00
Odd Lamps
$239.97
Bassett Recliners
$299.97
Lounge
20% Off
Get Used For Kids
20% Off
Get Used "Basics" For Big People
Black & Mauve Paisley Couch
$100.00 Off $599.99
& Loveseat

MARSHALL COUNTY OUTLET
321 N. Main

Benton, KY 42025

JCEnnoy
NOW INTERVIEWING
FOR EXPERIENCED---HAIR STYLISTS
Want to try a new way to work? Paid
vacations.., paid holidays, medicaldental-life insurance... store discount...
profit sharing.., salary plus commission. Position available to an experienced stylist with customer following in
this area.
For personal, confidential interview
Call 759-9811 JCPenny, Murray, Tuesday, Sept. 24 or call 759.1400

Horne
Furnishings

Apartments
For Rent

Livestock
I. Supplies

NICE Hide a-bed couch
with chair, $250 Also nice
table with 6 swivel chairs
$100 489-2715

NEARLY New 2br 2 bath
duplex, Northwood Dr Appliances furnished, garage
-.voopener $450'mo lyr
lease No pets 753-25 ,

HUDSON Company Sad
dies Bridles a r4orse sup
plies
759 823
753 4545

SMALL 1Br lakefront apart
merit ,n Panorama Shores
Appliances and utilities in
cluded Fireplace small
PULSAR Compound Bow
deck Lease references breeds 6'. '46 5'355
Fully loaded includes ar- deposit reoutrec No pets .
AKC
7'"v
rows Ready to hunt $125 436-2484
Da^,h ,^1
Call anytime 489-2982
SMALL furnished apart $100 ea X,' 352 2416
merit Blood River lake
210
AMCqr.„A'.
$75/mo 436 2427
pies
vv..; '5 • 470
Firewood
TAKING appkcations 'or
DA
,SY
GrovD
, g Monday
section 8 rent subsidized
DON'T wait until winter to apartments 1 2 a 3 bed Saturday by app.-yntrre, •
get wood We will cut and/ rooms Apply Hiiidale Apts 753 7819
or split your wood for you Hardin Ky or call DOBERMAN Puppies
now Ask for John. 502-4374113 EHO
AK', Reg•s•eir-d ..3t-0.5 and
759;9710
-vvoereerl-ci•••+•!tnate
rxillent tempermer• and c.tP
A FIREWOOD for sale
d!gree 75?
437-4667
FIREWOOD, green or seasoned 753-5476
FIREWOOD 436-2744
GET good, green firewood
now, and have it ready for
winter. James Sills
.753-4120.

IBA House Newly remod
eled Fireplace large yard
in county $230 mo - de
posit 554 0148 leave
message

HAVE an -inediriiit safe
Jog fct show or Home
Classes or Orniate 'essOr'c
Serving Murray Icr QVP'
12vrs 4% 2858

2BR anc 3br [r+ Almo
75 3 - 8 1 0 1 b t e n
1-Pm-9orh

220

3BR 2 bath Cornietely
remodeled Central H A
References and deposit reSOUND MASTER RE- quired '5400 mo No pets
CORDING 16-Tracks, al- 753-2376
bums, demos, sound
tracks, jingles Benton. KY 3BR almost new house in
Westwood 1713 Oakhill
:527-0453
Dr $475,mo 759 4406

48,•.• 21:;

Muskat

NEW Crop Sr.Honey 753 142

Public
CUTE INSiDEll 4Br con
Sale
Oaf gas hearair full basement.
fenced
Stove
re
Auction
FARRIS
Company
CHRISTOPHER'S COINS
"Ian
brand make-up Come see recently bought a tine frigerator wasner 506
Auctc• ecr
all and more at Murray Flea stamp collection, U S ,Vine 'South 6th and Vine - c QBox 149
Market. Industrial oad, blocks and plate blocks Lease
$425 mo
5,:2' 492 8.79f., 8:95 Wt.:
appraise and set 1 all
Murray (Williams Body Excellent U S and foreign 753-8734
Shop Building) Tuesday- coins also available along NEEDED Responsible
Saturday. 10-5.(We sell on with silver dollars, proofs adult to share rent and utiliGarage $11e
consignment) (Booth rent- sets, cowl and stamp sup- ties on brick home in Murplies. If _we don't have it, ray. 753-7963 ---als, available)
burr.....-Sept 26
we'll order it We buy coins
CAMOUFLAGE clothing
Fri. Sept. 27
and stamps and appraise NEW 2br at lake near Au
for all ages Steel-toe and
rora Furnished Purchase
until 2:00
regular work boots. Insu- estates. Visit us at Book option, deposit $325 me
Rack
(Dixieland
Shopping
1410
Dudlev Dr.
lated cover-ails Hunting
See at Bent Tree Estates
supplies. Jerry's Sporting Center, Murray), Treasure last home on Lake Drive
Goods, 6th and Walnut. House (Southside Manor. Buddy Valentine Mayfield
Murray), Ox-Yoke Antiques
Mayfield, KY
(Hazel)and Mercantile(Au- 247-5621, home 753-4981
FISHER Grandma wood rora). 753-4161
2 1,Car
SMALL 2Br $250irno Lor
stove Good condition
n•7 H.
cated 206 Walnut
8ft
PAIR
of
side
boxes
for
• -;
436-2858
9
0
1
5
8
4
30
50
or
truck with ladder rack
753-0919
753-2825 or 753-8074
LASER Turbo XT computer. 1 floppy drive. 512 K TOPSOIL - pickup or we
memory. Monochrome mo- deliver. 753-0277 or
370
nitor. Mouse. Start up disk. 759-1090. Welch Sand and
Livestock
Rest
Hwy
641N
Almo,
Letter quality Epson L-1000 Gravel
Supplies
Estate
action printer. Custom Ky
made computer hutch and TOP Soil, good rich dirt 3 YEAR Old Registered
Salo :••
Quarter Horses 1 gentle
printer stand $1500
Ideal for yards and plant mare, 1 English looking
:
759-4119.
beds. 759-1828, 753-2446 gelding 1 easy riding bar
acecs be '53 3293
MECHANICS Tools. Two Bogard Trucking & Exca- rell and pole gelding Paris
REA:_74 r;
level tool chest. Matco vathg Inc
TN. 901-644-076
ters a CC17:Dle:e. 'are
brand. Snap On, Craftsman
CATTLE Hog trailer 5x10 Reai Estate se",,, ces hlth
and Mateo tools, air tools,
250
.v-de
2'
$350 489 2310 or
tester, etc. $2000
Business
h 0 7'es
a
• z
489-2484
436-2417 after 4:30pm.
Services
75 3
22
•s
e
cOR Sale young B I y
OFFICE Furniture, desks,
stack chairs, file cabinets, PRIVATE Investigator Goats. 520 ea 753-5812
tables. Barbeque grills, D B.A. Confidential Investifreezer, picnic tables, small gations, Southsrde Shoprefrigerator. Shown by ap- ping Center, Suite *102.
pointment only, call Murray, 753-2641
474-2100
270
orce,^ abt:p..! otters .:o ,,,e
a^
ORDER the spa designed
Call: RICK MARTIN (1-800-264-0950i
WM,
for you Murray Hot Tubs
3553 Park Plaza Road
Homes For Sale
Paducah, Ky 42001
115 S 13th St
12x64 MOBILE Home 3br
-The 100 Best companies to .3440 P.:C.' M: ••anta. y
RESTAURANT Equip- 759-9735 after 6pm
and The Philip Lief Group, publisned Ii, -' --n r- .
''0 '4
'1
ment, dishes and utensils
Sons, Inc , Ne* York, 1989
1319 Wood East. Paris, 12x70, 2BR, 753-7573
Be a part of The Rock •
TN. 901-644-0187.
A7 eq,..a 0000
41
1--- ,,
,
...e ^,, ,- -:
1984 DOUBLEWIDE 3br. 2
TANDEM axle trailer load- bath, house type root, maing ramp. Removable metal sonite siding Central HA
a
.
• r
sides, lights. $550. 6th and Must move. 437-4092
Chestnut. 753-9775
1988 WILLOW Creek Must
sell 14x80, all appliances
included Large fleck and
INVESTMENT PROPER
back porch Excellent con
Appliances
damn 753-6520
of productive cropland.
,••
WASHER, Dryer, almond. EXTRA clean 10x50 with
dream-come true. Deer, s li turk,
i
GE refrigerator. Whirlpool an extended living room
lots
of
other
creatiirr,
,
v
little
electric Stove. 354-8528.
New carpeting, new paint
rent goes to buyer if you ;ict
1.:111J
WHIRLPOOL Freezer. Up- gas heat, stove and ref rig
They
don't
make
it
am,
753-2047
right, white. Very good conper acre. Not far from
dition. 436-2085.

CLIMB THE ROCK'!

ThePrudential

160
Homo
—

furnishings

2 PIECE beige sectional
couch With room divider
Oak round pedistal table
with 4 chairs Entertainment center 759-4151
leave message
BROYHILL Livingroon
Suite, plus lamps Excellent
condition 10 pieces $600
Full-size bedroom suite,
$150 759-9537
FULL-Size bed With mattress End tables and coffee table with glass tops
Excellent condition
753-7687
HERITAGE Collection,
Country Pine coffee and
end table set Extra nice
Original price, $830 Must
sell, $275 436 2105 after
5pm
JENNY Lind, full-size bed
frame, dark oak $100
758-9852 11am 4pm

Mobilo
Homes For Rent
NEWER. 14x60 Jonathan
Creek Area Central H A
Private lot $265 mo
354-6248
SHADY Oaks
.
(7;r 3br
electric or gas Wilking dis
tance to college 753-5209

Roberts Realty
-414 'So. -12th

TB.5t

NURSING HOME COSTS:
WHO PAYS?
"YOU" pay for most nursing home cost

310
Went
To Rant
WANT to rent or buy lot for
mobile home close to town
753 4915 or 753-9230

• Medicare pays less than 2".
* Medicare supplement pp:16es pa* ever
less
• An estimated one in four Arrier:c3its over
65 will spend time. in a nursing home.
•

320
Apennine
For Rent ,
1BR near university, no
pets $175/mo 489-2244
2BEORM. lbath apt
Sharp, no pets Almo
753-8663, 753-8332
2BR brick duplex, edge of
town 753-4109

ALMOST new 2br luxury,
LIVINGROOM Sofa blue
•efficient, duplex
energy
and white .Tiv ft. Ooodr
apartment in Westwood
conchttbn, $225 753.4440
Appliances furnished
alter 4 30prn
Lease and deposit reSOFA and chair Good ixin
quired No pets 753 7185
Mon 492 8613
for appointment

* In ,our area, costs averaae over $18,000
•
per year
• Medicaid, the government program for
the 'Poor" only provides help after you
literally impoverish yourself.
If you are concerned, give us a call for a
tree copy of "The Consumer Guide To
Long Term Care Insurance

McConnell
Insurance Agency
niopkinsvitte Fed Savings. Buiiding

753-4199

v.
''7
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Services
Offered

Services
Offered

Services
Catered

A LICENSED electrical
contractor JAMES C GAL
LIMORE ELECTRIC Corn
mercial and residential fast
courteous and efficient ser
vice 759 1835

HANDYMAN will do plumb
ing electric arid carpentry
Reasonable rates
"53 9838,

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center cleaning
servicing $15 most repairs
S35 all brands at.d Street.
Almo Open 9C2 IS
Mon Fri 753 0530

Wed
Care
BOB HALEY Real Estate
Sales and App•aisals
Roberts Realty "53 1651
C" 489 2266
Realt otters
a iarge number of choice
residennai budding lots tor
sale bee- n town and
selection
ocL:
ranges
Choice
'53 1222.
KOPPERUD

Lots
For Sale

1
wOODELs.,_ ,ots !n Lyn
nwooc Heights Subdivi
sor 3 3 miles west of Mu'
Harc surtacec roads
city water natural gas ca
blcNision reasOnably re
st-z.yryc tdr cottage only
-53 582' or "53 1566

Nome.
For Sale
28R • bath Good condi
no- 3 miles from Murray on
Coles Campground Rd
'53.5484
2BR Twelve minutes from
Murray 5 minutes from
iake $35 000 0130
"53-8394
3BR Z bath Central H A
Near Murray High
$"3 000 753-5644
3BR• LVRM Kit DINRM
-TILRM Lo o' cabinets
and closets Approximately
190c sq ft living area anti
full BSMT.GAR 100295
or Call 753 9376 after
6pn•
"0.5, %."INE St 2bedrm
• bath fireplace hardwood
tioors upstairs unfinishec
Basement Needs remoci
e n; $39 030 753-4029
BR.OK 3 bedrooms 2 cer
• c baths LR FR w
'en-ace Diningrooriaroe kitchen utility room
cieJbie carport extra car
nee lot "53-4090
APPALACHIAN Log Strut
tures Mode, home now
ape' or Hwy 280E (Potter
'ownRd For information
and appointment call
436 2040
EXCEL-ENT brick ranch
or owe! street Great to,
retirees Or young family
2s• 1 Oath and beautiful lot
veth trees $38.900 MLS
Z3544 Contact Kopperuc
Realty 753 1222
GREAT Retirement Home
otaliy redecorated 3b, 2
baths plus basement Con
.-enient county location
$38 900 MLS *3543 Contact kopperuct Realty
753 1222
HOJSE and Lot. 3br 1
oaths 4 miles from Paris
Landing Par!. on Cypress
Creek Pc $39 500
• 5-359 2663
'CE 3te' bath home
s• •
acre Has outbuild
es and new septic tank,
• :c 'ease -at e
•

4244 a^,11,MK,

POSSIBLE Owner Financ
ing 46• 3 bath home on
Poeinview 7, $105000
7'5.3-0724
WATERFRONT Ky lake
subdivisior 4b, 2 bath
w covered cock 354-6006

TOVNAS COST LESS
N MURRAY
CARS
11 Geo Pram ..„....'...„18.117
Toyots Corolla DX _039187
12 Chevy Leila
247
12 Ford Ttnis ...„ 2.987
12 Bear, SaCle
'92 Fad
S787
19 Ford Tens
2187
19 Oran Sable .0..0 2987
19 Toyot Cilica ST _0 227
19 Toyota ess.48 $14,687
19 Toyota Corolis DX 37/27
19 Nissan 249 SX $19,487
19 Toyota Terce!.......„..... 56727
19 Toyota any
r1.487
18 DX; kits Wgn $4,927
Chrysle LeBaron 2,987
Toyota Corolla
$5487
'711azda 626 ..... ......
17 Mean Topaz........ 2.987
/7 Olds Cits Sup _015,487
'97 Toy, Cry Wgr.. 2,487
17 Chevrolet cileyq„ $447
16 Hol Accad DX...15487
16 Chevy Cavalier Cony ,15487
15 Cs Cass Cates 2157
15 Toyots
$4187
15 Toyota Carnry LE......35.487
15 Toyota Corolla
2487
15 Toyot Corolla 11—.34,987
'84 Toyota Ter* SA5•- 2487
14 Nerxry Cougar.... 2.487
..... 14.987
14 Toyota
14 Chevrolet C402..0 32,987
12 Toyota essila 2,987
13 Pontiac 6000 LE...... 2,927 •
11 POIltiC Pheonix
'92 Ply, Reliant
/7 Toyota
2227
12 Oils Cutlass Sup ...0 11,987
12 Butt LeStre_ 2487

TRUCKS
'93 Ford Range 1LT 0 15387
2,487
18 Toyoti 412
17 Plratth Voyger LE 2.487
17 Toyota 414..00_...... 2.787
......0.2387
16 Toyati
16 Ford Bronco XLT 4i417,987
16 Toloti 414
15 DX; Ram RU...0 2487
15 Tolots 4x4 ........_ S4.287
14 DX? Ram Charger 2987
2987
14 Tolot 412
'94 DX; Ram..............2987
Aubrey Hatcher
Bill Calvert-Greg Bradshaw
Torn Thurman
Chns Bearden, Bus Mgr
Chad Cochran, Gen Mgr

TOYOTA
CCM,

NEW and used tires Key
A uts Parts Hwy 1215
"53 5500

Ii $ '2irr. a, KY

1534961

1982 BUICK Rega
roof goo° ca' Must e
753-165' or 489 2266
MEROJRY Comet
spew: or, column has
iess 'her 74 000 miles
WO- 75.3 3435
e-€

•9.
7E

Granc
E cellent cond,
power $850

t.r4ERr,JRv

Marc i1
A
474 '

• E• .,ery s.ean Ns rust
Runs Tea' 753 9279 days
and evenirigr

1984 FIERO, clear ok'C
sun roo' $1500 4743.1'S
1985 AMC Eagle Wagor
4x4-- 68 000- -mete pewee
and tilt steering cruse ccr
vol. $38030 436 24 1 7 a'
1 985 BUICK Century lim
dee Loaded good condi
tor grey $2503 753 2494
after 533

4-door
• 395

MONTE Carlo
•979 0nevette
$257 753 9440

985 CUTLASS Calais S.Jpreme Good condition
$3000 752-986E

- _ASS Supreme

1986 COUGAR 489 243'
after 6prr

'982

Stereo

753.0113

Ire:13114(ton

NC•11

Car
'4Yr.-,

s•

t' land

Center
dorm,

1986 PONTIAC 6000 LE
Fully ecuipoec very good
shape inside and out
Never beei, smoked in
Severe. 4regfeway - miles
$3250 See at Piggly
wiggh, front parking lot
Call 753 777Q o' 759 1559
anytime
1987 BUiCe, LeSatre
Erectric windows and
doors Cruise tilt, 62 000
miles V 6 3-8 white with
red cloth inside Excellent
condition $6500 r,rrri
'15
489 2.
1988 CHE V`i Beretta
White iocai one owner
Excellent Condition Sharp!
Must Sec '53 696' after
5pm

ALPINE AM FM Compact Disc -dash $399.99
Sunset Boulevard Music.
15ye An niversaH, Special Sunset Boulevard
Music. Dixieland Shoppint
:Center Chestnut St.
7534,11..
1984 CAVA_IER type 10
Coupe nice conc tion
53-2212 after Seim

1979 CHEVY Conversion
Van Excellent condition
Low miles Many Extas
436-2858
1988 DODGE Caravan 7
passenger
6 rally
wheels running boards
$6303 060 43"-4056
753 7902
Aerostar 6
celient condition. 753 5227
days 753-9909 nignts
1938

sao
Used
Trucks

SOLD
1985 CHEVROLET S-10
Low mileage good condi
t,or 4 speed (502)
247 9504 atter 5pm
1985 GMC Sierra Classic
Pick up Excellent condi
tion One owner $5500
382-2696

Kopperud Realty
711 \1Jrn

-

753-1222

GENERAL Repair plumb
mg roofing tree work
436 2642

GERALD WALTERS
Roofing vinyl siding paint
"5HP EVINRUDE out ing Free estimates 18
board motor Excellent years experience Local rrl
Condition $700 Cali ferences 489 226"
James at 435-4425
GUTTERING By Sears
Two 1 -rf1 boats $495 ea
One 17ft boat motor and
trailer $2500 080 $3000
takes all three 759-9710
ask for John

PAINTING interior and-ex
tenor (Duality work Over
20 years experience Ralph
Worley 759 4555

MITCHELL Paving Seal
coating and hauling Over
30yrs experience Free es
timates -53 1 537 or
753 1221

Sears residential and corn
mercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifica
tons Call Sears 753 2310
for tree estimate"-

AlA FIREWOOD and
Landscaping Tree removal
anc trimming • 492-8254
A• TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates 753 0906 after
5pm 759 9816 753-0495

ANSi remodeling painting
& roofing References
759 1110

PAINTING Interior and Ex
tenor Free estimates
Small repairs Reasonable
rates 753 6844

HOUSECLEANING Refer
ences provided
Call
Rhonda, 759 9668

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers Most parts
in stock on my truck All
work and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Ap
plance Works 753-2455
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse
Whirlpool 30+ years experience Bobby Hopper
436-58-48
APPLIANCE repair Electrical & Plumbing repair Natural and LP gas installation Licenced arid Bonded
753 4684

WORD

graphks service
Term papers resume, legal/
MCIllt al, graphs and ban

WILL do light carpentry
work, such as paneling dry
wall or insulation 753 7044
after 5pm

Reasiinahle
nerc
7C9 4gg2

Ten
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOAI WOODWORKING

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing siding
painting plumbing con
crete Free estimates Call
474-2307

753-5341 or 753-1270

All Types Of.

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

ROGER Hudson rock haul
ing. gravel sand, dirt drive
753 4545
way rock
753 6763 759 1823

Steele-Allluitten, Inc.

SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill

7.

25741._

SHEETROCK finishing
textured ceilings Larry
Chnsman 492 8742
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment including.
60ft aerial trucks and brush
chipper To assure a safer
operation at a lower cam
petitive cost Free esti
mates without obligation
Day or nite. 753-5484

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
(Doors open at 6 001

Knights of Columbus Hall
mile

ALL PROCEEDS GO TO CHARITY
7530414 P.O.lox 1033
Murray

'Drop by & see o,r st-0.1v.-ocfr

DAVID SMITH
Construction

sgiir
NU8011//1‘411111116
'
--

Residential - Commercial
Additions - Metal Pole Barns

Block, brick, stone, complete foundation,
concrete work,sidewalks 8z patios covered
with brick. Fireplaces a specialty.

TUTORING Pre-school
computer orientation
759-4846

15 Yrs. Experience • Free Estmates
PHONE•

WILL do plumbing installaDon and repairs All guaran
teed 435 4169

502-437-3026

15 yrs. exp. Free Estimates.
Call 527-8275 or 489-2149
For A

Joh Done RiOzt Because We
Guarantee Our Work.
MY A

Mathis Transmission
Service
624 N. 4th

1986 MAZDA B 2000 truck
5soeed
air $3500
753-7225 after 5pm
1987 DODGE Power Ram
50 4x4 5-speed tan
49 503 miles a c stereo
cassette bed liner Sharp
$5800 492 8899
1988 TOYOTA Conversion
Truck 753,0768 after Spin
SLICK' 1967 Chevy Step
side 350 4 speed excel
lent condition $3300 Call
753-0269 Serious inquires
only

Campers
15FT Travel Trailer. sleeps
4 with awning. 436•2664
1969 31F T Airstream
Camper $6500 753 4389
or 753 5960
1991 NEWMAR Vountry
Star 26f1 Dave, trailer De
iuxe interior Thermal insu
ated Forewarc o,Itchen
Central AC Brarid • new
Must sell because. re eller
tru
gies
rc
502 821 3219

INSIDE BOAT
STORAGE
$25eno
Boats
Poiloon Beats $50.rho
753-0372 or
7i..-4445 after E pm

Ni

St., Murray

753-6374
Specializing in front wheel drive,
overdrive, automatic & standard
transmissions.
We Service What We Sell
* FREE ESTIMATES *
12 Month 12,000 Mile Warranty

LOURDES HOSPITAL

1E3
AtNID
_

SURGERY

BLOCK brick concrete finishing Basements footings garages drives
walks 30y rs experience
13yrs in Murray area
753-5476 Ch4rIes Barnett
BULLDOZING and back hoe 354-8161 after 5pm
Financing available

11331

F

M4 I
THEN r

C111:1 (him Chimney
kwe,ps rias Weir senior cal
arid

Justice
Americ
Five
Ministc
cases o
spying
One
embarg
messag
Preside
up to
Lxia
ABC t
Prowse
glas is
Actress
Thot
becaus4
(I820-:

_SuSq
I \nik.

BA'OKHOE service David
Burkeen Septic systerns
basements foundations
driveways gravel dirt
sand mulch rip rap plac
in; 474-2103

,ap,

-411k

-awf Smith
L
Masono

THE Gutter CO Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors Licenced. insured Estimate available
759-4690

New Homes

rd 9rr 5

1.19 SlABLIP,

I C Dinh Repair and Main
tenance Electrical Clean
ing Sewer 1210..1212 Main
Street 753-6111 office
753 0606 after 5pm

BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL Septic system drive
ways hauling foundations
etc 759-4664

r,e:.

rates

-IC

THEN f

%e sell churri-

1985 5-10 4x4 Extended
cab V-8 350 bored 40
over oversized cam
Wieland Alum high rise intake Holley 650 dpr Turbo
350 Transmission 4 11
gears 5 000 rre on motor
and trans . 75 000 onpuck
3 inch lift 31r10 50' tires
'502
$6 000 firm
753-8764

rkt)('ESSINIG

PLUMBING
Free esti
mates Affordable rate
Same day service All work
guaranteed 492 8816

Factory Authorized Repairs For:
Tappan-Kelvinator-Emerson-Brown
*All Repair. Are Gliitri-i:kiie,1

Route 1, Box 139D
Benton. Ky. 42025

WILVAMS Concrete Ser
vice Low prices tree esti
mates 354 9397

WILL blow out gutters
753 8908

PLUMBING repairman with
came day service Cal
436 5255

Sovt,:e on all hransic ss indow air L-onditioners
e•trigerators
trOtivers
V.asher-i
dr)CTS
microviaves - dishwashers gas A,: elce.tre. ranges

KY 94 west to Johnny Robertson Road
south to So Hale Road right on Sg Hale Road

WILL do yard work of any
kind Also wood for sale
759-4401 Ask for John

,omputer

APPLIANCE REPAIR

AFFORDABLE Security
Systems available for both
home and office 5 year
warranty, 100% guaran
1989 PONTIAC 6000 LE
teed For your own peace of
Nice car 4-door ”
.
9_99, ersindi -call .1:4C-Enterprise
OBO 1986 Chevrolet Ca
395-7615
vaner Z-24 Back loaded,
ALPHA Builders Carpensharp
$3300 060
try remodeling porches
753 8965 after 4pm
rocAng, concrete drive1990 PLYMOUTH Laser ways, painting
mainte
RS Turbo 5-speed
nance etc Free estimates
loaded Must selll Cali 489-2303
753-8651 after Spin

19.6e RLJNABC,JT
good
ceridibun with 75he Len
'Lire: 06 excellent 'kind
DC' $1000 Call James at
435 4425
"Just Reduced"
r nie IL:Ng elder home with 'Several nice °um:ilk:11.r
'
ir
s„eiatee
, 35 acres only rnLnutes from town
Litilwesl school district. Priced at S64,irrrii
. (yr your ',tiiiwifl MSI. #3498
toed.

24rT CREST II Pontoon
Boat '5Hr Johnson New
top lex), and carpet excel
lent condition. .$4000
-538809

1988 FORD Aerostat ex
cellent condition 753-5227
days 753-9909 nights

ter 4 Kprr.

1985 CAMARO 2 28
loaded 305 TPI Excel
lent condition 753-6063 at
ter Sprn

1 980
reue
33':
• 4723

CAR

Tod a'
days le
Tod a'
On S
York, a
states ft
On tl
In 15
of Pam
In 16'
publish(
In 17
by the
In 18
mally r
In 18
Sequoia
In 19
the wo
In O.
made a
In 1'

THEN

aLreen,

4(
1 41,11
C,NNiNGHAM S Heating
ar-c Ceefing Service Cornpull- instaliator and ser
vice
Cal,. Gary at
759-4754
DAVIDSON Roofing New
roofs and repairs Tear offs
and re roofs Written guar
antee Lose! references
753 581 2
DIAL Builders No Job too
smali Remodeling pole
barn additions, and new
home construction
436 5272
DRYWALL finishing re
pairs additions and blow
ing ceilings 753 4761
LICENSED for electric
gas refrigeration Installa
tiori and repair Free esti
males 75.3-7203
FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753 2310 .
for tree estnare tor yo,,,
needs
GENE Parker and Sons
Lawn and garden service
Bush hogging yard prepa
rations seeding fertilizing
breaking gardens 34 years
experience 759-4842
753 5838 753-9317
HADAWAY Construction
Homo remodeling paint
ing wallpaper carpentry
floor covering No job toe
srriali 436 2052
HAULING, yard wort. tree
removal mowing Free es
timates 759 1683
INSULATION Blown In By
Sears T \ON approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753 2313 for tree estimate
KITCHEN CABINET RE
1
CO VERY existing doors .1
t,arres with woodgrain for
,a ali colors Free est.
WUiti s

1
ReC041,'

436-5563
-M 4.6:0 Fence
fence dog kennels re
s eectiai commercial Free.
iet matte
'53 9785
ct.

Not Just A Job ...

But an Exciting Career!
We are seeking positive RNs to accept the challenge of
working in a multi-faceted O.R. that offers a highly skilled
staff and procedures including:
P.c,c;se Vosc_v..:tSru.ales ono' Surgery Endorierecromies etc

A330
R

'--

X rr,„

EncascapIc

FOR
OJT,
AKE
GC

CrHooedc Rr-glrr. Total Joint Replacement LADs Atrhrcoc'he Open Heart area CABG

at, E.,4 .5peclo1isrs
10 opetc,tlie
iri6ulin Shock Wove Lthotripsy EWE.)
pnyiecuret_, Esopnagosc_opy Gastroscopy Duodenoscopy

Loser recririgigg.es incluaed In the Generoi Gynecological Surgery Repertoirethe area of [YegsT Augrrenrolio^,
To meet The psych,grric neecis of our por tents

Leogers Ii
E—

Crantotor-oet, AEF

EMPATHETIC

I umaar Fut,ion;

,3.1(- Coripcj Always ,
Always

LOURDES HOSPITAL - the BEST of a kind" - PAR EXCELLENCE
,-r- Isi iC Perioperorive Nursvi-J (_()-;rv•
•

• • • 'Poo

121

phonf-

(502)444-2877 or toll free 1-800-633-1178
I%LOURDES
HOSPITAL

PR

s_
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Ten years ago
Members of the Local Unit of
The Salvation Army made plans for
its annual fall fundraising campaign. Unit members are Euple
Ward, Wilma Billington, Jo Burkeen, Groover Parker. lay Brigham
and Carolyn Parks.
Kentucky Special Olympics
Coordinators from 15 areas in the
'-statare holding a conference.
Sept': 24-21, at 'Kenlake -.State
Resort Park. according to Gayle
Wadlington, coordinator.
Officers of Murray High School
Chapter of Future Business Leaders
Of America are Teresa Woods,
Kathy Clark, Wanetta Fostier, Mae
Umar, Karen Green, Kim Edmonds
and Kelly McCarty.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Rickey Lee Weatherford, Sept. 8; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Charles R. Saxon, Sept. 15.
Bishop Edward 1.. Tullis will
give the dedication message and
officiate at the formal dedication of

Today is Wednesday, Sept. 25, the 268th day of 1991. There are 97
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Sept. 25, 1789, the first United States Congress, meeting in New
York, adopted 12 amendments to the Constitution and sent them to the
states for ratification. (Ten of the amendments became the Bill of Rights.)
On this date:
In 1513. Spanish explorer Vasco Nunez de B‘lboa crossed the Isthmus
of Panama to discover the Pacific Ocean.
In 1690, one of the earliest American newspapers, Publ ick Occurrences,
published its first
and last --- edition in Bostott.
'
In 1775, American Revolutionary War hero Ethan Allen was captured
by the British- as he led an attack on Montreal.
In 1890, Mormon President Wilford Woodruff issued a Manifesto formally renouncing the practice of polygamy.
In 1890, President Benjamin Harrison signed a measure establishing
Sequoia National Park.
In 1962, Sonny Liston knocked out Floyd Patterson in round one to win
the world heavyweight title at Comiskey Park in Chicago.
In 1973, the three-man crew of the U.S. space laboratory Skylab. II
made a safe splashdown in the Pacific after spending 59 days in orbit.
In 1979, the musical "Evita" opened on Broadway.
Ten years ago: Sandra Day O'Connor was sworn in as the/first female
justice on the U.S. Supreme Court. The Rolling Stones launched a 25 city
American tour at Philadelphia's John F. Kennedy Stadium.
Five years ago: Secretary of State George P. Shultz and Soviet Foreign
Minister Eduard Shevardnadze met again in New York to discuss the
cases of Nicholas Daniloff and Gennadiy Zakharov, who were accused of
spying in the Soviet Union and the United States, respectively.
One year ago: The U.N. Security Council voted 14-1 to impose an air
embargo against Iraq (Cuba cast the lone dissenting vote). In a videotaped
message to Americans, Iraqi President Saddam Hussein warned that if
President Bush were to launch a war against his country. "it would not be
up to him to end it."
Today's Birthdays: New York Yankees broadcaster Phil Rizzuto is 73.
ABC- news--COM-Sndent 'Barbara- Wailers- is 60: Dancer-actress Juliet
Prowse is 55. Actor Robert Walden is 48. Actor-producer Michael Douglas is 47. Actor Mark Hamill is 39. Actor Christopher Reeve is 39.
Actress Heather Locklear is 30.
Thought for Today: "It is as fatal as• it is cowardly to blink (at) facts
because they are not to our taste." - - John Tyndall. English plIsic. Ect
(1820-1893).

Wesley Foundation Building at
Murray State University.
Twenty years ago
Airman First Class Richard A.
Baker, son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
M. Baker, is a member of a
Pentagon-based unit that has
earned the U.S. Air Force Outstanding Unit Award.
The City of Murray- is now classired as Grade Fivc n regard to
fire insurance rating, according to
City Counoilman James,%lady Allhotten in his report to la Murray
dty Council.
Dr. Donald Hughes represented
the Murray-Calloway County Medical Society at annual meeting of
Kentucky Medical Association held
Sept. 20-24 at Louisville.
Louise Sirls, Glen Rudolph,
Retta Balentine, Maylon Williams,
Grace Sins, Betty Warner, Thelma
Burkeen, Grace Tucker, Patty Monroe, Dean Burkeen and Tommy
Tucker are new officers of Alford
Chapter No. 445 of Order -of the

Eastern Star.
Murray High School Tigers
Fern Terrace Lodge on Stadium
Mayfield High School Cardin.
View Drive, Murray, will open on
to 6 in a football game.
Jan. I, 1972.
Forty years ago
Thirty years ago
Earl Brandon, 33, part owner ,•
The 2,800 members of KentuckBrandon Bros. Distributing C
y's 100th Division of Army
Reserve will report to Fort Chaffee, was killed by a 45 colt show h.,
unknown assilant at his place
Ark., this weekend for at least a
business on Silt 12:h, Str,.2.,:i
year of active duty :n view of the
Murray, iaq.:nht a- bout
Berlin Crisis. Several .ocal men are
Wells Purdorn-s-nas
in this' division.
..
appointed
as Calloway (our.
Jimmie Armstrong. ,on of Mr.
F'...:.e.(
.
4
ori!
Crusade
for
Chairman
for
Charles
B.
Williams.
has
and Mrs.
Drive. The county utxita ],
completed recruit training at Naval
Pvt. Ronald D Dodd. or
Training Center, Great Lakes, Ill.
Mrs. Al. Dodd, is serving, a: F Births reported include a girl to
Meade. Md.
Mr. and Mrs. David Holton
Births reported include a hoy
McConnell, no date listed.
Mrs. Jesse Johnson, Mrs. Emma/ Mr. and Mrs. Hershel Gin and
Sue Hutson and Wilson Gantt pre- boy to Mr. and Mrs. Aifi-td V..
sented a program on "Communica- hams, Sept. 15.
"Jailer Ed Burkeer. has ker.,•
tion Between Home and School" at
lawn at the court no.ase
nice
High
a meeting of Murray College
School Unit of Parent-Teacher summer," from column, "Seer,
Association. Mrs. John Wint,.- 1 is Heard Around Murray" by
- C. Williams.
program ch•oirman. • •

Dear Abby
r)E,AR

(*oncerning people
rid or
the S.
cobtil. I lost read al.,ter
Dir•go Union from the ‘Aorr,:n A
•;igrier,l herself.. "Broko
t hi A rit,,/Dallas I agrei
your r -'wholehi2art-d0., and
as well I1.wee, 1 would
Ike to go one -den hp-the! Farrni%
member-. r r;r7 hi•lp "-,1111.4),1P
1.chri are hooked on

hf•Ip-

nIt'I,111. 'Art/

denial Denial. arid !hat "fals(
sen,:e of contro;
thinking. create- lunoc ire:ationIS In

ships. However, this denial can be
broken through with a process called
Intervention.
I recommend Intervention to
anyone who i s'frustrated by another
person's drinkingor using. You don't
have to wait for someone to "hit
bottom.- which could ultimately be
death.
I am a professional counselor at
The McDonald Center for Alcoholism
and Drug Addiction Treatment at
Scripps Memorial Hospital in La
Jolla. Calif. To learn more about
•

Intervention. call a local treatment
center - or call our 24-hour Parent
and Teen Helpline: 1-619-15..t-4:157
JOHN C. SEAMAN, M A

DEAR MR.SEAMAN:Thanks
fora potentially lifesaving letter
for the thousands of people who
are hooked on alcohol andor
drugs but insist they can handle
it- which.they cannot.
DEAR ABBY: We have a daughter who is a senior in college. She
was very popular in high school. She
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'2 Beverage
13 Wireless set
14 Bother
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By Peter H. Gott, MD.

CATHY
I'M THRifT4... .
THEN J SPEND 'TOOMUCH
THEN I THRiFT\1,
THEN I SPEND TOO MUCH

i-r
t

Dr. Gott

CO? 131;24:774
A•l\O '4N CAN
A.t&?,Ait41.E,S itaD
DA`t

I LOIJE MN 108 .
THEN I HATE ATi Sai
THEN I Luc nrsi 306.
THEN I HATE M' 30S ..
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WEIL C'LPI \ANSE 'NOW
3E. 74E 1.0Git4W)t7e
11.41.. 74E_ TIC1R. AEA CAN
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MY ROMANCE 15 PERFECT...
THEN MI ROMANCE lS HIDE0115../
THEN Mk/ ROMANCE IS PERFECI
THEN M4 ROMANCE 15 HIDEOUS

was homecoming queen. a .h
leader and :in "A- -ztudent
ond ',oar
In her
%slth '112: h.,
-tarted
None .f
they

DEAR UNHAPPY: You are
taking this too personally: keep
in mind that the ankle with the
tattoo is your daughter's, not
yours.Your daughter sounds like
a bright. responsible young
woman. Don't worry about her
tattoo.Should she ever feel sorry
and embarrassed,the tattoo can
he covered With a cosmetic. Two
of the best - Cov,ermark or
Dermablend - can be found in
most department stores and
some pharmacies.
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37 Equality
39 Note of scale
40 Tibetan
gazelle
42 Brim
44 Oater prop'
46 Finishes
48 Plunge
50 Food fish
51 Bambrs ma
53 Entire range
55 Sew
58 Dwell
61 Moccasin
62 '- Party
64 At present
65 Emmet
66 Possessed
67 Ntature-

Answer to Previous Puzzle
B:o-y1B

DEAR DR (OTT I've been treated
for mucous colitis and have sudden
episodes of diarrhea I treat with I • mot'', What can you tell me about condition"
DEAR READER Mucous colitis
an antiquated term for irritable how
el. a common intestinal disorder .11
unknown cause, marked by abdorninal pain, bloating and disruption
evacuation constipation or diarrhea
The affliction, which causes no health
problem. is usually worsened by
stress.
Once more serunis, treatable bowel
disorders rsuch as lactose intolerance.
diverticular disease and uicerito.,eolitisi have been ruled out by appr4.priate blood tests and X• ray studic
patients with irritable bowel s%1d t •••!
drome are given counseling. mot'
diets or medicine to reduce svnrptoms The most popular drugs ,,rt,
such
anti-spasmodics.
propanthelme
With respect !t, your case 111..
careful analysis
ma%.
tt.,.
certain foods or stressful -wr,c
trigger diarrhea To pre,
.ent
toms. you might choose 1 4 6
factors whenever possihlk
cd:
tion, you might try Nletamik
'
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WE'RE PROUD TO USE
RECYCLED NEWSPRINT

Pet Fair to be held this weekend
Humanel)
Speaking

Calim.m Co.
humane Societ)

Mark Miller of Murray has been
selected a Student Ambassador at
Murray State University for
1991-92.
Miller is the son of Tim and Patsy Miller of Murray.
A junior accounting major, he is
a member of Pi Kappa Alpha social
fraternity, Gama Beta Phi honor
society, Alpha Lambda Delta honor
society and Student Alumni
Association.
The ambassadors, group of students who regularly visit area high
schools on recruiting trips, work
with guidance counselors to provide information on admissions
opportunities. They act as traveling
goodwill representatives of Murray
State. On campus, they give tours
to prospective students and participate in special programs such as
Fall Senior Day.

1407 Main
Phone 753-4682

Deli Hot Line
We Accept Food Stamps - We Reserve The Right To limit Quantities 753-7811

E Nv.RONMENTAL
OFF E NSE FUND

k.

•111211

A7Z41-02 10-eld

(A-0,01 —

We Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams 8c Shoulders
U.S. Choice

1-Bone Steak
89
Spare

Country Style

Ribs

$3

1/4 Sliced Into Chops

Center Cut

Pork Loin
1 79
End

Pork Chops

Pork Loin

Lb

Roast

I

Lb.

U.S. Choice Whole Boneless

Beef
Ground
3-4 Lb. Pkg.

Slab3-4Bacon
Lb.

Ribeye

Grape
Jelly

Raisins
6 Pk

32 oz
$1

19

$ 1 19

Ronco
1 Lb

Lb.

Spaghetti

Northern

Flay-O-Rich

Bathroom Tissue

Whole Milk
Gal. $ 1 99

4 Roll Pkg.

American Ace Super Roast

Ragu

Coffee
11.56z. $ 1 39

Spaghetti Sauce
9
$16
30 oz

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Dr. Pepper, nn
Mt. Dew, Diet Mt. Dew 2 Liter 77

Stokely F.S. or Cut

Campbells Ramen

Prairie Farms

Green Beans

Peanut Butter

$ 1 69
18 oz

Chef Boyarde 15 oz.

99'
89
eli

Spaghetti & Meatballs

Golden Corn
Blue Bonnet

Dill Chips

Margarine

32 oz

Pit

Owens Best
Pit

BBC) Pork
$499

BBC) Beef
29

$3

LL

Lb

99
$2
Lb.
Sliced Free

3/9
989

gal

Owens Famous

Fried9 Chicken
Pcs
89
4
$

15 oz.

1 lb.

Sausage
1 79
Charcoal
Royal Oak

2/$100

59

Stokely Mixed

Sweet Peas

Paper Towels
Butter Chips

22 oz.

$ 1 89
I

Ajax Dishwashing

Liquid

22 oz.

Crisco

Shortening

Dole
Golden Ripe

Large Head
Fresh

Bananas

Broccoli

3 Lb. Can

$199

48 Ct. Red

Grapefruit

99c
3/99'
3i 1
b.

Cajun

Jumbo
Vidalia

5 Lb Bag
Idohc

Turkey Breast

Cheese

Roast Beef

Onions

Potatoes

4

2/79'
69'

Vlasic Zesty Bread &

Baby Swiss

l,b
$489

14 oz.

Scott Single Roll

Owen s best
Oven Baked

$399 $429it)

I Lb.

5 Lb
$1

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Dr. Pepper, $109
Mt. Dew, Diet Mt. Dew 12 ak cans %)
Stokely C.S. or W.K.
3/$ 1 00

Roddenbury Hamburger

Owens Best

14 oz.

3 oz 6/89' 2% Milk

Noodles

Lb

Lb.

Williams 1 Lb.
Hot or Mild

69c

$ 1 19

0
89

$3

Lb
$ 99

Owen's Best Sliced

Sun Maid
Snack Pack

Sirloin Steak
29
Leg Qtrs.

Lb
1 99
%

Sausage

Owens Best Family Pack

Kraft

1

U.S. Choice Boneless Top

Seaboard Forms
Frying Chicken

cknch Smoked
or Polish

Lb
$ 159

$ 1 89
Lb

AMMt

_ If
I everyone
recycled
this much
of their daily paper,
we'd save
9,000
trees a year.

Hours:
M•ill. 8 o.m.-7 p.m.
FTI. & Sat. 8 ar .8 pm.

1Ft.c.a

Big Chief Cr. or Ch.

Miller selected
as ambassador

Read
Then recycle

CONATIEIN'

Prices Good
Sept. 25 thru
Oct. 1

The Calloway County Humane
Society's Pet Fair will be Saturday,
Sept. 28 at the Park Depot. from 10
a.m. to 1 p.m.
This is the Humane Society's
biggest money-making project of
the year, so please mark your
calendar and join us for some fun.
We will again have our game
booths, "Cake Walk" and concessions. Admission is $I for adults
and S.50 for children or the equivalent donation of pet food. Please
remember that all proceeds go toward the care, comfort and feeding
of animals at the shelter. This is a
very worthwhile cause.
Contest times are as follows:
10.4,M,•- FIMMCSI Pet Contest;
11:30 a.m., Most Beautiful Pet
Contest noon - most loved stuffed
animal contest (for children 10
years old and under).
Please bring stuffed animals
(fabric or fake fur only please!)
with you to be judged the day of
the fair. Registration for the stuffed
animal contest will take place the
day of the fair, prior to noon.
The "funniest" and "most beautiful" pet contest entries require: a
snap shot of your pet. its name, sex
and breed. name of contest entering
and the owner's name. address and
phone number. Send photos and
information to Kandy Carstens, 516
S.-Sixth-St., Isturray.,Entries may
also be registered the day of the
fair, prior to contest time, but we
encourage you to pre-register.
Photographs of pets will be displayed for public voting. The most
money donated in the container
under each picture will determine
the winner. Grand prize winners in
the first two contests will be
awarded a trophy, a free photographic sitting and an eight by ten
portrait from Artcraft Photography
or a pen and ink drawing of your
pet by Marge Hatton. We thank
Artcraft and Marge for their gracious contributions. All photos submitted for contest entry may be
reclaimed immediately following
the conclusion of the contest. Additional prizes will be awarded the
day of the fair, so be there!
There will be no live pet contests
this year. In the past, many of the
animals suffered from the noise
and presence of "fellow" animals.
So please. for the sake of your pet.
leave them at home.
White Elephant items are needed
for our "Mystery Gift" table.
Donated gifts should be clean, can
be for any age and may be silly or
serious. Donations of wrapping
paper and boxes,. would also be
appreciated. Any /of the aforementioned items may be left on the
porch of Kandy Carstens, 516 S.
Sixth St. (753-3627) or Bonnie
Higginson. Kingswood Drive
(753-4681), or in a drop box at the

tO
Read
Then recycle

Calloway Counts Puht!,. l.thrtv \
We hope
between Sept :1 an
at the 1),..1 Fair'
to see

‘14,drif

California

Kiwi Fruit

99' 4/9

